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Abstract 

 
Micro-dosing of resistance training is “the division of total volume within a micro-cycle, across frequent, short 

duration, repeated bouts” as defined within this thesis, and is a concept built on a foundation of well-established 

training approaches, methods, and theories. Despite drawing influence from many other aspects of resistance 

training, micro-dosing is still a relatively new term and has only recently begun to be explicitly investigated as a 

programming strategy. There may be considerable acute benefits of utilising micro-dosing, however, considering 

the lack of previously published data on the topic, our aim was to lay the foundations and determine whether 

performing micro-dosing had a similar chronic effect to training adaptations as a traditional approach. This thesis, 

therefore, includes an investigation comparing the effects of micro-dosing the Nordic hamstring exercises (NHE) 

as a ‘proof of concept’, prior to a comparison of micro-dosing and traditional approaches to lower body strength 

training. Following both a systematic review and meta-analysis of the appropriate NHE prescription, and 

reliability of field-based hamstring strength measurements, a comparison of micro-dosing and traditional 

prescriptions of the NHE was investigated across a single micro-cycle and a 9-week intervention. The findings of 

both of these studies indicate that there were no meaningful differences between the micro-dosing and traditional 

groups. A further systematic review and meta-analyses was carried to determine the effect of resistance training 

frequency, in well-trained athletes, and potential implications for in-season resistance training, with training 

frequency appearing to have a trivial effect on lower-body strength increases. Finally, a randomised cross-over 

feasibility study was conducted, with accompanying between-session reliability of performance measures, in 

which both micro-dosing and traditional groups followed a 5-week, in-season, strength training intervention. 

Greater improvements were observed in the micro-dosing group for force production characteristics (g = 0.62-

0.64), sprint (g = 0.31-0.58), and change of direction (g = 0.57-1.25) performance. In contrast, there were no 

meaningful differences in countermovement jump performance between groups. It would therefore appear that 

micro-dosing can achieve similar, if not superior, training adaptations in comparison to a traditional approach to 

in-season resistance training. One reason for the micro-dosing group potentially providing superior training 

adaptations could be due to greater compliance/adherence to training, as the micro-dosing group demonstrated 

small to moderately greater compliance (g = 0.47- 0.72). 
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Soccer is a sport characterised by intermittent bouts of high-intensity linear and multidirectional activities that are 

interspersed with variable periods of recovery [1]. Contribution from anaerobic energy systems are responsible 

for the bouts of high intensity actions, whereas the aerobic energy system is required for recovery between those 

bouts [2]. Based on reported V̇O2
 max values in elite soccer players (55–67 mL/kg.min [2]), aerobic fitness is 

unlikely to be the limiting factor for performance. As with most team sports, performance depends upon a myriad 

of factors such as technical, tactical, physical, and psychological [3, 4]. Throughout the competitive soccer season 

and even during the pre-season period, the technical and tactical outcomes set out by technical coaches are 

prioritised and often take precedent over all other training activities [5]. A number of methods have been used to 

investigate the physical demands of soccer match-play including time-motion analysis, computerised tracking 

systems, or most commonly in practice, global positioning system (GPS) device. GPS is also commonly used to 

quantify pitch-based training load [6, 7]. Di Salvo et al. [7] have reported that the technical and tactical 

effectiveness of teams is most important in determining success, which is supported by Bradley et al. [8] who 

found when comparing three competitive standards in English football that greater physical outputs were observed 

at lower standards, potentially due to the requirement to compensate for the greater discrepancy in technical 

ability. The indication is that numerous factors will dictate the physical outputs of match-play, including technical 

ability, tactical demands, and opposition. Regardless of what dictates the physical output, players are still required 

to have the underpinning physical capacities to not only ‘cope’ with the demands placed on them during match-

play but also to have the ability to compete at the highest-level, fixture after fixture.  

 

Bangsbø [3] has highlighted the importance of aerobic capacity within a soccer game, as across 90 minutes the 

average intensity oscillates around anaerobic lactate threshold. As well as influencing recovery between bouts 

during match-play, higher aerobic fitness has also been demonstrated to improve the ability to recover between 

competition, or more appropriately has an influence on the response to fatigue [9]. In addition to aerobic capacity, 

strength and power have also been reported as equally important, particularly when considering the most decisive 

actions of a game occur when performing sprints, jumps, changes in direction and tackles/duels and are crucial to 

the game’s outcome [2, 4]. These actions are anaerobic in nature, but are underpinned by the players 

neuromuscular ability to produce force maximally and express that force rapidly through acceleration and 

deceleration [4]. Akenhead et al. [10] have reported that 18% of total duration completed during competitive 

fixtures accounts for accelerations and decelerations > -/+ 1 m.s and have a large metabolic and mechanical 

demand [11, 12] which requires both concentric and eccentric conditioning. Transient reductions in accelerations 

and decelerations following peak periods of play also demonstrates a players capacity to sustain those activities 

are temporarily compromised due to the high intensity demand of those actions [10]. These reductions have the 

potential to not only affect performance but increase the risk of injury [13].  

 

In order to negate some of the negative effects associated with high intensity actions, Byrne et al. [14] suggests 

that greater strength and enhancement of neuromuscular function may reduce the magnitude of muscle damage 

following match-play, which may limit the fatigue response. This reduction in fatigue has been demonstrated in 

soccer players, whereby a moderate and significant relationship between high force production capabilities and 
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reduced post-match markers of fatigue (assessed through measurement of serum creatine kinase) [15]. Whilst the 

evidence for serum creatine kinase as a marker of fatigue is equivocal, and there being no ‘one size fits all’ 

assessment for fatigue due to the number of complex mechanisms potentially causing reductions in performance, 

there is an indication that fitter, faster and stronger athletes are not only better equipped to perform repeatedly but 

are also able to tolerate greater changes in workload whilst being at lower risk of inducing a non-contact injury 

[16]. Soccer players appear to have a high prevalence of non-contact injuries such as hamstring strain injuries [17-

19] and more serious injuries such as anterior crucial ligament injuries [20]. Strength training has been 

demonstrated as an effect strategy in reducing the incidence rates of these two injuries as well as a range of other 

acute and overuse injuries [21]. 

 

Since the early 2000’s there has been an observed increase in intensity of match-play as Barnes et al. [1] highlight, 

total distance covered has remained relatively constant but high-intensity running  distance (5.5-6.9 m.s) and 

sprinting distance (≥ 7 m.s) increasing by ~30%. The suggestion is that due to the increase in intense actions, 

greater rest periods are present in order for total distance not to have increased, with longer periods where the ball 

is ‘out of play’. Although the absolute intensity of actions has increased, if players have become fitter and faster, 

the relative intensity may not have altered. Regardless of whether intensity has increased over time, the length of 

competition season, and density of fixtures have increased [6]. An example of this increase can be observed in 

one of the English domestic leagues which now lasts ~40 weeks, with an average of ~1.6 games per week, and 

~16 two-game weeks in which the recovery period between fixtures is ~72 hours (with some instances of ~48 

hours) [22, 23]. Similar congested periods are also observed during major international tournaments, as the 

requirement to win the FIFA World Cup is to perform in seven games across ~28 days [24]. Springham et al. [22] 

have observed small to large decreases in all physical performance indices during matches throughout the 

aforementioned English domestic league season, particularly in number of sprints, across all positions. It was 

reported that no changes occurred in team tactics or tactical and physical preparation methods across the sample 

period with their analyses controlling for situational and contextual variables. Springham et al. [22] concluded 

that neuromuscular fatigue was the likely cause of the reductions in performance across a season (based on total 

distance, high speed running, and sprint distance in match-play). It could, however, be argued that a detraining 

effect may have occurred in the athlete’s force production capabilities as during the competitive season, it is 

common practice for players to be given 1-2 days off for recovery (involving complete inactivity or light 

‘recovery’ type activities) [25]. During periods of fixture congestion, ‘recovery’ can therefore take up a large 

portion of preparation prior to the next fixture and as Morgans et al. [5] highlighted with technical/tactical sessions 

taking precedent over other sessions, physical development/maintenance practices can often be neglected.  

 

With a large focus on facilitating recovery during the competitive season, particularly during periods of congested 

fixtures (which is some cases runs throughout large portions of the competitive season), training stimuli that will 

provide sufficient stress to allow for the development of aerobic, strength or power capabilities becomes restricted. 

Evidence of the ability to maintain aerobic performance throughout the course of a season has been outlined 

previously [26, 27] as a result of match-play and potentially as part of on-pitch technical/tactical sessions. 

Although high intensity actions such as sprinting, jumping and change of direction are common occurrences in 

match-play [4], evidence of the reductions in physical outputs across a competitive season suggests that the 
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volume of stimuli produced during matches alone is not enough to maintain or develop strength or power across 

a season. Rønnestad et al. [28] has provided further evidence of this, whereby a resistance training session based 

on strength maintenance performed once every two weeks was also not enough to maintain strength/power. As a 

consequence, continued resistance training aimed at either maintaining or developing force production capabilities 

across a competitive season is important to prevent declines in performance and increases in injury risk.  

 

Whilst the issue of fixture congestion/dense fixture schedules and performance development/maintenance is not 

limited to soccer, the aim of this thesis is to outline and investigate possible programming solutions e.g., micro-

dosing for soccer players in order for appropriate resistance training prescription to be applied during the 

competitive soccer season. Below is an outline of the completed process and study titles and aims. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Reliability of and associations between a variety of field-based hamstring strength measurements in 

professional female soccer players. 

 

Aims: To quantify within- and between-session reliability of field-based hamstring strength tests and 

assess the relationship between those tests. 
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Figure 1.1. A flow diagram depicting the study process included in this thesis. 
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(2) A comparison of force-time characteristics between two, volume-equated, Nordic hamstring exercise 

microcycle prescriptions, in season. 

  

Aims: To quantify any differences in performance of a supramaximal eccentric hamstring exercise 

between two frequency groups across a single microcycle and between consecutive days. 

 

(3) A comparison of changes in force-time characteristics in response to 9-weeks of traditional vs. micro-dosing 

Nordic hamstring exercise prescription. 

 

Aims: To quantify differences in hamstring strength between two frequency groups following a strength 

intervention.  

 

(4) Pre-intervention between-session reliability of force production characteristics and performance 

measurements in academy soccer players. 

 

Aims: To quantify the reliability of a battery of strength and performance assessments in a specific 

cohort. 

 

(5) Micro-dosing strength training in academy soccer players: a randomised crossover feasibility trial. 

 

Aims: To quantify differences in performance between traditional and micro-dosing interventions. 
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2 Chapter 2: The effect of Nordic hamstring exercise intervention volume on 

eccentric strength and muscle architecture adaptations: a systematic review 

and meta-analyses. 
 

2.1 Abstract 

 

Background: Although performance of the Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE) has been shown to elicit adaptations 

that may reduce hamstring strain injury (HSI) risk and occurrence, compliance in NHE interventions in 

professional soccer teams is low despite a high occurrence of HSI in soccer. A possible reason for low compliance 

is the high dosages prescribed within the recommended interventions. The aim of this review was to investigate 

the effect of NHE training volume on eccentric hamstring strength and biceps femoris fascicle length adaptations. 

Methods: A literature search was conducted using the SPORTDiscus, Ovid and PubMed databases. A total of 293 

studies were identified prior to application of the following inclusion criteria: (1) a minimum of four weeks of 

NHE training was completed, (2) mean ± standard deviation (SD) pre- and post-intervention were provided for 

the measured variables to allow for secondary analysis, and (3) biceps femoris muscle architecture was measured, 

which resulted in 13 studies identified for further analysis. The TESTEX criteria was used to assess the quality of 

studies with risk of bias assessment assessed using a fail-safe N (Rosenthal method). Consistency of studies was 

analysed using I2 as a test of heterogeneity and secondary analysis of studies included Hedges’ g effect sizes for 

strength and muscle architecture variables to provide comparison within studies, between-study differences were 

estimated using a random-effects model. Results: A range of scores (3 – 11 out of 15) from the TESTEX criteria 

were reported, showing variation in study quality. A ‘low risk of bias’ was observed in the randomised control 

trials included, with no study bias shown for both strength and architecture (N = 250 and 663. p < 0.001). Study 

consistency was moderate to high for strength (I2 = 62.49%) and muscle architecture (I2 = 88.03%). Within study 

differences showed that following interventions of ≥ 6 weeks, very large positive effect sizes were seen in 

eccentric strength following both high volume (g = 2.12) and low volume (g = 2.28) NHE interventions. Similar 

results were reported for changes in fascicle length (g ≥ 2.58) and a large to very large positive reduction in 

pennation angle (g ≥ 1.31). Between study differences were estimated to be at a magnitude of 0.374 (p = 0.009) 

for strength and 0.793 (p < 0.001) for architecture. Conclusions: Reducing NHE volume prescription does not 

negatively affect adaptations in eccentric strength and muscle architecture when compared with high dose 

interventions. These findings suggest that lower volumes of NHE may be more appropriate for athletes, with an 

aim to increase intervention compliance, potentially reducing the risk of HSI. 

 

2.2 Background 

 

The investigation of ‘hamstring strain injury’ (HSI) within the scientific literature has been substantial over the 

last two decades, due to evidence highlighting high HSI occurrence, especially in field-based team sports [17, 19, 

29-31]. HSIs accounted for 12% of all injuries reported by 17 top flight European soccer teams [17], 13% of 

American Football injuries over a 10-year period [29], and 16% of rugby union injuries [31]. Two Australian 

Football clubs have also reported 30% of players during one season reported some level of posterior thigh pain 

[30, 32]. The financial cost of a HSI has been reported to be approximately €250,000 in top level European soccer 
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clubs for a player that spends two weeks out of competition. The cost does not just come from the rehabilitation 

and salaries of these injured players, but also with lack of availability potentially costing teams with key players 

not eligible for selection due to injury. Ekstrand et al. [17] indicated that a squad of 25 players would incur 

approximately seven HSIs in a season. Consequently, further costs could occur with reduced depth of squad 

becoming an issue or increased injury risk due to players with a low chronic workload suddenly being called upon 

to play considerable match minutes. As Gabbett [33] outlines, injury risk increases 2-4 times when acute training 

load is ≥ 1.5 times the chronic workload. Relatively stronger athletes show a reduced risk of injury overall but 

possess the ability to tolerate larger changes in load week to week [16]. This increased risk of injury, however, 

can affect teams around times of fixture congestion with Woods et al. [34] demonstrating that the highest rate of 

in-season HSI occurs between November and January, traditionally a busy period in English soccer. Teams are 

also affected towards the end of the season, when training status may have reduced as the importance of results 

increases. Petersen et al. [35] reports injury occurrence to be highest at this period of the season (April to May) in 

the Danish leagues where in contrast to English soccer, a winter break is taken. A break in the competitive season 

therefore appears to delay high occurrences of HSI rather than aid in their prevention. The benefits of reducing 

the fixtures midway through a season are clear; as it reduces the exposure to repeated high intensities during a 

period of fixture congestion, seen in English soccer leagues over this time, whilst also providing a period in which 

strength losses that may have occurred due to a greater focus on competition can be reduced. 

 

High speed running (HSR) activities are reported to be a common cause of HSIs, it has been revealed that a rate 

of 60% of HSIs reported in professional English soccer across two seasons were caused by HSR [34]. This trend 

is also observed in English and Australian rugby union where 68% and 80% of HSI occurrence, respectively, were 

also caused by HSR [36, 37]. This pattern has also been observed in a single Australian football team across four 

seasons, when a total of twenty-six players sustained a HSI due to HSR [32] which is over half of the average 

forty-four player squad. These values may differ dependent upon the threshold at which HSR is determined as 

anthropometric differences based upon position, particularly in rugby union, may determine a lower or higher 

maximum speed which means some HSR running may not have been registered due to relative differences. The 

mechanism behind HSI occurrence during HSR tasks is a failure of the tissues to tolerate the forces applied or 

required during the task. The primary cause of this intolerance is yet to be determined, with some researchers 

suggesting a “weak link” approach whereby an active lengthening (eccentric muscle action) of the sarcomeres 

creates a chronic accumulative cytoskeletal damage effect until the HSI occurs. Other researchers, however, have 

suggested a more ‘catastrophic’ type event in which the strain occurs due to excessive force applied to the 

hamstring. There is also a disagreement in the literature as to whether the muscle action involved in the hamstrings 

during HSR is the active lengthening (or eccentric action) [38-44], as described above, or whether it is a quasi-

isometric action [39, 43, 45]. Despite this lack of clarity, a number of non-modifiable and modifiable risk factors 

for HSI have been outlined [46-48] including, age, ethnicity, previous HSI, fatigue, flexibility, muscle architecture 

and strength.  

 

Hamstring strength has been shown to play a major role in increasing or decreasing the risk of HSI [37, 47, 49]. 

One method of both training and assessing hamstring strength is through the Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE). 

The NHE is understood to be an eccentric exercise that is performed on the knees with ankles held/strapped with 
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subjects lowering their upper body towards on a prone position, as slowly as possible. Opar et al. [47] reported 

that Australian football players who produce relative eccentric strength of < 3.45 N.kg-1 or absolute eccentric 

strength are < 279 N during the NHE of 4.3-5% more likely to experience a HSI, although this risk decreases by 

6.3% however for every 10 N increase in force during early pre-season, and 8.9% by late pre-season. A similar 

trend was also seen in soccer, with a relative eccentric strength of < 4.35 N.kg-1 and absolute eccentric strength of 

< 337 N increasing injury risk by up to 4.4%. Differences between an injured group and uninjured group were 

also shown in eccentric hamstring force, relative to body mass, at the beginning (21% higher in non-injured) and 

end of their preseason (17% higher in non-injured).  

 

The force production capabilities of the muscle and the velocity at which this occurs are both influenced by muscle 

architecture [50]. When described in the literature, muscle architecture involves fascicle length (FL), pennation 

angle (PA), and either muscle thickness (MT), physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) or anatomical cross-

sectional area (ACSA). The size of the muscle (MT, PCSA or ASCA) can be influenced by both FL and PA and 

vice versa depending upon the mode of training. Muscle size typically increases following hypertrophy-based 

resistance training, increasing PA and reducing FL. A decrease in fascicle length, alongside a lack of strength, 

can increase the risk of injury, as previously mentioned [49]. A review by Opar et al. [48] highlights pertinent 

architectural aspects of the biceps femoris (BF), explaining that longer fascicles reduce the risk of an injury 

occurring through overlengthening during eccentric actions [51]. The hamstring muscle that lengthens the most 

during sprinting [52], however, is the BF long head (BFLH), which also has shorter fascicles than that of the BF 

short head (BFSH), potentially increasing the susceptibility of the BFLH to injury. It appears that increasing FL has 

the potential to decrease HSI risk, and in conjunction with eccentric hamstring strength may reduce this risk 

further.  

 

Eccentric training elicits greater adaptive responses when compared to concentric training regarding both muscle 

strength and architecture. The differences in adaptations between contraction types are a result of the different 

mechanisms used to generate force, with eccentric actions occurring due to active lengthening of the fascicles, 

and concentric actions due to active shortening. The slow eccentric nature of the NHE provides a stimulus whereby 

the myosin heads are already attached to actin and forced to detach by the lengthening of the cross-bridges, 

incurring muscle damage [53]. The NHE first appeared in academic literature when Brockett et al. [54] 

investigated the acute effect of the NHE on angle of peak torque of the hamstrings during eccentric isokinetic 

assessments. The NHE has since been shown to be an effective injury prevention strategy due to the increase in 

eccentric strength and subsequent reduction in HSI incidence [48, 55-58]. Many of the published training 

interventions which have incorporated a NHE protocol have replicated, or used a derivation of a 10-week protocol 

outlined by Mjølsnes et al. [57]. The protocol resulted in an increase in isometric (7%) and eccentric (11%) 

isokinetic peak torque and was more beneficial than a concentric comparison (hamstring curl) as there were no 

changes in hamstring strength within that group. The compliance rate of this study was 96%; however, a 

subsequent study using the same protocol showed around 60% [59] with other studies not reporting compliance 

rates. The NHE is maximal in nature and appears to result in a true eccentric mechanism, whereby the hamstring 

muscles are overloaded past their capacity for maximal eccentric or isometric force production. As a consequence 

of this maximal eccentric effort, a high level of muscle damage is incurred and subsequent delayed onset muscle 
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soreness (DOMS) is likely to be reported as eccentric exercise has long been understood to induce muscle soreness 

[60]. This soreness may influence compliance rates as Bahr et al. [61] describes a significant minority of teams 

surveyed for compliance reporting a certain level of resistance from players as they perceive the exercise to be 

painful and/or causes of fatigue. The intervention outlined by Mjølsnes et al. [57] includes high volumes, with 

participants performing 700 NHE across 10 weeks, and the combination of high volume and high occurrence of 

DOMS could be one of the reasons why the same 10-week NHE intervention given to 50 UEFA Champions 

League clubs has presented a compliance rate as low as 16.7% [61]. Although a minimum dosage has yet to be 

identified it is important to compare how various volumes that have been used during interventions affect the 

hamstrings, with the aim of increasing compliance and ensuring the reduction of HSI. The FIFA 11+ has adopted 

the NHE in its injury prevention styled warm-up used in soccer, likely due to its practicality as a field-based 

exercise that requires no equipment; however, this was described as ineffective in some cases due to infrequency 

of use and lack of motivation from coaches. 

 

The aim of this systematic review and meta-analyses was to identify NHE training interventions across all 

populations, comparing their effectiveness of increasing hamstring strength and altering biceps femoris long head 

muscle architecture in terms of the volume prescribed throughout the intervention. 

 

2.3 Methods 

 

2.3.1 Study design 

 

The design of this systematic review was developed through adhering to the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting 

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). The PRISMA guideline statement includes a 27-

item checklist, designed to be used as a basis for reporting systematic reviews of randomised trials [62]. A review 

protocol was not pre-registered for this review. 

 

2.3.2 Literature search 

 

A Boolean/phrase search mode was utilised using the following keywords: training intervention AND strength 

AND training AND volume AND eccentric AND hamstrings AND Nordics OR Nordic hamstring exercise OR 

Nordic curls OR Nordic drops OR Nordic lowers OR Nordic hamstring lowers OR Russian curls. These keywords 

were applied in the databases PubMed, SPORTDiscus and Ovid and were filtered to include studies that (1) were 

presented in peer-reviewed academic journal articles and (2) that were written in the English language. No 

restrictions were placed upon the age or sex of the subjects, with only an end-date restriction placed upon 

publication date, due to the NHE being a relatively recent area of research, with the oldest research in this area 

not yet being surpassed due to any advancements in testing technology. 
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2.3.3 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 

The primary focus of the literature search was the identification of research studies that implemented an 

intervention involving the NHE; studies utilising other strength-based protocols in series with the NHE were also 

accepted. The search timeframe was restricted to 1 December 2018, whereby studies published following this date 

were not included. A total of 293 studies were identified initially for further inspection. Following the removal of 

duplicate studies, the remaining studies were screened utilising the subsequent criteria. Research was eligible and 

included within this review providing that (1) a minimum of four weeks of NHE training was completed, (2) mean 

± standard deviation (SD) pre- and post-intervention were provided for the measured variables to allow for 

secondary analysis, and (3) muscle architecture was measured on the BF. Research was excluded due to data being 

collected through injury incidence questionnaires and not quantifying physiological or performance adaptations. 

Isokinetic data were also excluded at angular velocities > 120°.s-1 because reliability and the percentage range of 

motion at ‘constant velocity’ reduces as angular velocities increase [63, 64]. A summary of the selection process 

has been outlined in Figure 2.1. 

 

2.3.4 Quality and risk of bias assessment 

 

A subsequent assessment of study quality using the TESTEX scale [65] was then performed by the lead author. 

The TESTEX scale is an exercise specific scale that has been designed specifically for exercise specialists to 

assess the quality of reporting of exercise training studies. Two risk of bias assessments were performed through 

both a fail-safe N using the Rosenthal Method and for the randomised control trials included within this review a 

Figure 2.1. PRISMA flow chart. 
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Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool was used. A Cochrane risk of bias assessment assesses randomised control 

trials based on several categories that include sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of 

participants and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective outcome 

reporting and ‘other issues’, these categories will be graded as ‘high risk of bias’, ‘low risk of bias’ and ‘unclear 

risk of bias’. A fail-safe number of effects was utilised to calculate the number of un-retrieved null effects that 

would be needed in order to diminish the significance of the observed effect at an alpha level of p > 0.05. These 

analyses were conducted using Jamovi [66]. 

 

Table 2.1. Study scores allocated based on TESTEX criteria [65] 
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Alonso-Fernandez et al. [67] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 

Alt et al. [68] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 6 

Anastasi and Hamzeh [69] 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 7 

Clark et al. [70] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 

Delahunt et al. [71] 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 

Freeman et al. [72] 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 6 

Iga et al. [73] 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 6 

Ishøi et al. [59] 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 11 

Mjolsnes et al. [57] 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 7 

Presland et al. [74] 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 9 

Ribeiro-Alvares et al. [75] 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 8 

Seymore et al. [76] 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 7 

Tansel et al. [77] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 

 

2.3.5 Analysis and interpretation of results 

 

Means ± SDs of strength and architecture measures as well as the duration of the interventions, and total prescribed 

volumes were independently extracted from the included studies. Strength assessment measures included 

variables such as relative eccentric peak torque (at 15°s-1, 30°s-1, 60°s-1, 120°s-1), eccentric peak torque (at 60°s-1) 

and as eccentric force (in newtons). Architectural measures included fascicle length, pennation angle, muscle 

thickness and muscle cross sectional area. Effect sizes (ES) were calculated as they represent standardised values 

whereby the magnitude of differences in means between groups or experimental condition can be determined and 

comparisons made [78]. Hedges’ g and the associated 95% confidence intervals (CI) were used to assess the 

magnitude of mean differences between pre- and post-intervention as this accounts for the differences in sample 

size. Calculation of Hedges’ g as an ES was completed using the following formula [79]:  

 

𝑔 =
(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛post − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛pre)

SDpooled
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The scale proposed by Hopkins [80] was used for interpretation of the subsequent results whereby the magnitude 

of ES was considered as trivial (≤ 0.20), small (0.20 – 0.59), moderate (0.60 – 1.19), large (1.20 – 1.99) or very 

large (≥ 2.00). Consistency of effects were quantified using a test for heterogeneity (I2) outlined by Higgins et al. 

[81], whereby a scale of low (< 25%), moderate (25 - 75%) and high (≥ 75%) I2 values was used for interpretation 

of consistency. Estimations for between-study variance were calculated for both strength and architecture using 

random-effects models for all strength and architecture variables with 95% CI. 

2.4 Results 

 

2.4.1 Search results 

Two hundred and ninety-three titles were identified through databases and reference searches highlighted in the 

methods section above. The process that was used to identify the articles reviewed within this systematic review 

can be seen in Figure 2.1, with ninety-four articles excluded due to duplication and then a further one hundred 

and sixty-four titles that did not fit within the predetermined inclusion criteria (see section 2.3) were excluded. 

Following this the abstracts and full texts were examined against the inclusion criteria whereby a further twenty-

two articles were excluded leaving the thirteen studies included within this review. Data were extracted from the 

interventions within the included studies from comparisons pre- and post-interventions. Data from testing groups 

and control groups were extracted, however, it was not a requirement within the inclusion/exclusion criteria to 

have both, meaning two of the included studies (i.e., Mjølsnes et al. [57] and Freeman et al. [72]) are without 

controls. 

2.4.2 Study quality and bias of results 

Consistency between the studies assessed for both hamstring strength measures and muscle architecture was 

moderate to high, with I2 values of 58.58% and 88.03%, respectively. Quality of assessment was assessed using 

the TESTEX criterion (see Table 2.1); the mean score for the studies in this review was six out of a total fifteen, 

with the highest scoring study being a randomised controlled trial [59] with a score of eleven. Two risk of bias 

assessments were also performed, the first (Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool) showing a low risk of bias 

overall within the randomised control studies included in this review (Figure 2.2), the second identifying the 

results of this meta-analysis are not subject to publication bias (p < 0.001) with 178 and 663 “filed-away” studies 

needed to prove null effects of NHE interventions on strength and architecture, respectively. 
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Figure 2.2. A depiction of the Cochrane risk of bias assessment. 

2.4.3 Systematic review and meta-analyses findings 

Within-study differences pre-post intervention are shown in the figures below. Figure 2.2 illustrates the magnitude 

of the change in strength (ES and 95% CI) of all eight eccentric hamstring strength variables collected across 

thirteen studies. Only one study which assessed eccentric peak torque showed very large increases (g = 2.12) post-

intervention, with two studies that assessed isometric peak torque resulting in large increase post-intervention (g 

= 1.80 and 1.29). In contrast, large to very large (g ≥ 1.32) increases in eccentric force during the NHE were 

evident post-intervention in the two studies that used this metric. Control groups in all studies showed trivial or 

negative changes in torque or force (g ≤ 0.14). The pooled summary of variance from the random effects model 

was 0.439 (p = 0.001, 95% CI = 0.160 to 0.709) for strength and 0.793 (p < 0.001, 95% CI = 0.338 to 1.248) for 

muscle architecture.  

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the same results as seen in Figure 2.2; however, these are ordered in terms of volume 

(highest to lowest) prescribed during the interventions (Figure 2.3) and duration (shortest to longest) of the 

interventions (Figure 2.4). No trend with respect to volume was revealed, with both high and low volumes 

resulting in very large ES; however, a threshold of six weeks as a minimum intervention duration was detected. 

Out of the eight studies [68, 70-75, 77] in the short duration group (4-6 weeks), those that only prescribed a 4-

week intervention found trivial to small differences pre to post intervention. Large to very large ES were seen 

only in the single 6-week study [74] and moderate to very large increases in the medium duration studies (8-10 

weeks) [57, 59, 69, 76]. 

Muscle architecture ES is demonstrated in Figure 2.5, with 3 measures of FL showing very large ES (g ≥ 2.58). 

Positive improvements (a reduction) in PA can be seen with large to very large ES (g ≥ 1.31), with no meaningful 

change (g ≤ 0.47) in muscle size (MT or PCSA/ACSA). Similar to the strength variables, the control groups also 

showed either trivial or small negative ES. 



 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Changes in strength pre- and post-Nordic hamstring Exercise intervention. 

Nm.kg-1 = Newton meters per kilogram; Nm = Newton meters; N = Newtons; CI = confidence interval; a = 15°s-1; b = 30°s-1; c = 60°s-1; d = 120°s-1. 

Trivial effect size Small effect size Moderate effect size Large effect size Very large effect size 
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Figure 2.4. Changes in strength pre- and post-Nordic hamstring exercise intervention ranked from highest to lowest total volume. 

CI = Confidence interval 

Trivial effect size Small effect size Moderate effect size Large effect size Very large effect size 
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Figure 2.5. Changes in strength pre- and post-Nordic hamstring exercise intervention ranked from short duration (4-6 weeks) to medium 

duration (8-10 weeks). 

CI = Confidence interval 

Trivial effect size Small effect size Moderate effect size Large effect size Very large effect size 
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Figure 2.6. Changes in muscle architecture pre- and post-Nordic hamstring exercise intervention. 

CSA = Cross-sectional area; CI = Confidence interval 

Trivial effect size Small effect size Moderate effect size Large effect size Very large effect size 



2.5 Discussion 

The purpose of this review and meta-analysis was to identify the effect of training volume, prescribed through a 

NHE intervention, on changes in eccentric hamstring strength and BFLH muscle architecture. The evidence 

collected suggests that both high and low volume prescription can produce large to very large improvements in 

both strength (eccentric torque and eccentric force) and muscle architecture (FL and PA) over a minimum duration 

of six weeks. The quality and bias of the studies reviewed, assessed using the TESTEX scale, showed a large 

variation with many of the studies scoring less than half of the total available. The majority of studies failed to 

report levels of compliance, activity levels of control groups and did not use a blind assessor or report concealment 

of group allocation. 

2.5.1 The effect of volume on eccentric strength 

A wide range of volumes and durations were identified following the literature search (Table 2.2). An average 

weekly volume across interventions ranged from 21 repetitions a week to as high as 73 repetitions a week. The 

majority of studies within this review built up the volume throughout, with highest weekly volumes reaching 90-

100 repetitions. Further investigation showed that repetitions within sets reached between 8 and 12 towards the 

end of many of the interventions. The risk of incurring a HSI is increased due to a lack of hamstring strength; 

however, traditional strength training would recommend ≤ 6 repetitions at ≥ 85% of one repetition maximum 

(RM) according to National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) guidelines [82] with an increase in 

intensity producing the most effective increases in force production capabilities. The NHE being supramaximal 

or conceptually ‘above 1RM’, the assumption would be that fewer repetitions would be required to create the 

same stimulus. 



 

Table 2.2. Characteristics of the Nordic hamstring interventions used in studies included in this review. 

Study Subjects Population Duration 

(weeks) 

Intervention 

(repetitions x sets x frequency) 

Total volume 

(repetitions) 

Average weekly 

volume 

(repetitions) 

Outcomes 

Alonso-Fernandez 

et al. [67] 

n = 23 Recreationally active 

males 

8 Week 1 - 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 - 4 = 3 x 4 - 6 x 3 

Week 5 - 6 = 3 x 8 x 3 

Week 7 - 8 = 3 x 10 x 3 

480 60 Significant increases in FL 

and MT of the BFlh and 

significant decreases in PA. 

Alt et al. [68] n = 16 Regional to national 

level male sprinters 

4  Week 1 - 4 = 3 x 3 x 3 108 27 No significant increases in 

peak torque as a result of the 

intervention. 

Anastasi and 

Hamzeh [69] 

n = 24 Amateur female rugby 

union players 

10  Week 1 - 2 = 3 x 6 x 3 

Week 3 - 4 = 3 x 7 x 3 

Week 5 - 7 = 3 x 8 x 3 

Week 8 - 10 = 3 x 10 x 3 

720 72 Increases in peak torque of 

both limbs pre to post. 

Clark et al. [70] n = 9 Amateur Australian 

Rules Football players 

4 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 x 3 

160 40 Significant reductions in 

peak torque pre to post. 

Delahunt et al. 

[71] 

n = 29 Recreationally active 

males 

6 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 x 3 

Week 5 - 6 = 3 x 12, 10, 8 x 3 

340 57 Significant increases in peak 

torque pre to post, with large 

effect sizes. 

Freeman et al. [72] n = 28 Team sport adolescent 

athletes 

4 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 2 

Week 2 = 3 x 4 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 5 x 2 

Week 4 = 3 x 6 x 2 

110 28 Significant increases in peak 

eccentric force pre to post, 

with small effect sizes. 

Iga et al. [73] n = 18 English professional 

male soccer players 

4 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 x 3 

160 40 Significant increases in peak 

torque at 3 different angular 

velocities pre to post. 
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Ishøi et al. [59] n = 35 Amateur male soccer 

players 

10 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 - 8 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 - 10 x 3 

Week 5 - 10 = 3 x 12, 10, 8 x 3 

700 70 Significant increases in peak 

eccentric hamstring force 

pre to post. 

Mjølsnes et al. 

[57] 

n = 21 Competitive male 

soccer players 

10 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 - 8 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 - 10 x 3 

Week 5 - 10 = 3 x 12, 10, 8 x 3 

700 70 Significant increases in peak 

torque pre to post. 

Significantly greater 

increases compared to 

concentric exercise. 

Presland et al. [74] 

(high volume) 

n = 20 Recreationally active 

males 

6 

 

Baseline week 1 - 2 = 4 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 4 x 8 x 2 

Week 4 = 4 x 10 x 2 

Week 5 - 6 = 5 x 10 x 2 

392 73 Significant increases in BF 

FL for both groups and 

decreases in PA in the pre to 

post for the low volume 

group. No significant 

differences were observed 

for MT.  Eccentric 

hamstring force also 

increased significantly in 

both groups.  

Presland et al. [74] 

(low volume) 

Baseline week 1 - 2 = 4 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 - 6 = 2 x 4 x 1 

80 21 

Ribeiro-Alvares et 

al. [75] 

n = 20 Healthy young adults 

(aged 18-35) 

4 Week 1 = 3 x 6 x 2  

Week 2 = 3 x 7 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 8 x 2 

Week 4 = 3 x 10 x 2 

186 47 Significant increases in peak 

torque pre to post, with 

moderate effect sizes.  BF 

MT did not change pre to 

post, FL did increase and PA 

decrease to a very large and 

large effect size, respectively 

Seymore et al. 

[76] 

n = 20 Recreationally active 

adults 

6 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 x 3 

Week 5 - 6 = 3 x 12, 10, 8 x 3 

340 57 No significant increases in 

peak torque as a result of the 

intervention.  BF FL and PA 

both increased without 

significance, CSA increased 

significantly. 

Tansel et al. [77] n = 26 Healthy boys (aged 10-

12) 

5 Week 1 = 2 x 5 x 1 

Week 2 = 2 x 6 x 2 

Week 3 = 3 x 6 - 8 x 3 

Week 4 = 3 x 8 - 10 x 3 

Week 5 = 3 x 12, 10, 8 x 3 

286 57 Significant increases in 

hamstring peak torque pre to 

post. 



The two studies resulting in the greatest increase in eccentric hamstring strength [57, 74] differed in the prescribed 

volume with high volumes applied during the intervention by Mjølsnes et al. [57] and the low volumes by Presland 

et al. [74]; however, both included periods of ≥ 4 weeks whereby volume was not increased, unlike the other 

interventions identified in this systematic review. With no increase in volume (sets and/or repetitions), the 

intensity of the exercise may have increased as a result of an increasing breakpoint angle (the angle at which the 

hamstrings inhibit, and the upper body falls to the floor), i.e., the individual gets closer to the ground before 

falling, which in turn increases the torque due to force being applied over a greater moment. This increase in 

intensity, much with traditional strength training, is likely to be the reason for the effectiveness of these two 

programmes. Understanding intensity may be an issue when prescribing NHE volume because of the inverse 

relationship it has with rate of perceived exertion (RPE). Although RPE may be relatively high initially when 

performing the NHE, it is likely to increase with an increase in repetitions. Conversely, although intensity should 

always be supramaximal, force production is likely to decrease due to fatigue and a reduction in the breakpoint 

angle, meaning the amount of “work done” may reduce. Even with high levels of fatigue, athletes can still perform 

the movement to an extent, resulting in the perception of high levels of exertion. Ishøi et al. [59] replicated the 

intervention designed by Mjølsnes et al. [57] but observed only moderate improvements in eccentric strength 

across the 10 weeks, this, however, was likely due to the compliance of the subjects within the studies with Ishøi 

et al. [59] reporting only 60% compliance compared to the 96% reported by Mjølsnes et al. [57]. 

Potential conflict in the findings may be related to methodological differences when testing eccentric strength, 

combinations of eccentric force, and relative peak torque at various angles and angular velocities are reported. 

Poor agreement (r = 0.35) between eccentric force collected during the NHE and isokinetic eccentric peak torque 

at 60°.s-1 has been reported previously [83], suggesting a difference between the two methods of assessing 

eccentric force production. Although there were very large improvements both in terms of isokinetic torque, and 

eccentric force, the greatest improvements across studies were seen in eccentric force, which was due to the testing 

procedure being a NHE, whereby a learning effect in addition to any improvements in strength may have been 

present. When considering the discrepancy between angular velocities tested across the studies, given that this 

analysis only evaluated effect sizes pre- and post-intervention and the testing procedures being consistent within 

all studies, this is unlikely to have had any influence on the findings of this review. 

2.5.2 The effect of volume on eccentric muscle architecture 

Despite high training volumes being associated with hypertrophic responses, no interventions identified had any 

meaningful effect on either MT or muscle CSA, which could have been a result of relatively short intervention 

durations with the longest being 8 weeks (see Table 2.2). In contrast, there were very large increases in FL 

attributed to three different volumes, including both the highest based on the average weekly volume and the 

lowest [74] between pre and post intervention. This was also true of PA, which was associated with large to very 

large decreases appearing as a positive ES in Figure 2.4, due to a decrease in PA being the desired outcome. 

Presland et al. [74] showed no statistical differences (p = 0.982) in the increases in FL between the high and low 

volume groups; however, the lower volume group showed significantly greater (p < 0.001) decreases in PA pre-

post intervention compared to the changes reported in the higher volume group. 
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Trivial to small changes in ES of FL and PA were only observed by Seymore et al. [76], who consequently claimed 

that an increase in FL is unlikely to be responsible for the injury protection that a NHE provides. This statement, 

however, does not consider other factors that may have influenced the lack of change in muscle architecture and 

eccentric hamstring strength in this study. Firstly, both FL and PA were assessed as an average of the proximal, 

middle, and distal portions of the hamstring, which would not have taken into consideration any regional 

improvements that other studies may have found by typically assessing just the muscle belly or ‘middle’ portion. 

Seymore et al. [56] also reduced the data down into a group of ‘responders’ and ‘non-responders’ to outline the 

individualistic changes in the experimental groups. The group termed ‘responders’ showed considerably lower 

relative eccentric hamstring torque compared to the non-responders pre-intervention. Subsequently the responders 

showed significantly large increases in both CSA and PA (p ≤ 0.008 and d ≥ 1.34) and a slight reduction in FL, 

suggesting a hypertrophic response much like a non-trained athlete would demonstrate, whereas the group termed 

‘non-responders’ did show large increases in FL (d = 1.65), despite a reduction in strength. This appears to 

contradict their argument somewhat as there was an increase in FL, just not in the weaker group, but a subsequent 

lower volume strength focused program may provide those changes. Unfortunately, these groups were only a 

fraction of the sample size, and it is therefore recommended that further investigations determine if differential 

changes occur in strong versus weak subjects.  

2.5.3 Compliance and delayed onset muscle soreness 

As previously highlighted in section 4.1, compliance in terms of real-world application of NHE interventions or 

hamstring injury prevention programmes is low [61]. In this systematic review, low compliance was reported by 

Ishøi et al. [59] who achieved only 60% compliance during their intervention. Not all studies have reported 

compliance, however, which could be a potential cause for those studies that have demonstrated low effectiveness 

of intervention, given the high levels of effectiveness of other interventions included within this review. A 

common reason for athletes not complying with NHE interventions or coaches not prescribing the NHE at all is 

the high levels of DOMS experienced as a consequence of the large eccentric stimulus the exercise provides. 

Three studies [57, 68, 72] identified DOMS or muscle soreness through a visual analogue scale which is used as 

a scale for pain, with the data being obtained following each warm-up prior to the intervention sessions. The 

scores recorded were no higher than six out of ten, attributing the soreness to moderate to low levels of pain. Both 

pain level and the difference between soreness and pain are subjective measures. In the study by Ishøi et al. [59], 

subjects who reported hamstring pain were removed from the study, which would have been the reason for low 

compliance. Further clarification needs to be conducted within studies as to whether this is just due to a high level 

of muscle soreness, rather than pain due to injury, as it may then be necessary to provide a longer period prior to 

any intervention to allow for a gradual increase in exposure to the exercise. 

2.5.4 Study quality and bias 

The variability of the quality of studies included in this review, as highlighted by the TESTEX scores provided 

(Table 2.1), allows for the identification of potential discrepancies when comparing studies. The common 

shortfalls throughout the range of studies are based around the methodological control of concealing group 

allocation and blinding assessors, as well as monitoring activity within the control groups and outside the training 
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intervention. The blinding of assessors may not be viable in terms of the strength measures, however, when 

considering the muscle architecture measurements there may be some element of assessor bias as the 

measurements or analysis are somewhat subjective. Due to the nature of most interventions being applied within 

a ‘real-world’ type setting, it is important to include any concurrent training stimuli in order to fully assess if there 

were any outside interactions with any adaptations seen following an intervention. In the TESTEX criteria the 

reporting of compliance and adherence is given a greater portion of the scores, however, only four studies scored 

at least one point out of a possible three within the section. The low compliance of studies could explain low 

effectiveness and reporting on compliance may prevent inaccurate conclusions being drawn about the possible 

impact of such interventions. Publication bias was not present in the studies included within this review, as 

highlighted in the results, with Figure 2.2 also depicting a ‘low risk of bias’ for the majority of the seven 

categories, the only ‘high risk of bias’ identified being through the allocation concealment. Allocation 

concealment refers to both participants and investigators enrolling participants not foreseeing group allocation; 

however, this is not always ecologically valid, especially within a sporting club setting which is consistent across 

all the included studies. The studies categorised as ‘unclear’ were due to a lack of detail and description within 

those studies. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Many NHE interventions are derived from the original model provided by Mjølsnes et al. [57], which is 

understandable due to the effectiveness shown for increasing both hamstring strength and FL whilst reducing PA. 

This, however, has not been effectively replicated since, and whether that is attributable to lower compliance 

throughout the intervention or reducing the length of the intervention so that it does not allow for a plateau in 

training volume, it seems a new approach is needed in order for the general compliance rate in real-world 

application to increase. This review has shown that a reduction in overall training volume need not have a negative 

effect; however, the focus needs to be on allowing the intensity of the exercise to increase, as would occur in 

traditional strength training. Allowing players to ‘get better’ at the exercise by keeping the training volume 

consistent, to allow them to slowly produce force over a greater range of motion, seems to be the most effective 

way of producing the desired adaptations. Although a minimal dosage is yet to be determined, the 

recommendations based on the evidence found in this review would be to reduce the training volume and keep it 

at a consistent level if the lack of compliance in players is due to severe DOMS. Although outside the scope of 

this review, it is important to consider that the NHE should be part of a wider holistic hamstring programme in 

order to account for both strength, architectural adaptations and ability to withstand high velocity actions that are 

observed within sporting actions. Future studies should investigate how the frequency of NHE prescription effects 

adaptations, whilst also looking to increase study quality. 
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2.7 Commentary 1 

 

As the title of chapter 2 suggests, the systematic review of NHE intervention research only allowed us to present 

the data with a focus on the volume of prescription and intervention duration, rather than any interaction with 

frequency which is one of the main aims of this thesis. The results from the meta-analyses, however, have 

demonstrated that volume prescription has typically been inappropriate for in-season training which is one 

suggestion as to why compliance is low particularly in soccer players. Only once volume is appropriate and 

compliance high enough to enable any adaptations can we begin to understand whether frequency has an effect 

on adaptation or not, certainly for the NHE alone. Following the conclusions of Chapter 2, there is an 

understanding that appropriate NHE volume prescription is important, and more is not always better. There is also 

a clear area for future research in understanding whether frequency influences NHE prescription. With this in 

mind, the aims stated for investigation into the frequency of hamstring training across consecutive days, a 

microcycle, and a 9-week intervention will be inclusive of appropriate volume prescription. We then also needed 

to further review previous literature to understand whether a lack of research into the training frequency in athletic 

populations is limited to the NHE or if further gaps are present in which we can explore. 

 

As part of the PhD process, chapter 2 has been published in Sports Medicine (open access), and has already 

accrued over 30 citations [84]. That is not to say it has gone without any learning experiences, as corrections were 

required to be submitted (which have been made to the thesis chapter) [85], followed by a letter to the editor which 

was submitted regarding the article [86], and subsequently followed by our response [87]. The experience of going 

through that process proved valuable for then moving onto chapter 3, whereby a second systematic review and 

meta-analyses were conducted. 
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3 Chapter 3: Effects of Variations in Resistance Training Frequency on 

Strength Development in Well-Trained Populations and Implications for In-

Season Athlete Training: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis. 
 

3.1 Abstract 

 

Background: In-season competition and tournaments for team sports can be both long and congested, with some 

sports competing up to three times per week. During these periods athletes need to prepare technically, tactically 

and physically for the next fixture and the short duration between fixtures means that, in some cases, physical 

preparation ceases, or training focus moves to ‘recovery’ as opposed to progressing adaptations. Objective: The 

aim of this review was to investigate the effect of training frequency on muscular strength to determine if a 

potential method to accommodate in-season resistance training, during busy training schedules, could be achieved 

by utilising shorter more frequent training sessions across a training week. Methods: A literature search was 

conducted using the SPORTDiscus, Ovid, PubMed and Scopus databases. 2134 studies were identified prior to 

application of the following inclusion criteria: (1) maximal strength was assessed, (2) a minimum of two different 

training frequency groups were included, (3) participants were well trained, and finally (4) compound exercises 

were included within the training programmes. A Cochrane risk of bias assessment was applied to studies that 

performed randomised control trials and consistency of studies was analysed using I2 as a test of heterogeneity. 

Secondary analysis of studies included Hedges’ g effect sizes (g) and between-study differences were estimated 

using a random-effects model. Results: Inconsistency of effects between pre- and post-intervention were low 

within-group (I2 = 0%), and moderate between-group (I2 ≤ 73.95%). Risk of bias was also low based upon the 

Cochrane risk of bias assessment. Significant increases were observed overall for both upper (p ≤ 0.022) and 

lower (p ≤ 0.008) body strength, pre- to post-intervention, when all frequencies were assessed. A small effect was 

observed between training frequencies for upper (g ≤ 0.58) and lower body (g ≤ 0.45). Conclusion: Over a 6 to 

12-week period there are no clear differences in maximal strength development between training frequencies, in 

well-trained populations. Such observations may permit the potential for training to be manipulated around 

competition schedules and volume to be distributed across shorter, but more frequent training sessions within a 

micro-cycle rather than being condensed into 1-2 sessions per week, in effect, allowing for a micro-dosing of the 

strength stimuli. 

 

3.2 Background 

 

The basic demands of many sports require athletes to rapidly exert high forces to accelerate or decelerate external 

objects [88, 89] and/or manipulate their own body mass, an opponent’s mass in addition to their own, or an 

implement and/or projectile [88].  Resistance training focused primarily on the development of strength, rather 

than strength endurance or hypertrophy, is arguably the most critical focus for improving athletic performance 

and underpins both individual and team sports [88, 90]. Evidence of this has been provided through numerous 

studies demonstrating moderate to large correlations between maximal strength and dynamic performance [88]. 

In addition, strength training has also been outlined as a potent method to reduce the risk of muscular injuries [91, 

92] with well-developed lower body strength, repeated sprint ability, and speed increasing an athlete’s tolerance 
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to higher training loads and in turn reducing risk of injury compared to lower performance groups in the 

aforementioned areas [93]. 

 

Resistance training (RT) has long been used to improve skeletal muscle function, architecture and activation. The 

manipulation of sets, repetitions, and load lifted (usually as a percentage of repetition maximum [RM]) during RT 

dictates the muscular and neurological adaptations. Typically, RT application consists of a focus on strength (low 

volume [3-5 sets of ≤6 repetitions] - high load [≥ 85% 1RM]), hypertrophy (high volume [3-5 sets of 6-12 

repetitions] - moderate load [67-85% 1RM]), endurance  (high volume [~3 sets of ≥ 12 repetitions] - low load [≤ 

67% 1RM]) [82], or power. Increased power output can be achieved via numerous means, for example in 

untrained/weak individuals this can be accomplished via increased focus on basic strength training [94, 95]. 

Stronger athletes, however, need to include loaded high velocity ballistic tasks such as weightlifting [88, 89] and 

higher velocity jump and plyometric training, using minimal additional load [94, 96], or dependent upon the 

periodisation model used, a mixture of each of these modes (strength, ballistic and plyometric training) can be 

employed [97]. Within periods of an athlete’s career, across each season, and based on the athlete’s training status 

and goals, the emphasis on certain training foci is more appropriate than others. Appropriately planned RT can 

help to increase specific musculoskeletal and neurological adaptations through the manipulation of and interaction 

between specific training principles, including volume (sets x repetitions), load (often referred to as intensity) and 

frequency.  

 

The current American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) guidelines suggest that, for ‘general muscular fitness’ 

training, sessions should occur 2-3 days per week with 48 hours recovery in between [98]. The National Strength 

and Conditioning Association (NSCA) also suggest training frequencies of 2-3 times per week for beginners, 3-4 

times per week for intermediates and 4-7 times per week for those with advanced training status [82]. Within an 

athletic population, however, such training frequencies are generally unrealistic due to the demands of in-season 

competition, especially within team sports where competitions can be as frequent as 2-3 times per week. In well-

trained/athletic populations RT typically follows some form of periodisation. The traditional approach to 

periodisation, whereby the competition year/macrocycle is divided into a preparation, competition and transition 

period, as seen in the model outlined by Matveyev [99], was originally developed for individual athletes where 

‘maintenance’ of strength is the primary goal during a relatively short competition period. Maintenance of strength 

and athletic abilities during the competition period is therefore not always appropriate within all team sport 

settings, due to their competition period lasting between 3-9 months, depending on the sport. Effectiveness and 

duration of off-season / pre-season preparatory periods, for the development of physical qualities, need to be 

considered when planning and implementing in-season training priorities. Density of competition does, however, 

play a role in the planning and regularity of RT with basketball teams required to play three times per week, and 

some soccer teams required to compete three times in ten days. International tournaments also include dense 

fixture schedules, where dependent upon the age group competing, games are typically played 72 hours apart 

[100] but can be played between 48 and 96 hours apart. The ability to provide sufficient periods of recovery, as 

well as opportunities to provide stimuli for the maintenance of strength through RT, become limited during these 

periods of congested fixtures when following the ACSM frequency guidelines [98].  
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Lundberg et al. [101] concluded that two resting days (~72h between matches) are not sufficient for players to 

recover from match-induced muscle soreness during congested periods. Although the NSCA guidelines do take 

fixtures into account by recommending a reduced RT frequency of 1-3 times per week in-season compared to 

their usual recommendations [82], this is not entirely dissimilar from the ACSM’s recommendation of 2-3 times 

a week and therefore the same argument could apply. Athletes with greater strength, high intensity running 

capability and aerobic capacity have demonstrated an ability to recover quicker than those less conditioned, 

despite having worked at higher intensities during competition [102, 103]. Greater ability to recover may allow 

for the two rest days between fixtures, highlighted by Lundberg et al. [101] to allow sufficient recovery, however 

this has not been investigated over a period of chronic fixture congestion. In-season strength maintenance in soccer 

has only been exhibited over a 12 week period, whereby Rønnestad et al. [28] demonstrated that RT once per 

week, over the first 12 weeks of the season, permitted the maintenance of strength, compared to one session every 

two weeks which resulted in an average strength loss of 10% in a 1RM half squat. For sports where there are 

regularly ≥ 2 games per week, and a large technical-tactical focused approach, accompanied by a low-intensity 

recovery focus [104], there would potentially be a detrimental long term effect as the athletes would not be able 

to maintain strength throughout a full season. The majority of team sports’ competitive seasons last longer than 

12 weeks, however, suggesting there needs to be a greater level of insight into whether the lower end of the 

NSCA’s frequency guidelines are appropriate for competition periods >12 weeks. The ‘maintenance’ of strength 

throughout a season/tournament is therefore likely to be most appropriate during short, condensed seasons, as 

seen in many U.S. collegiate sports [28] whereby the teams that decline the least over that short period will likely 

improve their chances of success. These athletes also benefit from having relatively long periods to enhance their 

physical capabilities prior to and following competition. Focussing on ‘maintenance’ is arguably a poor training 

goal during long seasons, much like those seen in the National Basketball Association, National Hockey League 

and soccer leagues worldwide, especially in light of the fact that small but progressive increases in performance 

can be achieved depending on training status of the athletes and periodisation model used [105]. When the 

importance of competition increases as the competitive season progresses, with teams competing in play-offs or 

knockout stages of competitions, performance needs to remain high and injuries minimised. With limited off/pre-

seasons, it is therefore important to continue strength development during the season to ensure the best athletes 

are available and appropriately prepared.  

 

Resistance training frequency has previously been reviewed meta-analytically [106, 107], with what appears to 

be differing conclusions regarding the improvements in strength through RT. Grgic et al. [106] attributed 

increased RT frequency to increased ‘gains’ in muscular strength, whereas Ralston et al. [107] report no significant 

differences (p = 0.25) between low and high frequency training. Grgic et al. [106] are explicit, however, in 

describing that when their data set is analysed in sub-groups, no significant differences (p = 0.324) occurred 

between groups when volume is equated, suggesting that weekly RT volume was the underlying determinant of 

improvements in muscular strength, rather than training frequency. The limitations of both reviews are due to the 

populations included, both having analysed data that included largely untrained populations and young, middle-

aged, and older subjects. Evidence provided through the use of untrained populations is not always valid when 

making comparisons to trained individuals and athletic populations due to untrained populations responding and 

adapting favourably to a multitude of different stimuli [108]. Inspection of the appropriateness of exercise 
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prescription within the interventions was not included in either of the aforementioned meta-analyses, with the 

authors only critiquing the lack of equated volumes in some cases, whereas most of the studies included did not 

prescribe repetitions, sets and load based upon recommended strength training thresholds (3-5 sets, ≤ 6 repetitions, 

load ≥ 85% 1RM) [82] but those more appropriate or ‘optimal’ for hypertrophy (2-5 sets, 8-12 repetitions, loads 

equivalent to ≤ 80% 1RM) [82, 106, 107]. 

 

The aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to assess the effect of RT frequency on maximum 

strength in athletic and well-trained populations in order to provide possible implications for how this may affect 

practitioners in-season RT prescription. 

 

3.3 Methods 

 

3.3.1 Study design 

 

This systematic review design was developed in adherence to the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA). The PRISMA guidelines include 27-items within a checklist 

that is designed to be used as the basis for reporting systematic reviews [62]. The research question being 

investigated within this review as defined by the PICO model (population, intervention, comparison and outcome) 

is whether in a well-trained population, during volume matched resistance training interventions, does the 

frequency of training have an effect on both lower and upper body strength outcomes during experimental 

randomised and non-randomised studies. A protocol was not pre-registered for this review. 

 

3.3.2 Literature search 

 

A Boolean/phrase search mode was applied using the following keywords: “resistance training” AND “frequency” 

AND “volume” AND “intensity”. The keywords were inputted using this format into four different databases, 

including PubMed, SPORTDiscus, Ovid and Scopus. Filters were applied to all databases to include studies that 

were written in the English language and presented in peer-reviewed academic journal articles. No restrictions 

were placed upon the sex of subjects; age, however, was restricted to no greater than 35 years, with no lower age 

cut-off. 

 

3.3.3 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 

The primary focus of this literature search was to identify studies that have assessed the effect of different RT 

frequencies in trained/athletic populations. The search timeframe was restricted up to and including 1st April 

2020, with no earliest date restriction, following this search there were 2134 articles identified for further 

inspection. All duplicated studies were removed initially with the remaining studies then being screened utilising 

the subsequent criteria. Research articles were included and eligible within this review provided that (1) a measure 

of maximal strength was assessed, (2) a minimum of two different training frequency groups were included, (3) 

the population of the studies were stated as well trained, and finally (4) multi-joint exercises were included within 
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the training programmes. Studies were excluded for using subjects that were not injury free for the 6 months prior, 

along with any systematic or narrative reviews. A summary of the above selection process is outlined in Figure 

3.1. Means and standard deviation (SD) were required from all papers to be analysed further, if these values were 

not present but the study met the rest of the criteria, the corresponding authors were contacted in order to obtain 

these values. 

 

3.3.4 Quality and risk of bias assessment 

 

Following the identification of the studies included within this review, the quality and risk of bias were assessed. 

This included a Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool to assess the risk of bias within the randomised control 

trials. The Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool evaluates randomised controlled trials based on several categories 

that include sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of 

outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective outcome reporting, and ‘other issues.’ Grades for these 

categories were provided as either ‘high risk of bias’, low risk of bias, or ‘unclear risk of bias’. 

 

3.3.5 Analysis and interpretation of results 

 

Means and SDs of upper and lower body maximal strength measures were independently extracted from the 

included studies for further analysis. Maximal strength tests included one RM back squat, leg press, and bench 

press, and maximum voluntary isometric contraction of the knee and elbow flexors. Hedge’s g effect sizes (g) 

were calculated from the pre- to post-intervention results of each study in order to provide a standardised value 

whereby the magnitude of differences can be determined and compared across interventions whilst accounting for 

differences in sample size. The scale for interpretation of g was proposed by Hopkins [80] as follows; trivial (≤ 

0.20), small (0.21–0.59), moderate (0.60–1.19), large (1.20–1.99), or very large (≥ 2.00). An estimation for 

between-study variance was calculated using a random-effects model, with associated Z-value, p-value and 95% 

confidence intervals (95% CI), absolute heterogeneity was assessed using Tau2 and this was estimated using the 

restricted maximum likelihood method. Finally, a test for relative heterogeneity (I2), as outlined by Higgins et al. 

[81], was used to quantify the relative inconsistency of effects, using a scale of low (< 25%), moderate (25-75%) 

and high (≥ 75%) and the associated significance with an a priori alpha level of p < 0.05. All statistical analyses 

were carried out using Jamovi [66]. Training frequency of the lower and upper body was defined as the number 

of sessions that included exercises targeting those areas, respectively, per week. Comparisons were made between 

the lower frequency and higher frequency groups within each study. Training frequencies can be interpreted across 

the whole spectrum, with some sports considering a ‘high’ frequency to be the equivalent of a ‘low’ frequency in 

other sports, for example within basketball, the majority of the season is spent playing three games per week, 

whereby one or two dedicated RT sessions would be considered high frequency, compared to a sport such as 

rugby or American football whereby that same frequency would be considered low. From a research perspective, 

there is also no clear definition of what constitutes high and low frequencies, with some studies for example 

labelling three sessions a week as low [109, 110] frequency and some as high [111-114]. The authors therefore 

have not definitively classified any frequency as either being low or high but made comparisons as lower and 

higher. Due to body mass not being reported for individual groups in all of the included studies both pre- and 
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post-intervention, changes in relative strength of each group could not be assessed. Instead, baseline strength 

between groups within each study were compared separately in order to highlight magnitude of strength 

differences between the study groups. All studies included within the meta-analyses were independently evaluated 

by two of the authors (NR and PC) for methodological quality. 

 

3.4 Results 

 

3.4.1 Search results 

 

Two thousand, one hundred and thirty-four studies were identified within the four databases highlighted in section 

2.2. Figure 3.1 illustrates that of the total studies identified, 142 articles were duplicates and therefore removed 

first. Following the application of the predetermined inclusion/exclusion criteria to both titles and abstracts of the 

identified studies, and with further inspection of the full text if required, a total of 10 studies remained for further 

analysis [109-118]. 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Systematic review and meta-analyses findings 

 

The results of two different meta-analyses were calculated in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

interventions on both lower and upper body strength pre- and post-intervention as well as the differences in effect 

between the lower and higher frequencies for each study (Table 3.1). Pre- to post-intervention effect sizes can be 

seen in Appendix 1 and 2, with most of the interventions, regardless of frequency, demonstrating small to 

moderate (g = -0.40 – 1.11) increases in strength. The estimated overall effect for strength in both the lower body 

(g = 0.562) and upper body (g = 0.323) pre- to post-intervention demonstrated the effectiveness of resistance 

training with significant increases for each of the meta-analyses, respectively (p < 0.001) (Table 3.1). When 

Figure 3.1. PRISMA flow chart 
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comparing between lower and higher frequencies groups of each study, no overall significant effect was observed 

for lower body (p = 0.453 and g = 0.088) and upper body (p = 0.505 and g = 0.088). 

 

Table 3.1. A summary of the meta-analytical statistics for intervention effect and frequency differences. 

 

3.4.3 Study quality and bias results 

 

Heterogeneity of the completed meta-analyses were conducted and can be seen in Table 3.1, with inconsistency 

of effects being extremely low pre- to post-intervention (Tau2 = < 0.001, I2 = 0%). A Cochrane risk of bias 

assessment was completed (Figure 3.2) on all studies that described some level of randomisation within their 

methods, with the results of this generally showing low risk of bias around the reporting of blinding of participants 

as this was unlikely to influence the results. Selection bias for the most part was unclear as the majority of the 

studies, although stating that groups were randomly allocated, did not report methods of allocation. 

 

 

Pre vs post-intervention  

 Overall effect Z p 95% CI Tau2 I2 (%) p 

        

Upper body 0.323 3.674 < 0.001 0.151 - 0.495 < 0.001 0.00 0.983 

Lower body 0.562 6.309 < 0.001 0.387 - 0.737 < 0.001 0.00 0.881 

        

Lower vs higher frequency 

 
Overall effect Z p 95% CI Tau2 I2 (%) p 

        

Upper body 0.088 0.667 0.505 -0.171 - 0.348 < 0.001 0.00 0.990 

Lower body 0.061 0.453 0.651 -0.202 - 0.323 < 0.001 0.00 0.851   

        

Z = z score, CI = confidence interval 

Figure 3.2. Depiction of the Cochrane risk of bias assessment. 
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3.5 Discussion 

  

The purpose of this review was to identify the effect of different RT training frequencies on maximum strength 

in well-trained populations, in order to understand the influence different RT frequencies may have on athletes’ 

strength levels in-season. The findings of the systematic review and meta-analyses demonstrate that although the 

majority of interventions demonstrated significant and small positive effects (p < 0.001 and g ≤ 0.562) of 

resistance training (pre- to post-intervention) for upper (p = 0.505 and g = 0.088) and lower body (p = 0.651 and 

g = 0.061) strength, there was no significant difference and trivial effect in regard to the frequency of training, 

when volume was equated (Table 3.1). A Cochrane risk of bias assessment was used to assess the quality and bias 

of the studies reviewed, the results of which showed low risk of bias for the majority of categories assessed, with 

unclear bias around allocation concealment and method of random sequence generation. The findings of this 

review therefore agree with previous meta-analyses conducted by both Grgic et al. [106] and Ralston et al. [107] 

who investigated training frequency within a number of different, mostly untrained, populations suggesting that 

RT frequency has no significant effect on strength when volume is equated. 



Table 3.2. Characteristics of the training frequency interventions used for the lower body in the studies included within this review. 

Study Title Subjects 
Population training 

status 
Duration 

Strength 

measures 

Volume 

matched 
Set x rep ranges 

Frequencies 

(x a week) 

Relative strength 

at baseline 

Subject age 

(years) 

Brigatto et al. 

[115] 

Effect of resistance 

training frequency on 

neuromuscular 
performance and muscle 

morphology after eight 

weeks in trained men 

n = 20 
RT experience 4.1 ± 
1.8 years 

8 Weeks 
1RM Back 
squat  

Yes 8 x 8-12RM 

1 1.59 (kg.kg-1) 

27.1 ± 5.5 

2 1.61 (kg.kg-1) 

Colquhoun et 

al. [114] 

Training volume, not 

frequency, indicative of 

maximal strength 
adaptations to resistance 

training 

n = 28 

RT training minimum 

of 3x a week for 6 

months and 150% of 
BW for deadlift 1RM 

6 Weeks 
1RM Back 

squat 
Yes 

4 x 3-8 

(Daily undulating) 

3 1.73 (kg.kg-1) 22 ± 2 

6 1.65 (kg.kg-1) 22 ± 3 

Gomes et al. 

[116] 

High-frequency resistance 

training is not more 
effective than low-

frequency resistance 

training in increasing 
muscle mass and strength 

in well-trained men 

n = 23 
RT Experience 6.9 ± 
3.1 years 

8 Weeks 
1RM Back 
squat 

Yes 10 x 8-12RM 

1 1.70 (kg.kg-1) 25.5 (24.0 – 26.5)  

5 1.56 (kg.kg-1) 27.1 (25.0 – 28.7) 

Hoffman et 

al. [113] 

The effects of self-

selection for frequency of 

training in a winter 
conditioning program for 

football 

n = 61 
NCAA Division I 

athletes 
10 Weeks 

1RM Back 

squat 
No 5 x 2-10 

2 1.84 (kg.kg-1) 20.1 ± 1.5 

3 1.74 (kg.kg-1) 19.7 ± 1.4 

5 1.72 (kg.kg-1) 20.1 ± 1.1 

6 1.71 (kg.kg-1) 19.7 ± 1.1 

Kilen et al. 

[112]  

Adaptations to short, 

frequent sessions of 
endurance and strength 

training are similar to 

longer, less frequent 
exercise sessions when 

the total volume is the 

same 

n = 29 

Military personnel 

with a minimum of 6 

months RT experience 

8 Weeks 
MVIC Knee 

extensor 
No 

2-3 x 8RM Lower 

body 

2-3 x 5RM upper 
body 

3 8.99 (N.kg-1) 22 ± 3 

9 9.06 (N.kg-1) 25 ± 3 

McLester et 

al. [109] 

Comparison of 1 day and 

3 days per week of equal-
volume resistance training 

in experienced subjects 

n = 25 
Minimum of 12 weeks 
RT experience 

12 Weeks 
1RM Leg 
press 

Yes 

3 x 3 - 10 Lower 
body 

3 x 5 - 10 upper 

body 
(Muscle failure) 

1 2.60 (kg.kg-1) 26.0 ± 3.8 

3 2.65 (kg.kg-1) 23.8 ± 5.4 
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Saric et al. 

[111]  

 
Resistance training 

frequencies 3- and 6-

times per week produce 
similar muscular 

adaptations in resistance-

trained men  

n = 27 

RT training minimum 

of 2x a week for 6 
months 

6 Weeks 
1RM Back 

squat 
Yes 

4 x 6-12RM 

(Muscle failure) 

3 

1.41 (kg.kg-1) 22.6 ± 2.1 

6 

Schoenfeld et 

al. [110] 

Influence of resistance 

training frequency on 

muscle adaptations in 

well-trained men 

n = 20 
RT training minimum 
of 3x a week for 1 

year 

8 Weeks 
1RM Back 

squat 
Yes 

2-3 x 8-12 

(Muscle failure) 

1 (Split) 

1.47 (kg.kg-1) 23.5 ± 2.9 

3 (Total) 

Yue et al. 

[119] 

Comparison of two 

equated resistance 
training weekly volume 

routines using different 

frequencies on body 
composition and 

performance in trained 

males 

n = 18 
RT Experience 3.0 ± 

0.5 years 
6 Weeks 

1RM Back 

squat 
Yes 4 x 8-12 

1 1.17 (kg.kg-1) 28 ± 7.9 

2 1.3 (kg.kg-1) 21 ± 3.2 

Zaroni et al. 

[118]  

High resistance-training 

frequency enhances 

muscle thickness in 

resistance-trained men 

n = 18 
RT experience range 

from 2-10 years 
8 Weeks 

1RM Back 

squat 
Yes 3 x 10-12 

1 (Split) 
1.33 (kg.kg-1) 26.4 ± 4.6 

5 (Total) 

RT = resistance training, RM = repetition maximum, BW = bodyweight, DOMS = delayed onset muscle soreness, MVIC = maximum voluntary isometric contraction 
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Table 3.3 Characteristics of the training frequency interventions used for the upper body in the studies included within this review. 

Study Title Subjects 
Population training 

status 
Duration 

Strength 

measures 

Volume 

matched 
Set x rep ranges 

Frequencies 

(x a week) 

Relative strength 

at baseline 

Subject age 

(years) 

Brigatto et al. 

[115] 

Effect of resistance 

training frequency on 

neuromuscular 

performance and muscle 

morphology after eight 

weeks in trained men 

n = 20 
RT experience 4.1 ± 

1.8 years 
8 Weeks 

1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 8 x 8-12RM 

1 1.19 (kg.kg-1) 

27.1 ± 5.5 

2 1.23 (kg.kg-1) 

Colquhoun et 

al. [114] 

Training volume, not 

frequency, indicative of 

maximal strength 
adaptations to resistance 

training 

n = 28 

RT training minimum 

of 3x a week for 6 
months and 150% of 

BW for deadlift 1RM 

6 Weeks 
1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 

4 x 3-8 

(Daily undulating) 

3 1.28 (kg.kg-1) 22 ± 2 

6 1.22 (kg.kg-1) 22 ± 3 

Gomes et al. 

[116] 

High-frequency resistance 
training is not more 

effective than low-

frequency resistance 
training in increasing 

muscle mass and strength 

in well-trained men 

n = 23 
RT Experience 6.9 ± 

3.1 years 
8 Weeks 

1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 10 x 8-12RM 

1 1.32 (kg.kg-1) 25.5 (24.0 – 26.5)  

5 1.28 (kg.kg-1) 27.1 (25.0 – 28.7) 

Hoffman et 

al. [113] 

The effects of self-

selection for frequency of 
training in a winter 

conditioning program for 

football 

n = 61 
NCAA Division I 

athletes 
10 Weeks 

1RM Bench 

press 
No 5 x 2-10 

3 1.33 (kg.kg-1) 19.7 ± 1.4 

4 1.36 (kg.kg-1) 20.1 ± 1.5 

5 1.32 (kg.kg-1) 20.1 ± 1.1 

6 1.28 (kg.kg-1) 19.7 ± 1.1 

Kilen et al. 

[112]  

Adaptations to short, 

frequent sessions of 
endurance and strength 

training are similar to 

longer, less frequent 
exercise sessions when 

the total volume is the 

same 

n = 29 

Military personnel 

with a minimum of 6 

months RT experience 

8 Weeks 
MVIC 

Elbow flexor 
No 

2-3 x 8RM Lower 

body 

2-3 x 5RM upper 
body 

3 4.73 (N.kg-1) 22 ± 3 

9 5.51 (N.kg-1) 25 ± 3 

McLester et 

al. [109] 

Comparison of 1 day and 

3 days per week of equal-
volume resistance training 

in experienced subjects 

n = 25 
Minimum of 12 weeks 
RT experience 

12 Weeks 
1RM Bench 
press 

Yes 

3 x 3 - 10 Lower 
body 

3 x 5 - 10 upper 

body 
(Muscle failure) 

1 0.98 (kg.kg-1) 26.0 ± 3.8 

3 0.75 (kg.kg-1) 23.8 ± 5.4 
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Saric et al. 

[111]  

Resistance training 
frequencies 3- and 6-

times per week produce 

similar muscular 
adaptations in resistance-

trained men 

n = 27 
RT training minimum 
of 2x a week for 6 

months 

6 Weeks 
1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 

4 x 6-12RM 

(Muscle failure) 

3 

1.05 (kg.kg-1) 22.6 ± 2.1 

6 

Schoenfeld et 

al. [110] 

Influence of resistance 
training frequency on 

muscle adaptations in 

well-trained men 

n = 20 

RT training minimum 

of 3x a week for 1 
year 

8 Weeks 
1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 

2-3 x 8-12 

(Muscle failure) 

1 (Split) 

1.19 (kg.kg-1) 23.5 ± 2.9 

3 (Total) 

Yue et al. 

[119] 

Comparison of two 

equated resistance 

training weekly volume 
routines using different 

frequencies on body 

composition and 
performance in trained 

males 

n = 18 
RT Experience 3.0 ± 

0.5 years 
6 Weeks 

1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 4 x 8-12 

2 0.91 (kg.kg-1) 28 ± 7.9 

4 0.97 (kg.kg-1) 21 ± 3.2 

Zaroni et al. 

[118]  

High resistance-training 
frequency enhances 

muscle thickness in 

resistance-trained men 

n = 18 
RT experience range 

from 2-10 years 
8 Weeks 

1RM Bench 

press 
Yes 3 x 10-12 

1 (Split) 
1.10 (kg.kg-1) 26.4 ± 4.6 

5 (Total) 

RT = resistance training, RM = repetition maximum, BW = bodyweight, DOMS = delayed onset muscle soreness, MVIC = maximum voluntary isometric contraction 



3.5.1 Intervention frequency 

 

Due to a whole range of frequencies being investigated across the studies analysed in this review (Table 3.2 and 

3.3), the authors were unable to make enough comparisons to moderate the meta-analyses based on the frequency 

of each group. The lack of grouping has therefore led to some crossover between studies that have used one 

frequency as the ‘higher’ frequency that has also been included in a different study as the ‘lower’ frequency. An 

example of the crossover in training frequencies is demonstrated by McLester et al. [109] and Schoenfeld et al. 

[110] who both utilised 3 times per week as their higher RT frequency, whereas 3 times per week was used as the 

lower frequency in a number of the other studies included [111-114]. Although the crossover between descriptors 

of ‘lower’ and ‘higher’ frequencies may appear to be a possible issue in the reporting of data it is important to 

bear in mind that the differences in effect observed range from trivial to small (g = -0.10 – 0.33) for both lower 

and upper body regardless of the descriptor used. It is possible, however, to make a number of direct comparisons 

based on studies that utilised the same frequencies within their interventions. As mentioned previously McLester 

et al. [109] and Schoenfeld et al. [110] both investigated once per week compared to 3 times per week, with neither 

resulting in once a week being favourable compared to 3 times per week. When comparing 3 times a week as a 

lower frequency, in studies conducted by Colquhoun et al. [114] and Saric et al. [111] who investigated 3 times 

per week compared to 6 times per week, the results were mixed. Lower body strength improved to a greater extent 

for the group training 3 times per week in the study by Saric et al. [111] whereas the greater improvement in the 

study by Colquhoun et al. [114] was observed in the 6 times per week group. The reverse was true for the upper 

body. The only frequency analysed within this review that consistently demonstrated superior effect when 

compared with others for lower body strength was 5 times per week. Gomes et al. [116] and Zaroni et al. [118] 

both investigated once per week compared to 5 times per week, with both favouring the higher frequency for 

lower body strength. A similar trend was shown by Gomes et al. [116] in the upper body, however Zaroni et al. 

[118] found that once a week demonstrated greater increases in upper body strength. Although the study by 

Hoffman et al. [32] observed in Figure 3.3 very slightly favours ‘lower’ frequency, this is likely due to the study 

itself investigating four different frequencies and therefore the results were aggregated, when comparing all the 

groups individually the trend observed by Gomes et al. [116] and Zaroni et al. [118] is also demonstrated, with 5 

times per week consistently demonstrating the greater effect for the lower body (Appendix 3). When inspecting 

the upper body strength changes individually for the study by Hoffman et al. [113] the pattern followed the same 

trend as the study by Saric et al. [111] whereby 6 times per week was consistently the superior frequency 

(Appendix 4).  Again, however, the differences in observed effect between the studies was trivial to small, much 

like the overall effect of the meta-analyses which also demonstrates non-significant differences. Due to the low 

heterogeneity for both the upper and lower body observed in Table 3.1 (I2 = 0%), there would continue to be 

minimal differences even if the sampling error of the interventions were to be removed.  
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Figure 3.4. Differences in effect size between lower frequency and higher frequency groups on lower body 

strength (positive values favour the higher frequency groups and negative values favour the lower frequency 

groups).  

(1vs2) = once-weekly vs twice-weekly, (1vs3) = once-weekly vs 3 x/week, (1vs5) = once-weekly vs 5 x/week, (3vs6) = 3 

x/week vs 6 x/week, (3vs9) = 3 x/week vs 9 x/week 

a Aggregation of effect sizes due to the study comparing more than two groups 

RE = random effects, CI = confidence interval. 

 

Figure 3.3. Differences in effect size between lower frequency and higher frequency groups on upper body 

strength (positive values favour the higher frequency groups and negative values favour the lower frequency 

groups). 

(1vs2) = once-weekly vs twice-weekly, (1vs3) = once-weekly vs 3 x/week, (1vs5) = once-weekly vs 5 x/week, (2vs4) = twice-

weekly vs 4 x/week, (3vs6) = 3 x/week vs 6 x/week, (3vs9) = 3 x/week vs 9 x/week 

 
a Aggregation of effect sizes due to the study comparing more than two groups 

RE = random effects, CI = confidence interval. 
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3.5.2 Intervention exercise prescriptions 

 

Pre- to post-intervention showed trivial to moderate changes in maximum strength of both the lower and upper 

body with the majority of the interventions included within this review demonstrating the positive effects of 

resistance training on strength adaptations. It is, however, important to understand the potential mechanisms 

responsible when considering adaptations in strength. An increase in strength but no increase in muscle mass may 

suggest adaptations occurred predominantly due to increased fascicle length, reduction in pennation angle [120] 

and neural adaptations [121]. Alternatively, an increase in strength and increase in muscle mass will likely lean 

towards increased muscle thickness and pennation angle as well as possible increases in fascicle length [120]. 

This intuitively suggests that some strength adaptations will occur during hypertrophy training in response to an 

increase in muscle mass but may not be elevated to the level that would occur in response to a solely strength-

focused training program. A summary of the studies analysed within this review can be seen in Table 3.2, whereby 

the set and repetition ranges of each of the interventions can be observed. It is clear that based upon our earlier 

definition of training methods seen in Section 3.2, the majority of these RT interventions are not focussed on 

strength but heavily biased towards hypertrophy training with almost all interventions outlining sets above the 

recommended 3-6 repetitions [82], and most commonly employing 8-12 repetitions (see Table 3.2).  

 

Despite all of the interventions including exercises to RM, only three were explicitly reported to include the 

performance of sets to muscle failure [109, 111, 122]. The RM approach to load prescription is based upon 

performing the sets and repetitions with the maximum load possible to complete the full prescription, likely 

resulting in training to muscle failure. It is worth noting that within this review ‘load’ is referred to when 

describing the amount of weight lifted, as Steele [123] and Arent et al. [124] have outlined how intensity (often 

used interchangeably with load) can be a better representative of effort. The reason for clearly defining the 

difference between load and intensity (effort) is to highlight that although the RM approach is performed with the 

maximum load possible for the sets and repetitions prescribed, this load may still be low-moderate, even when 

performed to failure and perceived to be high intensity by the athlete. Constantly training to muscle failure has 

been reported to have a potentially deleterious effect on performance [125]. Evidence of this effect has been 

observed when a group performing sets at a load relative to their maximum, compared to RM sets, demonstrated 

greater increases in jump performance, rapid isometric force production and muscular adaptations [125, 126]. The 

differences observed between the two groups is likely due to better fatigue management and potentially optimal 

performance adaptations, which is likely more appropriate for well-trained and professional athletes. The 

magnitude of load participants experienced throughout the majority of the interventions could explain why only 

trivial to moderate improvements in strength were observed across the 6-12 weeks. Schoenfeld et al. [122] have 

demonstrated similar hypertrophic responses are elicited when comparing a moderate load (3 sets of 10RM) vs 

high load (7 sets of 3RM) when volumes are equated, however, the high load group demonstrated the greatest 

improvements in both back squat and bench press 1RM. In addition, well-trained populations will likely see less 

strength adaptations in response to hypertrophy training and specific strength training due to already having a 

greater base level of strength [105, 127]. Two out of the ten studies included within this review do not appear to 

be volume equated (Table 3.2 and 3) [112, 113]. In a recent meta-analysis, Grgic et al. [106] used equated volume 

as a moderator, suggesting that increases in strength associated with higher frequencies of RT are largely attributed 
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to the additional training volume. Due to the groups in studies by Hoffman et al. [113] and Kilen et al. [112] not 

being volume equated it is not possible to determine whether training volumes observed in the higher frequency 

groups affected the resultant adaptations. The beneficial effect of increased RT volume on hypertrophic responses 

has previously been demonstrated [128], however, the effect on strength is not as clear, or at which point increased 

volume may reduce the adaptive responses.  

 

Only one study reported negative effects in response to a lower frequency RT intervention, where the authors 

observed small decreases in upper body and lower body strength [112]. A potential cause for these findings could 

be the testing battery used. Rather than using 1RM testing, a maximum voluntary isometric contraction was used 

to assess the knee and elbow flexors, which was unlike the actions used within the studies training intervention. 

Another reason for the reduction in strength could have been due to this being the only study to use a concurrent 

training approach. Due to the population used (i.e., military personnel), there was a requirement to not only train 

muscular strength but also aerobic and muscular endurance. The requirement to train concurrently is also present 

in team sports however, and the findings from Kilen et al. [112] support the complexity of this process. Due to 

the demands of team sports, ensuring appropriate development of all physical attributes (i.e. muscular strength 

and power, muscular endurance and aerobic endurance) is essential, not only to enable a greater ability to recover 

between efforts in training and competition but also to recover between fixtures within congested periods of a 

season, or during tournaments as highlighted in Section 3.2. Wilson et al. [129] has suggested that significant 

decrements in maximal strength may not occur as a result of endurance training but only through the incorrect 

training modality and/or dose. Kilen et al. [112] demonstrated the effect of traditional concurrent training whereby 

their “classical training” (lower frequency) group who performed training sessions of high intensity 

cardiovascular, muscular endurance and strength training within their program, experienced a decrease in maximal 

strength. In contrast, increases in maximal strength were observed in the “micro-training” (higher frequency) 

group who performed the same exercises, intensity and volume, albeit divided over shorter, higher frequency 

bouts (Figure 3.3 and 3.4). 

 

3.5.3 Baseline strength level 

 

One of the aims of this review was to identify if RT frequency influences strength in well-trained athletes. 

Quantifying training experience and categorising an athlete as ‘well-trained’ is not simple. Rhea [130] has 

proposed possible thresholds for g values to use based upon training experience (categorised as ‘untrained’, 

‘recreationally trained’ and ‘highly trained’) when inspecting treatment effects. The criteria for this review, 

however, was for studies to state their population as well-trained, but as Table 3.2 and 3.3 outlines, the variation 

in criteria for this population is large, ranging from 6 months to 10 years. The duration an athlete has trained for 

does not necessarily dictate how well-trained they are, as the training they could have experienced at times 

throughout their career may be suboptimal. It could therefore be more applicable to categorise athletes based on 

their relative strength levels as evident within the study by Colquhoun et al. [114] who accepted subjects based 

upon a criteria that included both length of training history and a minimum strength level (150% of bodyweight 

for a deadlift), similar to the selection criteria for ‘previously weight trained’ individuals outlined by Willoughby 

[131], of a parallel back squat 1RM ≥ 1.5 times bodyweight as this is more likely to dictate the response to the 
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RT interventions. Relative strength levels pre-intervention have been calculated and are outlined in Table 3.2 and 

3.3. A possible reason for there being small to moderate changes overall regardless of frequency, could be due to 

the populations of these studies actually being well-trained as the majority of groups exceed the 1.5 times 

bodyweight threshold previously described for lower body strength by Willoughby [131]. The greatest difference 

observed between two frequencies in the lower body was observed by Yue et al. [117] (Figure 3.3), an explanation 

for this potentially being due to the lower frequency group being the weakest at baseline in comparison to the 

higher frequency group and in comparison to the other studies investigated within this review. The lower relative 

strength results in a greater potential for improvement over the same period when exposed to the same volumes. 

The length of the interventions within this review could have also had an effect on the small to moderate change 

observed overall in Appendix 1 and 2. Unfortunately, the authors were unable to calculate relative strength 

changes due to a lack of reporting bodyweight post-intervention, or bodyweight for the different frequency groups 

rather than the whole sample population. The duration of the RT interventions included within this review were 

6-12 weeks in duration. If the athletes were well trained, as described, it is unlikely that large changes to relative 

strength will be observed pre-post. 

 

3.5.4 Study quality and bias 

 

A Cochrane risk of bias assessment (Figure 3.2) was carried out in order to understand the bias across the studies 

that used a randomised approach. The overall conclusion would be that the risk of bias is low or even slightly 

unclear due to lack of detail around the way the randomisation in six out of the eight randomised studies. The 

concealment of allocation was also unclear in seven out of the eight studies, with the eight explicitly outlining 

that concealment of allocation did not occur. Depending upon the setting of these studies, however, that is not 

always ecologically possible, particularly when working in a team sport setting. Ecological validity could also 

provide a rationale as to the lack of control groups within all but one of the studies. Understanding links between 

strength training and reduction of injuries it could be viewed as unethical to have a control group that only takes 

part in the sport if they already have a background in RT as this could put them at a greater risk of injury and 

possible reduction in competitive advantage over those without such a background. 

 

3.5.5 Limitations and areas for future research 

 

The inclusion/exclusion criteria were initially designed to allow for a range of different potential moderators to 

be applied within the current meta-analysis. There was, however, a lack of consistent moderators available, which 

highlights a limitation of this review but also highlights gaps in the current literature and provides a strong 

rationale for future research areas in exercise prescription. The low consistency of effect (high heterogeneity) 

between the studies assessed in this review may have been attributed to certain commonalities. This low 

inconsistency is not necessarily a limitation but does highlight areas for which researchers need to expand on in 

the future. For example, all of the interventions included in this review were completed on male subjects, with the 

vast majority being ‘recreationally trained’ and completing the same test for maximal strength. Some areas for 

future research would therefore be to investigate both sexes, but particularly females, to provide comparison to 

the current literature. Taking samples from athletes within different team sport settings would also be appropriate, 
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as one set of sporting demands or type of sporting schedule may benefit from one particular approach compared 

to another. Research conducted within competitive team sports would, however, require the acceptance of 

ecological validity, whereby a number of factors that are likely outside of any investigators control would need to 

be considered. It is also important to understand that the description of team sport athletes as being ‘well-trained’ 

may only apply to their sport and not when it comes to resistance training. The majority of interventions in this 

review included the exercises that were used to test their participants’ maximum strength (1RM). Utilising the 

exercises tested within the intervention may have resulted in improvements purely based on improvement of 

technique or familiarisation, however due to the ‘well-trained’ nature of the population this is unlikely. Another 

potential issue with the maximal testing used to assess strength was that only bench press was used as a measure 

of compound upper body strength, whilst most interventions included a full body approach, meaning there was a 

lack of evidence to demonstrate upper body strength increase as a whole. A possible limitation of only measuring 

maximal strength means that the rate at which the participants could produce force was not measured. The force 

production capabilities of athletes are important for performance and associated with injury risk reduction, 

therefore not only is it important to apply force maximally, but the rate at which it is applied is also important. 

Measures of multi-joint rapid force production (e.g., using the isometric mid-thigh pull) should also be assessed 

when considering the implications for athletic populations.  

 

Finally, as mentioned when considering concurrent training, Kilen et al. [112] described their higher frequency 

RT group as a “micro-training” group. Considering the overall lack of difference between training frequencies, 

further investigation should look into a variation of the term used by Kilen et al. [112] which has become more 

commonly used by practitioners which is “micro-dosing”. Micro-dosing was initially coined from a performance 

perspective by Hansen [132] but has not been widely used within peer-reviewed literature, therefore having no 

clear definition. We therefore define micro-dosing training as “the division of total volume within a micro-cycle, 

across frequent, short duration, repeated bouts” and suggest that such an approach should be thoroughly 

investigated in the future. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

It is evident that within the studies included in this review, there is no clear difference between RT frequencies in 

populations described as well-trained over a 6- to 12-week period. Not knowing which method is superior may 

appear negative to some practitioners who are looking for clear guidance on the most efficient way to train their 

athletes. No clear difference between different RT frequencies is potentially a positive when trying to address the 

issues stated in this review around in-season training, fixture congestion and tournament schedules. The lack of 

difference in agreement with previous frequency reviews suggests that volume and load dictate adaptations in 

strength over frequency. This may provide the opportunity for a micro-dosing approach, meaning more frequent 

but shorter duration, less fatiguing bouts of RT activity, or micro-dosing. Alternatively, a more traditional 

approach to training may also be appropriate at times throughout a season based on the time constraints placed on 

the practitioner, providing both the volume and load are comparable between the two approaches. Researchers 

should look to initially assess the effect of different RT frequencies on a strength focused training program which 
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uses the strength thresholds recommended by the NSCA before then exploring its interaction with pitch-based 

training and the possible benefits on concurrent training. 
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3.7 Commentary 2 

 

Similar to Chapter 2, Chapter 3 has been published in Sports Medicine and is also open access [133]. Whilst there 

have been at least two meta-analyses previously performed regarding the frequency of resistance training, none 

have looked specifically at ‘well-trained’ or athletic populations, nor regarding the potential influence on the “in-

season” competition period. Despite this, it is becoming clear that training frequency has little effect on 

adaptations when appropriate volumes are matched. These findings have allowed us to present a formal definition 

of micro-dosing as a possible programming strategy that could be utilised in-season for team sports in particular, 

and therefore potentially in soccer. Initially the planned process was to follow Chapters 2 and 3 with empirical 

research, which was underway following the completion of both literature reviews. Having introduced the formal 

definition of micro-dosing we felt it was important to follow that up by expanding our thoughts on what the 

concept included and the possible ways it could influence programming. Paired with the fact that data collection 

had to stop due to a global pandemic, this then led to the creation and inclusion of Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 we take 

inferences from a range of different research areas and provide a conceptual framework for possible uses, benefits 

and in some cases limitations of micro-dosing. 
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4 Chapter 4: Micro-dosing: a multifaceted programming concept for 

resistance training in team sports or just another ‘hipster-magnet’. 
 

4.1 Abstract 

 

Background: The term micro-dosing, in the context of resistance training, has recently been popularised and 

become “fashionable” in applied settings where it is frequently used amongst performance practitioners. A clear 

definition has been provided within the literature, however, the extent to which the concept has been explicitly 

investigated in empirical research is limited. There also appears to be a few misinterpretations of the term for 

example using micro-dosing interchangeably with minimum effective dose. There are, however, many related 

research areas or themes that indicate the potential benefits of micro-dosing as an overarching concept. Objective: 

The aims of this review were to outline and discuss where some of these theories and concepts may or may not 

be appropriate for practitioners to use in team sports, whilst also highlighting areas in which researchers could 

investigate the application of micro-dosing in further detail. Conclusion: Although micro-dosing may be a 

relatively new term, which has been described as ‘trendy’ amongst practitioners, the underlying principles have 

been expressed and investigated for a long time, suggesting that micro-dosing may just be a means in which the 

application of a number of theories and concepts can resonate with coaches and practitioners.  

 

4.2 Introduction 

Recently, the concept of ‘micro-dosing’ has become a popular topic of discussion and debate amongst strength 

and conditioning professionals. This concept originally appeared in clinical research regarding drug development 

during the 1990’s, as a method of assessing pharmacokinetics (how a substance reacts when given to a living 

organism) prior to full Phase I clinical trials [134]. In clinical environments micro-dosing involves the application 

of a dose that is sub-pharmacological and sub-therapeutic [135]. More recently the concept has also been 

associated with psychedelics whereby typically 10-20% of a recreational dose (most commonly lysergic acid 

diethylamide [LSD] or psilocybin) is ingested regularly as a micro-dose [136]. Within this context a micro-dose 

stimulates metabolic reactions, but these effects are not perceived by the individual. Although mostly anecdotal, 

recommendations of these sub-perceptual doses were first published in 2011 in a book entitled “The psychedelic 

explorer’s guide: safe, therapeutic, and sacred journeys” [137]. From a physical performance perspective (within 

sports) the term was initially introduced by Hansen [132], since then however, micro-dosing has commonly been 

misconceived to be synonymous with the ‘minimal effective dose’ [138]. This misconception is understandable 

as until recently no formal definition of exercise micro-dosing had been present in the literature. Based upon this 

recent definition micro-dosing has been clearly defined as “the division of total volume within a micro-cycle, 

across frequent, short duration, repeated bouts” (Section 3.5.5 [133]).  

More recently, Hansen [139] has proposed an alteration to the original naming of his approach to contextualise 

micro-dosing as ‘micro-priming’. Whilst Hansen [139] rightly highlights that many practitioners continue to 

improperly label and apply the micro-dosing concept, without providing a full picture of the potential applications, 

benefits and pitfalls of the concept, practitioners are likely to struggle to navigate between effective training 

practices and the “flavour-of-the-month” programming trends [139]. Though the authors agree with the notion 
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that a greater focus should be placed upon doing the basics consistently and at a greater frequency, where feasible, 

Hansen’s [139] rationale for moving away from the term micro-dosing is in part due to the association with taking 

small yet more frequent dosages of stimuli (such as drugs) that require periods of ‘cycling-off’ to prevent/avoid 

habituation. When going beyond exercise programming, however, and considering a periodised approach to 

training, cyclical constructs are central to how we integrate, sequence and organise training that targets a specific 

outcome [140]. Therefore, the application of micro-dosing may not always be appropriate or may need to be 

utilised in conjunction with traditional programming methods to emphasise the development of specific skills or 

physical characteristics. 

Following the pharmacological theme presented when defining micro-dosing, it is important to understand what 

a dose is and the relationship a dose has with a subsequent response. In medical research, a dose refers to the 

amount of a therapeutic agent. The interaction between the dose and the potency of that agent provides researchers 

with a dose-response relationship for a given population whereby practitioners (medical professionals) can be 

provided with what is referred to as a therapeutic index, which represents the range in which the drug or substance 

is effective but not lethal. There are clear parallels in terminology when considering resistance training, with a 

combination of the volume (dose) and load/“intensity” (potency) providing a physiological response. The 

response is dictated by the training prescription used within the training zones (therapeutic index) and can be 

anywhere from a ‘minimal effective dose’, all the way up to a period of planned overreaching, with a lethal dose 

comparable to causing rhabdomyolysis or overtraining when consistently going beyond those training zones 

(Figure 4.1). It is important to understand that the ‘optimal’ dose-response will differ and fluctuate for each 

exercise, session, training cycle, program, and individual based on a multitude of factors which mitigate the 

athlete’s internal load and adaptive responses. 

Figure 4.1. An illustration of the dose-response curve in relation to resistance training.     
(ED = Effective Dose) 

The purpose of this review is therefore to discuss how the concept of micro-dosing resistance training in team 

sports is more than just a “hipster-magnet” as described by Hansen [139]. Within each section we provide a 

definition of the subject area, outline the potential ways in which micro-dosing may be used as a programming 

strategy across four key areas (i.e., competition schedule, acute/chronic programming, motor learning and 

individualisation [Figure 4.2]) as well as provide inferences from current literature, and highlight areas for future 

research.



 

Figure 4.2. Illustration of key areas where micro-dosing resistance training may be advantageous.



4.3 Competition schedule 

 

4.3.1 Training residuals 

 

The residual effects of training, commonly referred to as “training residuals”, have been defined as the retention 

of positive physical changes following the cessation of training beyond a time period in which possible adaptations 

can take place [141]. Training residuals are therefore separate to any delayed training effect driven by 

supercompensation and are often contextualised as short-, medium-, and long-term responses [142]. Long-term 

residuals include ‘almost irreversible’ changes in the musculoskeletal and neuromuscular systems, such as 

coordinative abilities, movement skills and event-specific techniques whereby the rate of loss is several years. 

Medium-term residuals include those associated with the cardiovascular system such as increased capillary 

density, stroke volume and decreased resting heart rate, as well as neuromuscular changes such as effort regulation 

and force differentiation in which the rate of loss can be several months. Finally short-term residuals include 

increased maximal aerobic consumption and anaerobic thresholds, increased muscular strength, power, and 

endurance which may last for several weeks, but can also include anaerobic alactic, and glycolytic power, 

capacity, and efficiency which can decay in a few weeks or days (51). The rate of loss for all residuals is heavily 

dependent on an individuals’ training history and the volume and intensities of loading used prior to the cessation 

of training that targets specific foci. 

 

The shorter-term training residuals are of primary importance for programming, especially when considering 

periods of competition or the use of a block ‘periodization’ approach where the focussed training of certain 

physical characteristics is omitted for predetermined period of time [143]. When designing periodized training 

programs there are a variety of competition schedules across a range of team sports, many of which have some 

form of in-season fixture congestion, particularly sports that are deemed as non-collision sports (e.g., soccer, 

basketball) (Table 4.1). There are several reasons some team sports have specific periods of in-season fixture 

congestion, for example, some European soccer teams will have multiple competitions running simultaneously, 

such as domestic leagues, domestic cup competitions and European cup competitions. Both National Basketball 

Association (NBA) and National Hockey League (NHL) teams play multiple games back-to-back (one night after 

the other) typically to reduce travel requirements. Another example is demonstrated in team sports such as baseball 

or rugby sevens whereby a ‘series’ is played over 2-3 days and multiple matches are played during these periods. 

Finally, international based tournaments, such as the World Cup in soccer and rugby, or even the Olympics for 

team sports such as field hockey and volleyball, also result in multiple fixtures in very quick succession with 

limited recovery time between each fixture.  

 

Within short periods of fixture congestion where the duration of the congested period lasts the length of a 

microcycle or summated microcycle, fatigue management generally the primary priority (depending on the 

competition and time of the season). In contrast, international tournaments can last up to four weeks, however, as 

outlined by Issurin [144] within that time period the residual effects of some physical qualities such, as maximal 

speed, may diminish, if training targeting the development of this residual is not incorporated as part of the 

athlete’s training program. It is important to remember that training residuals are usually based on the complete 
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cessation of training that targets a particular capacity, therefore competition may still provide some stimulus; 

however, based on the principle of specificity the magnitude of certain stimuli is likely to be below the level 

required to allow for maintenance, development or slowest decay (compared to opposition) of the training 

residual. Based on most periodization models, any period of competition is accompanied by a reduction of training 

volume and increase in intensity, which may result in the loss of specific training residuals. During periods of 

dense competition, resistance training volumes can be reduced even further to prioritise recovery, exacerbating 

the loss of training residuals. Micro-dosing resistance training as an approach during these periods of dense 

competition schedules may be a feasible option to maintain appropriate strength and/or power stimuli. This may 

be accomplished through dividing the training volume typically seen in a microcycle so that more frequent shorter 

duration training sessions are encountered. Alternatively, through the utilization of specific programming 

strategies, such as post-activation performance enhancement (PAPE) or resistance priming stimuli (see resistance 

priming below), the accumulated volume across the whole microcycle may be maintained whilst potentially 

inducing less fatigue compared with traditional approaches to programming in-season training. It is possible that 

a micro-dosed approach can provide a sufficient stimulus to maintain or perhaps improve physical qualities which 

typically deteriorate during periods of intensive competition (e.g., maximal speed [144]) due to ‘recovery’ being 

prioritised over the application of resistance training. 

 

4.3.2 Programming strategies 

 

There are various periods within certain team sports in-season where fixture congestion becomes prominent in 

the short term. On the other hand, the competition period for other team sports occurs over a prolonged duration 

(Table 4.1), with professional soccer, rugby, American football, basketball, and ice hockey all competing for large 

portions of the calendar year. In addition to a prolonged competitive season, a number of these team sports, 

including basketball and ice hockey (particularly in the NBA and NHL), are required to complete a competition 

schedule that is extremely dense/congested (Table 4.1). The requirement for sustained success throughout these 

prolonged periods is paramount to win championships or league titles. Sustaining a performance peak for 

prolonged periods of time is unrealistic due to the accumulation of fatigue and reductions in fitness, with these 

occurrences being a consistent argument as to why traditional periodization models (the transition from a high 

volume, low intensity general preparation phase into a specialized lower volume, higher intensity phase before 

leading into a competition phase)  are ‘unsuitable’ for team sports [144]. It is, however, important to note that 

periodization is the macro-management of the training process [145] and serves as the scaffold for planning the 

direction of programming, making both periodization and programming two distinctly different concepts.  
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Table 4.1. Examples of fixture schedules in a range of team sports. 

 

 

As Cunanan et al. [145] have highlighted, programming includes the manipulation of training variables (e.g., 

frequency, density, volume, load etc.) but also the use of various advanced programming strategies that can 

include phase potentiation [146], planned overreaching [147] and tapering [148]. On programming strategy that 

can be used in a periodised training plan is micro-dosing which can be applied as a standalone concept or in 

conjunction with several of these advanced programming strategies. For example, the use of concentrated volume 

loads (often termed planned overreaching [149]) that stimulates a delayed training effect, or specific training 

residuals can stimulate what is referred to as phase potentiation [145, 146, 150]. This concept is also aligned with 

the block periodization approach proposed by Issurin and Yessis [151], who referred to utilization of ‘mini-blocks’ 

to enhance specific training factors. These mini-blocks have been suggested as a strategy to prolong the residual 

effects of a preceding mesocycle, providing a form of micro-dosing [152]. 

 

Alternative to sequential models, emphasis periodization whereby multiple training factors such as strength, 

power and endurance can be included simultaneously but with varying emphasis within each mesocycle may be 

Sport Standard/Level 
Competition 

type 

Competition/ 

season 

length 

Number 

of 

games 

Between 

game 

turnaround 

time 

Length 

of post-

season* 

Number 

of post-

season* 

games 

American 

Football 

Professional 

(NFL) 
Season 18 weeks 17 4-7 days 5 weeks 3-4 

Baseball 
Professional 

(MLB) 
Season/Series ~27 weeks 60 0-3 days 

~5 

weeks 
26-43 

Basketball 
Professional 

(NBA) 
Season ~26 weeks 82 0-3 days 

10 

weeks 
4-28 

Ice 

Hockey 

Professional 

(NHL) 
Season ~26 weeks 82 0-3 days 

10 

weeks 
4-28 

Field 

Hockey 

Olympic 

Games 
Tournament 2 weeks 10 0-2 days - - 

Netball 
Commonwealth 

Games 
Tournament 10 days 6-7 0-3 days - - 

Rugby 

Union 

International Tournament ~6 weeks 7 ~7 days - - 

Domestic Season ~40 weeks ~32-39 5-7 days 2 weeks 2 

Rugby 

League 

International Tournament ~7 weeks 7 ~7 days - - 

Domestic 

(Super League) 
Season ~32 weeks 30-37 5-7 days 3 weeks 3 

Domestic 

(NRL) 
Season 26 weeks 24 5-7 days 4 weeks 4 

Rugby 

Sevens 
International Series 2 days 6 ~3 hours - - 

Soccer 

International Tournament ~31 days ≤ 7 4-6 days - - 

Domestic 

(EPL) 
Season ~40 weeks ~38-62 3-7 days - - 

NFL = National Football League; MLB = Major League Baseball; NBA = National Basketball Association; 

NHL = National Hockey League; NRL = National Rugby League; EPL = England Premier League 

*Post-season in this instance describes a period of play-off games leading to and including either promotion 

deciders or championship games. 
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a more appropriate periodization strategy. Emphasis periodization models cycle between stimulating loads (those 

that will elicit adaptation) and maintenance loads, with the emphasis typically rotating every two weeks [153, 

154]. Therefore, varying emphasis means that attributes being maintained require less dedicated training, which 

may be more appropriate for team sports [140, 155]. Micro-dosing may assist in the application of maintenance 

loads (e.g., power during a strength bias phase) which can be distributed throughout the microcycle (Figure 4.3), 

whilst the primary focus of the training phase (e.g., maximal strength) can be applied through longer duration 

sessions. In contrast, a micro-dosing approach may permit more frequent exposure to the training emphasis/bias 

of the phase (e.g., a power stimulus), for those foci that would benefit more from reduced fatigue accumulation 

(Figure 4.3). As D’Emanuele et al. [156] demonstrate, rapid force production is one of the most sensitive physical 

characteristics to fatigue and experiences the greatest depression following training and therefore may benefit 

from the decreased volume load per session as result of micro-dosing, as well as the increased frequency of 

stimulation to combat the short residuals associated with this characteristic. 

 

 

When considering sports with both a prolonged season and dense fixture schedules, it may be more appropriate 

to use a combination of traditional sessions when time permits, to generate a concentrated stimulating load in a 

relatively short duration and integrate micro-dosed strength training sessions, where warranted, to provide an 

accumulation of volume without inducing excessive fatigue. This approach could be front loaded within a training 

week, whereby the longer duration (higher volume) sessions are performed furthest away from competition and 

the micro-dosing sessions performed much closer to competition to maximise recovery (Figure 4.3). Practitioners 

should be mindful that increased frequency of sessions may also increase monotony of training especially if 

suitable exercise variation is not provided. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. A schematic diagram illustrating an example of the distribution of resistance training volume and 

division of micro-dosing sessions for an in-season micro-cycle of either a strength bias or power bias. 

GD = Game Day 
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4.3.3 Minimum effective dosing 

The minimum effective dose is not synonymous with micro-dosing, as exercise prescription can be applied across 

a spectrum of minimum to maximum effective dosing (Figure 4.1). The utilisation of the minimum effective dose 

may be advantageous during periods of fixture congestion (as described in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) to minimise 

training induced fatigue whilst maintaining physical characteristics. The length of time where the minimum 

effective dose is targeted with training will be heavily influenced by the presence of training residuals (section 

4.3.1) and the athlete’s current training status (section 4.6.3). A number of researchers have recently investigated 

the minimum effective dose for various populations with the view of preventing detraining [157], increasing 

strength [158, 159], or for hypertrophy [159]. The prescriptions outlined by Iversen et al. [159] suggests in order 

to improve maximal strength capacity, ≥ 4 sets per muscle group should be completed for a 4-6 repetition range 

at ~85% of one repetition maximum (RM) per week. Regardless of the sets, repetitions, and frequencies suggested 

in this research the authors concluded that working to volitional fatigue is required, which is impractical for in-

season exercise prescription, particularly during dense competition schedules, and is not essential for the 

development of hypertrophy or strength [160, 161]. Knowledge of these loading paradigms may, however, 

provide guidance on the volume load (sets x repetitions x load) required for a minimum effective dose and how 

these loads can be divided throughout a microcycle. As suggested by Iversen et al [159], in a micro-dosed 

approach, without the need to induce additional fatigue by training to failure, as used in the aforementioned 

studies. Alternatively, guidance could also be provided for the reduction of a relative percentage of overall training 

for a minimum effective dose to be applied, for example Spiering et al. [162] suggested reductions in volume by 

33-66% can be made whilst strength is maintained providing the load lifted remains high. 

Rønnestad et al. [28] investigated the effect that frequency of strength training has on the in-season maintenance 

of strength and athletic performance in team sports. A comparison was made between a group performing strength 

training once per week and a group performing the same session once every two weeks. In effect, the latter group 

performed half the volume across the 12-week season. The group performing resistance training every second 

week demonstrated a decrease in maximal strength, while the group performing the same volume once every week 

maintained performance, demonstrating that once per week was the minimal effective dose for maintenance of 

strength over 12 weeks [28]. As an extension of this study, it may be interesting to determine if the same effect 

would be present had the groups’ training volume been equated, with frequency remaining once per week vs once 

every two weeks, but whereby the more frequent group (i.e., once per week) micro-dosed the volume across the 

two weeks (e.g., halving the volume of each session). This of course requires further investigation; however, it 

may suggest that micro-dosing is not necessarily appropriate if already applying a minimum effective dose but 

could be used as a tool to increase the in-season volume or maintain a volume higher than that of a minimum 

effective dose in periods of dense competition schedules or fixture congestion (Figure 4.4). Either way, micro-

dosing and minimum effective dosing are separate concepts, albeit that the minimum effective dose can be micro-

dosed, despite authors of a recent commentary relating micro-dosing to minimal dosing [163]. The same authors 

also describe micro-dosing as ‘old wine in a new bottle’ directly comparing it to motor learning theory of 

distributed practice [163]. Whilst the authors of this current review do not disagree with the suggestion that micro-

dosing is not a new concept, the links to motor learning will be outlined later in the review. 
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4.4 Acute/chronic programming 

 

4.4.1 Post-activation performance enhancement 

 

The definition of PAPE is the acute enhancements in voluntary dynamic force production after a bout (defined as 

a short period of intense activity) or conditioning activity (CA) typically viewed as a single prescribed exercise 

sometimes with as little as one set performed [164-166]. There are two ways in which the authors propose 

resistance training could be designed to take advantage of PAPE within a micro-dosing strategy. Firstly, dependent 

upon the configuration of a training day, it may be possible that the first bout of exercise is a high-intensity CA 

(e.g., 1 set of 3 repetitions at ~90% 1RM [167]) whereby the subsequent PAPE effect could increase the intensity 

of the first few actions of the following technical training session (e.g., sprint training [167]) or resistance training 

session [168] (Figure 4.5). Secondly, a micro-dosing session may be constructed of just two exercises as a contrast 

set/session (as will be highlighted in section 4.4.4), whereby the time-course in between the CA and the subsequent 

exercise (e.g., jumping, or plyometric task) is long enough (i.e., 3-12 mins, dependent on training status) to elicit 

a PAPE effect. The second option is likely to be more feasible and can be applied more frequently throughout a 

Figure 4.4. A schematic diagram illustrating a comparison of a traditional two-session resistance training week 

in-season, and an example a front-loaded training week whereby a higher volume, longer duration (traditional) 

session is performed furthest away from game day (GD) in conjunction with micro-dosed sessions closer to 

competition. 

The dashed lines indicate the possible movement of sessions based on the configuration of rest days in a microcycle and not 

any additional sessions e.g., the sessions seen on GD-3 may be scheduled on either GD-2 or GD-1 for traditional or micro-

dosing, respectively. 
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microcycle, with the accumulative volume of multiple CAs in addition to other micro-dosed sessions creating the 

overall microcycle dose. 

 

Prior to their being a distinction between the term PAPE and ‘post-activation potentiation’ (PAP) (defined as the 

increase in force/torque following an electrically evoked twitch contraction, rather than a voluntary contraction), 

PAP was used as an umbrella term for both. Although the two approaches share some similarities including 

enhanced contractile force, a delay in observed benefits of potentiation and a greater response in muscles with a 

large proportion of fast-twitch fibres, the time-course of benefits, from both PAP and PAPE, on force production 

and other underpinning mechanisms (myosin regulatory light chain phosphorylation compared to muscle 

temperature, water content and activation) differ largely, making them two distinctly different approaches [164]. 

For a more detailed discussion on the differences between PAP and PAPE see reviews by Blazevich and Baubault 

[164], and Prieske et al. [165]. In this section reference will be made to PAPE rather than PAP, regardless of the 

terminology used in the original articles.  

 

There is currently no consensus on the underpinning mechanisms that provides a PAPE effect following a specific 

CA, with a combination of mechanisms likely providing the enhancement of performance (28,29). The proposed 

mechanisms span three areas: neural, mechanical, and cellular. More specifically these potential mechanisms are 

likely related to increased calcium ion (Ca2+) sensitivity, muscle-tendon stiffness, and increased muscle 

temperatures [164]. It is, however, generally considered that the time-course of PAPE following a CA occurs 

within a window of 3-10 minutes but may also last > 15 minutes in some scenarios [164, 169].  Although this 

seems like a large window it is important to highlight that the recovery duration, whereby fatigue following the 

CA diminishes but the ‘potentiation’ effect remains (Figure 4.6a), can demonstrate large inter-individual variation 

as a result of a number of factors including training experience, strength level and myotypology [164]. This 

phenomenon has previously been contextualised as an acute version of the traditional fitness-fatigue paradigm 

(supercompensation [Figure 4.6c]) [170]. 

Figure 4.5. An example of two different session configurations across (a) one and (b) two days to take 

advantage of both post-activation performance enhancement and priming effects. 

*PAPE – Post-activation performance enhancement. In this instance performance enhancement is most likely to influence 

the first couple of actions in the subsequent pitch session/technical practice or resistance training session. 
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An overview of PAPE related studies that utilise a range of CAs (e.g., free weight exercises, resisted sprints, 

variable resistance exercises, isometric tasks and plyometrics) and their effect on a variety of different 

performance measures has been provided in a comprehensive review by Ng et al. [166]. Interestingly the 

magnitude of PAPE effects in stronger individuals may be comparable to the improvements observed following 

an entire phase of training (e.g., 4-week mesocycle) in stronger individuals. Even though most CAs result in small 

acute effects, it is important to consider that in stronger individuals, consistent increases in “intensity” via PAPE 

may result in a sufficient stimulus for greater chronic adaptation [171]. This may be of greater importance in well-

trained individuals, as chronic adaptations to training have been reported to be smaller compared to untrained 

individuals [172]. In contrast, the time-course for manifestation of PAPE is longer for weaker individuals and 

therefore may not be realistic to permit a sufficient training stimulus to elicit a chronic adaptation, and greater 

focus should be spent increasing the underpinning capacities (i.e., strength) before utilising PAPE. With that in 

mind such practices may be more applicable for individuals of ≥ 3 years training experience as the period between 

CA and PAPE is shorter (~3-7 minutes) than individuals with ~1 year of resistance training (~7-10 minutes) [169]. 

These observations are likely due to greater relative strength in individuals with a longer training 

history/experience, in line with previous recommendations regarding greater and more rapid potentiation in 

stronger individuals [173].  

 

The PAPE approach may be beneficial to those with a higher training status, particularly during periods of training 

that are either focused on the development of power (providing overall training volume does not diminish), when 

PAPE is not the only stimulus provided in a training week or when athletes are utilising a tapering strategy. The 

PAPE approach may, however, be limited or less effective with individuals of a lower training age [174, 175] 

whereby greater improvements will likely be observed from other approaches focused on developing the amount 

of force they can produce rather than trying to enhance the rate at which they produce it [88]. Micro-dosing of 

PAPE stimuli may, therefore, be more appropriate for those of a greater training status [169, 173], in conjunction 

with other resistance training sessions. Those athletes of a lower training age should utilise micro-dosing in other 

ways to benefit in-season resistance training without focusing on trying to induce a PAPE effect. 

 

4.4.2 Resistance priming 

 

‘Resistance’ priming, occasionally referred to as delayed potentiation, is the enhancement of neuromuscular 

performance following a low-volume strength (e.g., squat, 3 sets, 3 repetitions, ≥ 85% 1RM) or power (e.g., jump 

squats, 3-4 sets, 5 repetitions, 30-40% 1RM) CA that manifests beyond the window traditionally associated with 

PAPE.  For example, the beneficial effects of priming have been reported to occur for periods of time lasting 6-

48 hrs after the completion of the priming activity [176]. Due to the time-course of enhanced performance, 

adopting a micro-dosing approach with appropriate volumes and intensities will likely elicit a priming response 

and provide some benefit during subsequent resistance, skill-based or technical training session. In some cases, 

this may be between sessions during a single day, particularly in some environments where training might be split 

into morning and evening, or otherwise the priming effect is likely to benefit training on subsequent days (Figure 

4.5). Provided the priming stimuli are repeated throughout the microcycle, as mentioned within the previous 
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section (4.4.1), the cumulative volume can equal the planned training prescription of a more traditional approach 

to resistance training, in line with the definition of micro-dosing [133]. Repeatedly utilising a priming effect may 

also increase the intensity in which that prescribed volume is executed. 

 

Theoretically resistance priming is a more chronic form of PAPE and acute representation of the traditional 

fitness-fatigue paradigm (Figure 4.6), although the underpinning mechanisms may differ to that previously 

described for PAPE. With the greater time-course for positive effect and dissipation (hours compared to minutes), 

some mechanisms such as muscle temperature and high-frequency motor neuron activation are unlikely to have 

an effect across a period of 48 hrs. It has also been hypothesised that acute changes in architecture and water 

content can contribute to an increased ability for ‘muscle gearing’ (see Van Hooren and Bosch [177]) which could 

result in an acute enhancing effect for resistance priming. Although this has predominately been demonstrated in 

animals, Dick and Wakeling [178] have provided a comprehensive set of in vivo data which support theorised 

mechanisms of muscle gearing in human subjects. There is, however, a lack of research directly examining 

potential mechanisms of resistance priming over the course of a 48-hr period following a CA.  

Figure 4.6. A comparison of the time-course of the fitness-fatigue paradigm following post-activation 

performance enhancement (PAPE), resistance priming and traditional supercompensation conditioning 

activities. 

CA = Conditioning activity; CA(s) = Conditioning activity of multiple sets/a small number of high load, low volume 

conditioning activities. 

 

Resistance priming strategies are typically implemented prior to competition to improve subsequent sporting 

performance [176]. The prevalence of resistance priming in a pre-competition period (most frequently within an 

8-hour window) has been reported to be evident across a range of different sports, the majority being multi-

directional team sports [179]. Both resistance priming and PAPE have been assessed using an outcome measure 

of neuromuscular performance, such as a ballistic jump, plyometric exercise, sprint, or maximum voluntary 

contraction. Although a resistance priming effect has been demonstrated in the outcome measures mentioned, the 

increases in performance may be limited to the action and number of repetitions being measured. For example, 

Russell et al. [180] demonstrated a priming effect in a repeated sprint protocol, however, the enhancement in 

performance dissipated after two sprints (out of a total of six). The dissipation of performance enhancement 

highlights the suitability of resistance priming on competition in strength-power sports whereby a low number of 

actions are completed typically with long rest periods. The authors are not suggesting that the approach is 

unsuitable for that of team sports, however, due to the chaotic nature, and the potential interference from aerobic 

stimuli, resistance priming is unlikely to benefit athletes across a whole fixture. In contrast, it may be worth 

considering micro-dosing resistance training in appropriate volumes that will elicit a regular resistance priming 
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response that increases the intensity of work in subsequent training sessions/days, rather than influencing match 

performance. In combination with the PAPE approach described above, the micro-dosing of training volume 

through both resistance priming and PAPE may provide consistent enhancements in training “intensity” whilst 

also providing an accumulation of training volume that may allow for continued development to chronic 

adaptations (Figure 4.7). 

 

4.4.3 Repeated bout effect 

 

The repeated bout effect (RBE), predominantly but not exclusively observed as a result of eccentric exercise, is a 

phenomenon whereby the muscle damage and subsequent symptoms caused by an initial bout of unfamiliar 

exercise becomes minimal when the same bout is repeated following a period of recovery [181]. Initial symptoms 

include loss of muscle force production characteristics, range of motion, increase in muscle proteins in the blood 

and development of muscle soreness that are detrimental to performance [182-184]. Although it may not be 

possible to completely eradicate the initial symptoms associated with the introduction of a novel stimuli, it may 

be possible to reduce them through micro-dosing. This approach, as discussed in section 4.3.2, is observed during 

emphasis periodisation approaches as all physical components are performed simultaneously which means that 

when the emphasis changes, the “system stiffness” associated with the change in training focus, is reduced [185]. 

Dividing the volume of unfamiliar and/or eccentric bias stimuli may allow for the magnitude of disruption caused 

to be considerably lower, whilst still providing the protective characteristics of the repeated bout effect required 

to increase the volumes at a later point within a training cycle [186]. As such, a new or novel stimuli may be 

micro-dosed when first introduced and then implemented in a traditional format allowing the smooth transition 

between vertically integrated and horizontally sequenced mesocycles [187, 188].  

 

Although the initial symptoms described previously are predominantly observed following eccentric exercises, 

they also occur in response to concentric, concentric and eccentric combined, and isometric muscle actions and 

are occasionally referred to as “exercised-induced muscle damage”. Exercised-induced muscle damage has been 

reported to acutely affect glucose metabolism, namely decreased glucose uptake and insulin sensitivity that 

impairs glucose synthesis [189]. Such changes in glucose metabolism may also be detrimental to performance 

during periods of fixture congestion (see section 4.3). While the RBE has been demonstrated to provide a 

protective effect upon a subsequent bout of exercise, this does not necessarily remain task specific, whereby the 

Figure 4.7. An example of the use of resistance priming on the fitness-fatigue paradigm and the theoretical 

benefit on increased preparedness and performance. 
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protective effect only applies to the task that induced the RBE, but with specificity of the muscle group and action 

required. An example of this could be the eccentric action of the hamstrings during a Nordic hamstring exercise 

which could subsequently provide protection of an eccentric action during sprinting [190]. Although the evidence 

of the Nordic hamstring exercise protecting against injury is equivocal [191], appropriate prescription may provide 

enough of a protective effect to reduce the magnitude of exercise induced muscle damage.  

 

Within group responses to eccentric bouts become more homogenous following the initial exposure [186, 192], 

which may be advantageous when working within a setting whereby individualisation is more challenging (see 

section 4.6). Despite many RBE protocols utilising high doses of eccentric actions (e.g., 5 sets of 10 repetitions 

[119]), Nosaka et al. [186] have demonstrated that performing 24 eccentric repetitions, compared to 6 eccentric 

repetitions, had no greater protective effect when a subsequent 24 eccentric repetitions were performed two weeks 

later (whereby plasma creatine kinase activity and myoglobin concentration were not significantly greater in either 

group), highlighting the benefits of low doses of an eccentric stimulus. Within the same study a group performed 

2 eccentric repetitions which demonstrated a partial but significant protective effect, whilst producing far less 

damage in the initial bout. Whilst a significant protective effect has been demonstrated following a single eccentric 

bout, Hody et al. [184] have also described observations of a greater protective effect following several sessions. 

Based upon these findings, utilising a micro-dosing strategy when introducing an unfamiliar or eccentric stimulus 

could minimise fatigue and exercise-induced muscle damage following the initial bout, while also providing a 

protective effect for subsequent bouts of exercise. Following these initial micro-doses, gradual increases in 

volume can be prescribed without inducing the same level of muscle damage that would occur without the 

protection provided by the RBE. Appropriate introduction of unfamiliar stimuli in-season is essential to reduce or 

negate some of the negative effects (actual or perceptual) on performance. Considering the study conducted by 

Nosaka et al. [186], the micro-dosing strategy can be applied to eccentric exercises whereby the total volume 

equates to the larger volumes of ≥ 6 repetitions but divided into smaller doses across a week (e.g., 15 repetitions 

once per week vs 5 repetitions 3 times per week). This example may allow the manifestation of a greater RBE 

while minimising symptoms that are detrimental to performance. 

 

4.4.4 Training sequencing 

 

The principles of training sequencing, be that acutely (i.e., within-session), chronically (i.e., between mesocycle), 

or anywhere within that continuum, appear to be consistent but with differing terminology. For example, Marshall 

et al. [171] reviewed acute training sequencing, investigating both the acute responses as well as the chronic 

responses from acute strategies (sequencing of sets and exercises) such as contrast and complex training. When 

considering contrast and complex training further along the acute-chronic continuum, parallels can be drawn to 

the principles of PAPE and priming as described in the sections prior to this when looking at the sequencing of 

training sessions. Even further along the continuum, with the sequencing of microcycles, approaches such as a 

conjugated successive system and weekly undulations in training volume (as opposed to load where the focus on 

developing a specific physical capacity varies each week) can also be compared to that of complex and contrast 

training, respectively (see Figure 4.8).  
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Another sequencing method highlighted by Marshall et al. [171] is cluster training. Cluster training is a global 

term for a number of different set structures that include basic cluster sets, equal work-to-rest ratio and the rest 

pause method, and is defined as a set structure that includes the normal inter-set rest periods but involves pre-

planned rest intervals within the set [193]. When performing traditional sets, movement velocity and therefore 

power output, tend to decline as more repetitions are performed [194]. Cluster training facilitates superior 

maintenance of repetition velocity and power output, whilst also allowing for the potential to perform a greater 

number of repetitions, increased loads, or a combination of the two through minimising the effect of accumulated 

fatigue per ‘bout’ [195, 196]. All variations highlighted as a form of cluster training on an acute scale (i.e., within-

set) can also be applied in principle on a chronic scale, as micro-dosing (Figure 4.9). If the division of volume 

across a microcycle allows for superior maintenance of movement velocity and power, or even increased load 

(suggested above by [195, 196]), as with cluster training it would be theorised that greater improvements in 

strength and power may be achieved chronically when compared to a traditional approach. Häkkinen and Kallinen 

[197] demonstrated that the division of resistance training volume into 2 daily sessions over a 3-week period 

significantly improved strength in female athletes. Further evidence of this strategy providing faster recovery 

responses and higher training intensities has also been outlined by Bartolomei [198] with a 4 hour rest period 

between sessions.  

 

When considering micro-dosing, the pre-planned rest periods may vary (much like in cluster training) dependent 

upon the chosen variation, to gain the benefits discussed within the PAPE and resistance priming sections, 

highlighting the links demonstrated in Figure 4.8. Variations in volume per session is also likely to occur in order 

to best exploit possible PAPE, resistance priming effects and even a RBE, with the definition of micro-dosing 

provided by Cuthbert et al. (section 3.3.5 [133]) as frequent, short duration, repeated bouts and not that these bouts 

are required to be equal. This approach may also allow for reduced volumes closer to match-day as highlighted 

in section 4.3.2. Providing that the entire training volume prescribed is completed, findings from a recent 

Figure 4.8. A comparison of terminology used for different set, session, microcyle and mesocyles across the 

acute-chronic continuum. 
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systematic review and meta-analyses demonstrates that higher training frequencies do not negatively impact 

strength adaptations providing volume is equated [133]. The use of micro-dosing, however, in a variety of 

sequences (e.g., complex, contrast, PAPE or priming) may allow for the enhancement of various training stimuli 

to allow for a greater training response because of reduced amounts of fatigue following each session as 

highlighted in section 4.3.2. 

 

Figure 4.9. A comparison of the structure of cluster training and micro-dosing and where they fit across the 

acute-chronic continuum. 

GD = Game Day 

 

4.4.5 Concurrent training 

 

Concurrent training is the combination of resistance training and aerobic exercise in a single program/training 

cycle, and is observed particularly in multidirectional team sports, due to the importance of developing aerobic 

fitness congruently with strength and power, particularly in-season [129]. Concurrent performance of aerobic and 

resistance training has been suggested to create an ‘interference phenomenon’ or ‘interference effect’ where 

adaptations to resistance training are compromised due to either excess fatigue, a greater catabolic state, 

differences in motor unit recruitment patterns or possible conflicts in fibre type shifts [199, 200], and inhibition 

of the mTOR pathway [129]. The potential benefit of micro-dosing during unavoidable concurrent training could 

be the increase in number of exposures to strength/power stimulus which may reduce the inhibition of mTOR 

pathways (although the evidence of this in human populations is equivocal [201]) and emphasise motor unit 

recruitment and fibre types towards the desired adaptations. The reduction in session volume (but not total 

volume) observed in micro-dosing may also combat the compromises of excess fatigue, as energy depletion has 

been described as a contributing to the impairment of the mTOR signal pathway mentioned previously [129].  

 

Vechin et al. [202] have presented an updated model of the interference effect which describes how interference 

between aerobic and resistance training can be reduced or negated through the use of high intensity interval 

training (HIIT), in line with previous findings regarding the beneficial effects of HIIT in minimising an 
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‘interference effect’ [203]. The HIIT protocols are based upon work by Buchheit and Laursen [204] who refer to 

velocity at maximal oxygen consumption (vV̇O2 max), which is referred to as maximal aerobic speed when 

completed in the field rather than in a laboratory setting. The protocols include long duration (> 60 s, ~90-110% 

vV̇O2 max), short duration (< 60 s, ~110-130% vV̇O2 max), repeated-sprint (3-10 s, ~140-170% vV̇O2 max) and 

sprint interval (30-40 s, > 170% vV̇O2 max). The suggestion based upon the interference model is that long 

duration HIIT sits within an ‘interference zone’ due to conflicting peripheral adaptations, particularly when little 

to no recovery is given between the HIIT protocol and resistance training. Long duration HIIT, being within the 

interference zone, may lead practitioners to assume that small-sided games and associated technical drills are 

encompassed within that category, as they are typically 3-5 minutes in duration. It is important to understand, 

however, that although different for each individual, within the 3–5-minute duration, there will be multiple short 

duration high intensity efforts (e.g., accelerations and decelerations) with periods of active rest in between. A 

duration ≥ 6 hrs, however, has been demonstrated to negate this conflict in a study that investigated 0 hrs, 6 hrs 

and 24 hrs [205], meaning the duration required could be less but further research would need to be conducted to 

demonstrate this. Vechin et al. [202] have also suggested that short duration HIIT may be included within a ‘slight 

interference zone’, but further research needs to be conducted to affirm that statement. The other two protocols 

would be recommended if the interference effect is required to be completely avoided.  

 

The interference effect has been reported mainly in relation to strength and hypertrophy bias training due to an 

apparent lack of data around power training. In contrast to this view, however, Wilson et al. [129] concluded in a 

meta-analysis investigating concurrent training studies that power is the major variable affected by concurrent 

training. The conclusions in an updated meta-analysis [206] published recently concurs with the findings of 

Wilson et al. [129], suggesting that “combining aerobic and strength training in close proximity attenuates 

adaptations in explosive strength regardless of exercise order”. The attenuation of explosive strength in season is 

problematic as most sports require rapid force production for efficient acceleration/deceleration type actions and 

there is therefore a need to develop this quality throughout the season. It has also been concluded that there is 

little to no interference effect on maximal strength [206]. When considering implementing a micro-dosing 

strategy, if an athlete requires additional long duration aerobic stimuli, it is likely to be more beneficial to schedule 

those on days where there is a greater strength training stimulus. An example of this can be observed in Figure 

4.3, whereby the aerobic stimulus could be added on matchday (MD) +2 and MD-2 (match day may be referred 

to as game day in some sports) during the strength bias phase to allow isolation of the power stimulus. In terms 

of a power bias phase, micro-dosing could assist in alleviating some of the interference effect, allowing the 

potential for a greater rest period between the resistance training and additional aerobic work due to the reduction 

in session duration. 

 

4.5 Motor learning 

 

Increased frequency of a stimuli with appropriate rest intervals, as induced via a micro-dosing approach, is the 

primary theme throughout this section (4.5), similar to the concept of distributed learning over time or “the spacing 

effect” whereby better learning and retention of skilled tasks is achieved compared to “massed” practice [163, 

207]. Based on a long term athlete development (LTAD) perspective Moody et al. [208] have recommended 2-3 
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structured integrated neuromuscular training sessions to allow recovery and prevent disinterest from over 

exposure to formalised training, however, some of these effects may be related to the lack of variation in the 

application of stimuli. We propose that this could potentially go further than just 2-3 structured sessions for 

numerous reasons including attention retention, regularity of feedback and skill recall. 

 

4.5.1 Growth and maturation 

 

Although both growth and maturation and LTAD typically go hand in hand, the authors want to highlight that 

LTAD should span the whole journey that an athlete needs to navigate. Growth and maturation should therefore 

be viewed as an important part of the journey that needs greater appreciation and emphasis on motor learning 

during the period of childhood through to adolescence due to interferences in motor skill execution [209]. The 

use of micro-dosing during these important periods could provide a solution to enhance motor learning, by 

increasing the frequency of motor skill development and therefore increase the opportunities and availability of 

feedback which has been demonstrated to aid both performance and learning [210] without simultaneously 

increasing the total volume. Unfortunately, it is common that when frequency increases, so does the volume. An 

example can be observed in a recent 6-month intervention investigating the effect of neuromuscular training 

frequencies on motor skill competencies, strength and power in male youth [211]. Within the intervention, a group 

performing two sessions per week (one gym-based and one pitch-based) were compared to a group performing 

one session per week (pitch-based), which, in effect, doubled the weekly volume and did not truly investigate the 

frequency of exposures as the title suggests [211]. With the same total volume load across a microcycle being 

maintained through micro-dosing, there would be a reduction in daily volume load which is sometimes necessary 

during this stage of development as we discuss below.  

 

Within the National Strength and Conditioning Association’s LTAD position stand, growth is clearly defined as 

the increase in the size attained by specific parts of the body, or alternatively the body as a whole [212]. Growth 

has also been described as non-linear in nature, with periods of rapid growth development interspersed with 

periods of plateau [213]. One problem typically experienced approximately six months prior to an adolescents’ 

“peak height velocity” (the maximum rate of growth in stature) is a phenomenon known as “adolescent 

awkwardness” [214]. Adolescent awkwardness is the temporary disruption of basic motor skills execution because 

of a growth spurt rather than any training induced performance decrements. Although the recommendation has 

been made to modify training volume loads during this phase of rapid skeletal growth, to avoid excessive loading, 

there also needs to be ample opportunity provided for individuals to relearn motor skills and reintroduce some 

physical literacy to limit the potential for injuries due to technical deficiencies [209].  

The definition provided for maturation is progression toward a mature state which varies in timing, tempo and 

magnitude dependent upon the different biological systems (i.e., skeletal or sexual) [212]. Lloyd et al. [209] have 

highlighted the importance of assessing biological maturity, particularly when considering appropriate exercise 

prescription in order to provide performance benefits that are greater than the expected natural development. For 

instance, prior to puberty the primary mechanism underlying improvements in muscular strength and related 

characteristics is through neural adaptations [215]. Myer et al. [216] have summarised how the formulation and 
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fine tuning of specific skills during childhood corresponds with the high degree of plasticity in neuromuscular 

function and brain development via synaptic pruning, in which critical subsystems (cognitive, sensory, emotional, 

perceptual, and motor control) are developing optimally. Considering that increases in strength during childhood 

are typically neurological, training prescription should be focused on higher relative loads with ‘mean intensity 

(% of 1RM)’ being highlighted as demonstrating a significantly positive correlation with gains in motor 

performance skills in a meta-analysis by Behringer et al. [217]. Micro-dosing may not only allow for increased 

frequency of sessions whilst maintaining acceptable volumes, but due to the subsequent reduction in duration, 

micro-dosing may also allow for smaller groups and therefore a higher supervision ratio. Particularly during 

childhood whereby regular constructive feedback is required, working with smaller groups more frequently may 

provide greater opportunities for feedback, with Gentil and Bottaro [218] demonstrating greater strength increases 

in both upper and lower-body muscles under a high supervision ratio (1:5) compared to low (1:25). 

Following the onset of puberty and typically after peak height velocity, improvements in strength are not only 

attributable to neurological changes but also structural and architectural (increases in muscle cross-sectional area 

and pennation angle) [219]. The structural and architectural development in skeletal muscle occurs due to rapidly 

increased circulating testosterone and growth hormone [220]. At this point it is thought that strength training (the 

focus during pre-adolescence) can begin to be interspersed with bouts of hypertrophy-based training to maintain 

increases in both strength and overall performance [221]. During these bouts of hypertrophy-based training, 

micro-dosing may not necessarily be appropriate. Considering that hypertrophy is predominately driven by 

volume, traditional resistance training sessions may end up being more suitable, particularly for large groups of 

athletes and bearing in mind age-related commitments in terms of education and potential participation in several 

sports. It is, however, worth considering that much like cluster-training (see section 4.4.4), micro-dosing can be 

an opportunity to use high loads, considered optimal for increasing strength, whilst also incurring hypertrophic 

effects. 

 

4.5.2 Long term athlete development 

 

Long term athlete development has been defined as the habitual development of health and fitness characteristics 

that contribute to enhanced physical performance, reduction of injury risk, and improvement of overall 

“athleticism” [212]. Proposed LTAD models have typically been outlined for youth populations [221], focussing 

on the development of three key fundamental movement skills (FMS); (i) locomotion, (ii) stabilization, and (iii) 

manipulation, in conjunction with phased and integrated strength and power development where appropriate. 

More recently, Radnor et al. [222] expanded the FMS concept, outlining the use of athletic motor skill 

competencies, which breaks the three FMS categories into eight, more specific skills. Regardless of the model 

used, effective motor skill execution, governed by the combination of efficient cognitive processing, movement 

patterns and force production, is paramount [208]. Although covered in greater detail in the previous section, one 

of the reasons that the LTAD models typically focus on the youth populations is that older populations are less 

susceptible to learning new motor skills due to the non-linear reduction of grey matter in the brain [223]. As a 

result, high frequency exposure to motor learning is not commonly utilised to develop and refine skilled 
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movements applied in resistance training; however, micro-dosing may provide more focused and frequent 

opportunities to enhance motor learning during such tasks [224].   

 

Once athletes reach the end of adolescence (~20 and 21 years for females and males, respectively), they are 

typically within professional or elite environments, however, this should not be the end of their LTAD. In the 

authors’ opinion, a focus on LTAD should remain an integral part of the athlete’s development across their entire 

athletic career. The LTAD model highlighted previously [221] does give a general indication of focus for 

adulthood (21+ years) which of course differs from the bias towards the motor skill competencies described for 

children and adolescents (section 4.5.1). There is a requirement for adults to constantly refine movement patterns 

to move towards mastery. The refinement may be to master skills specific to their sport, it could be mastery of 

exercises that elicit improvements in the underpinning physical capacities for those sport specific skills, or 

potentially skills that aid in the transfer between the two. Micro-dosing of resistance training may provide 

solutions for the development of physical capacities and potential enhancement of adaptation in comparison to 

traditional methods as described in previous sections. There is an argument that for the most part this can be 

achieved with the range of movements associated with the earlier stages of LTAD (e.g., squat, lunge, hinge, 

jumping, landing etc.) as athletes become masterful of these foundation movements, more complex tasks are 

required to further challenge learning. There are also certain circumstances throughout a career, such as injury, 

that may require adjustment to a previously developed motor skill or to rebuild the physical capacities, much like 

with untrained individuals, without incurring too much fatigue.  

 

Another benefit to micro-dosing is the increased frequency of feedback, through dividing resistance training 

volume throughout a week, athletes will gain a greater number of opportunities to receive feedback be that intrinsic 

or extrinsic. As described in section 4.5.1, micro-dosing can also aid in reducing the coach to athlete ratio which 

means those who benefit from greater extrinsic feedback may also benefit in this instance. In addition, whether 

athletes are within a full-time organisation or not, there will be an increased demand on their time, be that other 

departments (e.g., technical/tactical), media commitments or life outside of their sporting environment, which 

may mean that the utilization of micro-dosing (i.e., an increased frequency, but more importantly reduced duration 

of sessions) could also benefit the required motor learning as this approach may aid greater compliance to the 

prescribed protocols. 

 

4.5.3 Injury risk mitigation/return to play 

 

Typically, injury risk mitigation and return to play are viewed as entirely different entities, however, principally 

they both aim to stimulate positive adaptations to musculoskeletal structures (e.g., muscle cross-sectional area, 

pennation angle, fascicle length etc.) and increased neuromuscular control [225]. For those practitioners who 

separate injury risk mitigation (or “prevention”) stimulus into a separate category of training, the definition 

provided for micro-dosing simply mention the division of total volume, so that could be considered as total volume 

of a planned dose of whatever stimuli has been planned for. In this regard, if a traditional approach to resistance 

training is appropriate, micro-dosing can still be of benefit when it comes to accessory stimuli that comes under 

an injury risk mitigation banner. Herrington [226] has demonstrated this approach with regular, short duration 
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progressive jump-training that produce positive benefits in terms of injury risk mitigation via improved motor 

control. Micro-dosing in this instance may therefore provide more opportunities for motor learning, much like 

sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 but also allow a greater amount of time either for other sessions, such as traditional 

resistance sessions, or for recovery between sessions/training days. A form of injury risk mitigation has also been 

covered in section 4.4.3 where the micro-dosing of unfamiliar or novel stimuli will provide an acute protection 

from similar stimulus following a period of recovery through the RBE. The micro-dosing of the RBE could also 

benefit return to play protocols with the introduction of new exercises but also some exercises executed during 

return to play are potentially atypical of those usually completed by athletes prior to injury, and therefore will be 

a novel stimulus. 

 

In terms of return to play, Taberner et al. [227] have outlined a process for rehabilitation described as the ‘control-

chaos continuum’, with that there is a progression from highly controlled and structured 

actions/behaviours/movements all the way to highly chaotic and unpredictable actions/behaviours/movements 

that appear to be both random and reactive. Although originally proposed for pitch-based protocols, resistance 

training can provide stimuli towards one end of the continuum that is highly controlled in nature and directly 

translates to the increased capacity of tissues required to produce or tolerate the forces required during chaotic 

and unplanned situations described by Dos’Santos et al. [228]. One reason for applying a micro-dosing approach 

in a return to play/rehabilitation situation would be to allow the doses of highly controlled but potentially fatiguing 

actions to be divided in a way that the fatigue levels during the highly chaotic actions are lower than if they were 

to follow a larger volume of controlled work. This in turn will allow exercises to be performed across the full 

spectrum throughout each microcycle when at an appropriate stage of an athletes return to play.  

 

4.6 Individualisation 

 

4.6.1 Female athlete health and performance 

 

The authors believe it is important to recognise that there is much more to female athlete health and performance 

than the menstrual cycle and also understand the current disparity in current sports science literature [229]. There 

may therefore be numerous other areas to explore from a female athlete health perspective in relation to micro-

dosing particularly when considering some of the points from section 4.0 regarding motor learning. We have, 

however, focussed our attention on the implications of the menstrual cycle on training in this section, due to the 

high variation in duration of the menstrual cycle and associated phases, severity/presence of physical symptoms, 

and psycho-social experiences between individuals and therefore potential requirement for individualisation of 

training [230]. Although a recent systematic review and meta-analyses presented a trivial effect of the menstrual 

cycle on performance, no general guidance was provided for modulating exercise across the cycle [231]. The 

between-study variance and poor methodological quality of the included studies resulted in the lack of guidance 

regarding manipulation of training. McNulty et al. [231], however, did recommend that a personalised approach 

should be taken based on individual responses to the menstrual cycle and the subsequent effect on performance. 

Whilst it is recommended that symptom management should be the priority, with the utilisation of a micro-dosing 

approach, if training is required to be modified for a particular athlete, then depending on how the sessions are 
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micro-dosed the athlete may only miss or reduce the planned training for a smaller percentage of the total weekly 

volume. For example, if two traditional resistance training sessions were micro-dosed equally into four sessions, 

rather than missing 50% of the weekly volume, only 25% would be missed/adapted. Although relatively low 

absenteeism in training has been reported previously [230], within the week leading up to menses evidence 

indicates that some individuals do require adjustments to training [232].  

 

Further to just the menstrual cycle, Nimphius [233] has highlighted previously that, although strength and 

neuromuscular adaptations are broadly similar in male and female athletes of comparable training status [234] the 

influence that sporting and societal systems have on motor skill development/attainment may ultimately influence 

the transfer of improved strength to sport-specific skills. Despite some of these issues, due to the disparity of 

literature tailored to female athletes, more research needs to be carried out to understand whether some of the 

previously highlighted benefits of micro-dosing, such as PAPE and priming would also benefit female 

populations. Considering both PAPE and resistance priming are thought to benefit athletes with a higher training 

status, it is important to know if these results are present with females, particularly considering that both Russell 

et al. [180] and Cook et al. [235] have discussed the potential resistance priming effect to be due to hormonal 

changes.  

 

4.6.2 Player autonomy 

 

Based on several meta-analytical observations [106, 107, 133], as previously highlighted, there are no meaningful 

differences between training frequencies when volume load is equated. One factor that is likely to make a 

difference between the success of both traditional and micro-dosing methods is the intent and motivation of the 

athletes completing the programme. Micro-dosing may offer an alternative approach to assist in the enhancement 

of some athletes’ intent/motivation within a group. Motivation is reported to be a key element of an athletes’ 

success in sports [236] and has been clearly described as the internal (intrinsic) and/or external (extrinsic) forces 

that influence the initiation, direction, intensity, and persistence of a person’s behaviour [237]. Intrinsic motivation 

refers to performing an activity for the pleasure and satisfaction derived from participation and with no other 

apparent rewards [238] and has been shown to be an important determinant of sport performance [239]. Although 

a lot of team sport athletes will be intrinsically motivated when it comes to the technical and tactical development 

of their sport, not all athletes will experience the same motivation when it comes to resistance training and may 

require a greater level of extrinsic motivation.  Extrinsic motivation has been proposed to be either self-determined 

(e.g., internal acceptance of the value of resistance training for sports performance and engaging out of choice 

even if it perceived as unpleasant [237, 239]) or non-self-determined (e.g., feeling obligated or pressured to take 

part in resistance training either externally by a coach or internally through a feeling of guilt [237]). Extrinsic 

motives can therefore either be imposed and coercive or fully endorsed by the athlete [239].  

 

One possible method of enhancing the intrinsic and self-determined extrinsic motivation, or altering non-self-

determined motivation is through autonomy support. Autonomy-supportive environments allow individuals to 

feel that a behaviour or activity originates from and expresses their true selves rather than being a response to 

external pressures or demands [240]. Mageau and Vallerand [237] have proposed a list of coaching behaviours 
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that allow for autonomy support, the first of which is “providing as much choice as possible within specific limits 

and rules”. Athletes’ choice in sport is generally quite limited due to coaches planning and prescribing their 

training programs and schedules. Coaches could therefore potentially provide several options, that include a 

traditional and micro-dosing approach(es), which players can choose from, that are still within the coaches’ 

control to maintain appropriate planning and periodisation. Optionality could also give the players a greater level 

of ownership based on what their preferences are to maximise the quality, intent, and overall compliance of their 

weekly outputs. For example, a player may have the attitude that they would rather get all the work done in larger 

less frequent chunks and follow more of a traditional approach (see option a in Table 4.2). Alternatively, if a 

player has a preference towards spending less time in the gym on each training occasion but is willing to attend 

more frequently, the use of micro-dosing may be more appropriate based on their own preferences (see Option B 

in Table 4.2). Providing an alternative approach, to increase player autonomy, may also have benefits within 

organisations that work in a decentralised format whereby athletes are either spread across a country, or even 

across countries and motivation becomes key if they are not in face-to-face contact with their coach’s day in, day 

out. It is worth considering, however, that dependent upon the training status of the athletes Option B in Table 4.2 

will potentially increase the number of warm up sets executed across a training cycle which will increase training 

load. This may not be a negative consequence, as it may be a way of providing additional volume for weaker/lesser 

trained athletes without explicitly programming it, or alternatively the additional warm up sets could be viewed 

as additional power training [241].  

 

Table 4.2. An example three variations of traditional and micro-dosed approaches to a strength training block. 

 

4.6.3 Training status 

 

Unlike the other sections included in this review whereby micro-dosing is utilised as a method that should 

ultimately enhance the effectiveness, feasibility or flexibility of resistance training in-season, training status is 

more likely to dictate how micro-dosing is best utilised with a given athlete. Peterson et al. [242] has identified 

Training Day Option A Option B Option C 

Monday 

(Game day +2) 

Back Squat (3x5) Back Squat (1x5) Back Squat (3x5) 

Push Press (3x5) Push Press (1x5) Romanian Deadlift (3x5) 

Bulgarian Split Squat (3x5) Bulgarian Split Squat (1x5)  

Romanian Deadlift (3x5) Romanian Deadlift (1x5)  

Depth Jump (3x5) Depth Jump (1x5)  

Calf Raise (3x5) Calf Raise (1x5)  

Wednesday 

(Game day -3) 

 Back Squat (1x5) Bulgarian Split Squat (3x5) 

Push Press (1x5) Calf Raise (3x5) 

Bulgarian Split Squat (1x5)  

Romanian Deadlift (1x5)  

Depth Jump (1x5)  

Calf Raise (1x5)  

Thursday 

(Game day -2) 

 Back Squat (1x5) Push Press (3x5) 

Push Press (1x5) Depth Jump (3x5) 

Bulgarian Split Squat (1x5)  

Romanian Deadlift (1x5)  

Depth Jump (1x5)  

Calf Raise (1x5)  
Intensity at 80-85% 1RM 
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that the rate of improvement in muscular strength following a given training stimulus decreases with greater 

training status and previous level of muscular strength. Rhea [130] also highlights that smaller magnitudes of 

improvement should be expected in athletes of a higher training status. As a result of the findings by Peterson et 

al. [242], the potency (intensity) or dose (volume) of an exercise, or in some cases both, must increase to elicit a 

similar magnitude of adaptation over a chronic period of training (i.e., progressive overload). In-season, when the 

training focus is likely to be weighted towards increasing the intensity of exercises rather than the total volume, 

micro-dosing with athletes of a higher resistance training status may be more appropriate for many of the reasons 

covered in previous sections such as eliciting a PAPE or resistance priming response. Outside of the competitive 

season, however, the volumes that those of higher training status require will likely make a traditional approach 

to training more appropriate as time constraints are not as limiting. 

 

Within team sports there can be a large variation in the training status of a squad, particularly in sports such as 

soccer, where the culture around physical development can differ greatly. Although there may be some players 

who have come up through an academy system or attended a well-resourced school, some players may move to 

an organisation having limited experience in resistance training and be of a much lower training status, despite 

being extremely proficient at their sport. Micro-dosing may provide a greater opportunity to divide the team into 

smaller groups that train more frequently, particularly for those of a lower training status to benefit from concepts 

highlighted previously such as the RBE, a reduced amount of fatigue per session, and greater number of learning 

opportunities. 

 

4.7 Conclusion 

 

Micro-dosing is not necessarily a new concept, even within resistance training, or at least it is derived from and 

an amalgamation of numerous other strategies and models. Within this review, however, the ways in which micro-

dosing of resistance training could influence the enhancement of athletic development and performance have been 

outlined, as a conceptual framework. Although micro-dosing may not be a new concept, there are still many 

aspects of the framework provided that need further investigation to determine whether micro-dosing works in 

certain situations or populations, so practitioners can understand when it is and is not appropriate to utilise this 

programming strategy. In addition, this review has focussed on team sports, but it is also worth considering how 

the concept would apply to individual athletes or for tactical strength and conditioning (military or emergency 

response personnel). Whether the term micro-dosing is here to stay or not, the underpinning theories provided to 

solve constraints around competition scheduling, or enhance the acute/chronic programming, individualisation, 

and motor learning of athletes will remain applicable, and micro-dosing is a convincing strategy to navigate these 

challenges.  
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4.8 Commentary 3 

 

Going through the process of producing chapter 4 has allowed us to be far more divergent in our thinking as to 

where micro-dosing as a concept could be appropriate, and where further research could follow, once we have 

laid the foundations and demonstrated how it works overtime, in-season, using a simple approach. As highlighted 

in section 4.4.3, the RBE is one method in which micro-dosing could have a fairly acute benefit in-season whilst 

still working towards positive adaptations over time. In order to identify if a RBE is present in micro-dosing of 

hamstring strength exercises such as the NHE highlighted in chapter 2, we needed a method of hamstring strength 

assessment that was sensitive enough to accurately track changes in strength day to day. This entire thesis was 

supported by The Football Association which is the national governing body of soccer in England, who are also 

responsible for the England national teams. Due to the players associated with the national teams only attending 

training/fixture camps or tournaments for short, condensed periods of time, we were unable to use any of those 

athletes for interventions, which meant we were then required to do any reliability testing in the populations we 

were subsequently going to use within our planned intervention. Due to utilising a professional squad of athletes 

from a domestic league club, the test also needed to be easily applied in the field. Chapter 5 highlights this process 

and the associations between the chosen tests.   
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5 Chapter 5: Reliability of and associations between a variety of field-based 

hamstring strength measurements in professional female soccer players. 
 

5.1 Abstract 

 

Background: The ‘gold standard’ method of assessing hamstring strength has been viewed as some form of 

isokinetic dynamometry, however, the cost and time implications of using such equipment makes this method 

unrealistic for most team sports. A series of other field-based hamstring strength assessments, both eccentric and 

isometric have been used recently to determine acute and chronic changes in force production. The reliability of 

those measures are yet to be compared and assessed within a female soccer population. Objective: The aim of this 

study was to identify within- and between-session reliability and determine associations between an eccentric and 

three isometric hamstring strength assessments. Methods: Twenty-three female soccer players performed one 

eccentric and three isometric hamstring strength assessments on two separate occasions, 72 hours apart. Three 

trials were completed for each test, and on each leg for the unilateral tests, with absolute and relative reliability 

calculated within- and between-session. Null hypothesis significance testing was completed using permutation 

tests with 5000 bootstrap samples and used alongside Hedge’s g effect sizes to determine the differences between 

test occasions. Minimum detectable change (MDC) was also used to assess the sensitivity, with Spearman’s rho 

calculated to assess associations between tests. Results: Good to excellent relative and acceptable absolute 

reliability (ICC ≥ 0.792 and CV ≤ 7.69) were observed in all hamstring tests both within- and between-session. 

Trivial to small differences (g ≤ 0.23) were present between-session for all tests, with only the isometric 

assessments performed with a 90° knee angle showed significant differences (p ≤ 0.011). Small to moderate 

correlations were observed between all isometric exercises and the Nordic hamstring exercise (r = 0.195-0.596).  

MDC was 18.64-24.04% for all tests, with the lowest isometric test being the 30° isometric supine knee flexion 

(18.65%). Conclusions: The Nordic hamstring exercise should be used to monitor chronic adaptations whereas 

the 30° isometric supine knee flexion test is potentially more appropriate to monitor day to day changes in 

hamstring force production but will require additional familiarisation before being used for decision making.  

 

5.2 Introduction 

 

Athletic tasks such as sprinting and jumping are key performance indicators within many sports, including both 

individual events and multidirectional team sports [88]. The function of the hamstrings, as a biarticular muscle 

group, during these tasks is to decelerate the shank during the late swing phase of sprinting gait [243] and to assist 

with forceful extension of the hip, acting as a synergist for the gluteal muscles. During high velocity running, or 

sprinting, the hamstrings work eccentrically to decelerate the lower shank during the terminal swing-phase of the 

sprint gait cycle just before touch-down. Decelerating the shank is an important factor in reducing injury risk of 

the hamstrings as this is where the muscle is at its longest and most vulnerable [244]. Hamstring strain injury 
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(HSI) has been reported as being 17% of all injuries reported by 17 top-flight European soccer teams [17] with 

57% of HSIs reported as being sustained during running activities [34]. The hamstrings also prevent anterior tibial 

translation during this decelerative action (e.g., change of direction or landing from a jump) which combined with 

ankle eversion and knee valgus has been identified as an injury risk factor, particularly for an ACL injury [245]. 

The hamstrings also assist in performance, playing a significant role in ground reaction force production during 

sprinting [246]. Specific hamstring strength training interventions should therefore increase performance in 

athletic tasks and elicit adaptations that include increases in strength and fascicle length and reductions in 

pennation angle, in the biceps femoris long head [57, 74]. These adaptations have been shown to decrease risk of 

HSI [247]. Increases in hamstring strength has also been demonstrated within more holistic strength training 

interventions [248]. 

 

Isokinetic dynamometry (IKD) has long been viewed as the gold standard for measuring and screening hamstring 

strength [249]. A plethora of variables can be derived from an equally diverse range of protocols, which can 

include assessing peak torque at a range of angular velocities [64], concentric and eccentric muscle actions, ratios 

between limbs and ratios between reciprocal muscle groups [250]. Aagaard et al. [251] recommended that 

alongside absolute maximal hamstring strength, assessment of both conventional hamstring to quadriceps (H:Q) 

ratio (the ratio between maximal hamstring muscle strength relative to maximal quadriceps muscle strength) and 

functional H:Q ratio (the ratio between maximal eccentric hamstring muscle strength and concentric quadriceps 

muscle strength) should be utilised to assess knee joint function, the capability of the hamstrings to counteract the 

quadriceps, and reduce anterior tibial translation. Despite this being a gold standard approach, Green et al. [252] 

highlighted, through meta-analytic data, no associations between eccentric knee flexor strength and HSI risk. This 

has also been echoed earlier in the research, with both concentric and eccentric isokinetic strength testing at 60 

and 180 degrees/second being demonstrated to be a poor predictor of HSI in Australian football players [253]. 

Ratios between reciprocal muscle groups also has its limitations due to variation based upon, sex, age, and activity 

the athletes participate in. Similar to the magnitude of peak torque, angular velocity also has an influence over 

these ratios, with an increase in the ratio alongside increases in angular velocity during concentric actions [250]. 

During eccentric actions, however, higher angular velocities decrease peak torque and therefore the ratio will 

change as a result. Caution should also be taken when comparing ratios with previous literature as not all studies 

correct for the effect of gravity and without considering the effect of gravity, erroneous conclusions will be made 

[254]. With the additional financial costs of the equipment paired with the time-consuming nature of testing, there 

needs to be alternative field-based assessment methods of testing the hamstring muscles that is valid for 

monitoring, screening, and assessing performance in team sports whereby the number of players needing testing, 

and the regularity of those testing sessions, are accounted for.  

 

More recently, the Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE) has been used to assess eccentric hamstring strength, via the 

use of strain gauges. The strain gauges permit assessment of bilateral and unilateral eccentric knee flexor force 

production, quickly and easily within a portable unit, making its implementation within team sports more efficient. 

No correlation between the force during the NHE and torque from IKD assessments has been shown, meaning 

although the two methods are assumed to measure the same strength quality, they do not [83]. This is most likely 

due to the differences in body position and metrics measured, with IKD being unilaterally in a seated (hip flexed) 
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position whereby torque is measured, compared to the bilateral kneeling position (hip extended) in which force is 

assessed during the NHE. The angular velocity when using a IKD is also constant throughout the movement, 

whereas the opposite is true for the NHE. Unlike the IKD, which demonstrated poor predictions of HSI, the NHE 

has been successfully used to identify HSI risk in players with inferior eccentric hamstring strength [47, 120]. 

There are, however, some limitations associated with the NHE as an assessment of hamstring strength. The 

sampling frequency of most strain gauges available for this type of use are very low, despite initially sampling at 

1000 Hz when the initial device was first tested [255], the NordBord in particular, at the time or recording only 

sampled at 50 Hz, this meant that only peak force, and no time related force data could be taken from it reducing 

its potential to be used as a device to monitor fatigue. In addition to this, the supramaximal eccentric nature of the 

exercise has been observed to cause delayed onset muscles soreness (DOMS) [60]. This means regular monitoring, 

particularly in terms of acute injury risk due to fatigue is largely inappropriate, unless the NHE is already part of 

a strength training programme and there is already an element of protection from further DOMS due to the 

repeated bout effect [192]. In this instance the prescribed repetitions could be completed using the strain gauges. 

 

An alternative to testing eccentric muscle actions during both the NHE and IKD is to use isometric hamstring 

assessments. Isometric muscles actions are shown to cause minimal or no structural muscle damage, meaning the 

approach will cause less fatigue and the time in-between testing occasions can be much shorter without having 

any negative impact on performance [256]. There are a number of variations of isometric hamstring tests, these 

include being in a standing position [257], lying in a supine position [256], kneeling on all fours [258], or in a 

prone position, all with varying angles of knee flexion, including 0°, 20°, 30° and 90° and variation in the 

corresponding hip angles depending on the initial body position. Body position is not the only variation, with 

investigators using sphygmomanometers, strain gauges, or force plates under/over the heel of participants to 

measure force production. The sphygmomanometer was initially used in a case study, whereby the subject was 

lay in a supine position, both legs resting on a box with hip and knee at 90°, the subject then pushed down 

maximally onto the sphygmomanometer on one leg at a time to obtain a quantified maximum voluntary 

contraction [259]. The same approach has since been adapted slightly, with only the testing leg being placed upon 

the box and the passive leg resting on the ground beside it, with the slight adaptation still presenting high reliability 

for both a 90° hip and knee angle (ICC ≥ 0.83), and 30° knee angle (ICC ≥ 0.87) [260]. Since publication of the 

case study by Schache et al. [259] numerous researchers [256] have used this approach with a force platform 

instead of sphygmomanometer, this potentially allows for a more accurate measurement of force. McCall et al. 

[256] were amongst the first to investigate this method as a potential measure for assessing the magnitude of 

reductions in hamstring strength as a result of competition. The investigators concluded that both the 90° and 30° 

knee flexion angle variations were reliable and sensitive enough to detect reductions in isometric hamstring 

strength and may be suitable in identifying players “at risk” of injury. The testing protocols were executed a week 

apart to assess the reliability and both pre- and post-competitive match-play to assess sensitivity, and to determine 

whether the reduction in isometric peak force following a 90-minute competitive fixture is greater than the 

minimal difference identified through the reliability testing. Not all teams have access to force platforms to 

complete these tests, however, so alternative tests need to be investigated and compared to these protocols using 

the same cohort.  
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Due to the different ‘field based’ methods of assessing hamstring strength reported across the literature, the aim 

of this study was to: (1) identify within- and between-session reliability of four different field-based hamstring 

assessments in female soccer players, to determine their ability to assess changes in hamstring strength across 

time, and (2) to determine the associations between the peak force during the NHE, which is reported to be a 

predictor of HSI risk, and three field-based isometric protocols. 

 

5.3 Methods 

 

5.3.1 Participants 

 

Twenty-three professional female soccer players (age: 21.1 ± 4.5 years; height: 168.3 ± 5.9 cm; body mass: 64.2 

± 6.5 kg) took part in at least two of the exercises included in this study on two occasions. Participants were 

required to have had no hamstring related injuries for six months prior to taking part. Organisational consent was 

acquired prior to approaching the participants and all participants provided written informed consent to participate 

in the study. Ethical approval (HSR1819-037) was granted by the institutional ethics committee in accordance 

with the declaration of Helsinki.  

 

5.3.2 Experimental Design 

 

A cross-sectional design was used to examine the within- and between-session reliability of and associations of 

between four field-based hamstring assessments including a supine 30° knee flexion (KF), supine 90° KF and 

kneeling 90° KF and a field-based eccentric hamstring strength test (the NHE). Participants completed the tasks 

prior to their normal training day on two occasions 72 hours apart. The first session was carried out 48 hours after 

a competitive fixture, following their recovery day. 

 

5.3.3 Procedures 

 

5.3.3.1 Isometric hamstring strength tests 

 

The three isometric assessments were performed prior to the eccentric assessment, due to the isometric tests being 

less fatiguing and less likely to result in muscle damage. The kneeling 90° KF assessment was performed on a 

NordBord (Vald Performance, Brisbane, QLD, Australia), whilst the other two 30° and 90° KF were tested using 

a force plate (Kistler Type 9286AA: Kistler Instruments Inc, Amherst, NY, USA). For the kneeling 90° KF test, 

participants were instructed to position themselves on all fours, with a 90° angle of flexion at hip and knee whilst 

their hands and knees to provide stability during the test, participants were then be instructed to flex their knees 

as hard as they could for 3-5 seconds, pulling their heels up against the strain gauges embedded in the ankle 

attachments (Figure 5.1c). The same protocol was applied to the remaining isometric tests (30° and 90° KF), these 

were measured using the force platform, placed upon a box at an appropriate height for each participant, which 

was determined by participants lying in a supine position with their hip and knee at 90° or 30° of flexion at the 

knee depending on the test, their heel resting on the box (Figure 5.1a-b). These two tests were applied unilaterally 
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with the non-testing leg being placed fully extended next to the box. Three trials for each leg were executed with 

the participants driving their heel down into the force platform for 3-5 seconds following three submaximal trials, 

similar to the previous tests. 

 

 

5.3.3.2 Eccentric hamstring strength test 

 

The eccentric hamstring test was performed using the NordBord whilst performing the NHE. Participants knelt 

on a padded board with individual ankle attachments and integrated uniaxial load cells for force capture as 

described by Opar et al. [255]. Three submaximal efforts of the NHE were performed followed by a 1-minute 

rest.  Participants were then asked to execute three maximal repetitions of the NHE, where they were instructed 

to lean forwards slowly, whilst maximally resisting the forward motion, maintaining a neutral hip position and 

extending through the knee joint. Force (N) and time (s) data were then extracted from the NordBord for further 

analysis. 

 

5.3.3.3 Data analysis 

 

Raw force-time data for each trial was analysed using a customised Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (version 2019, 

Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA). Peak force was identified for each trial of all four exercises, with a mean 

average of the three taken and used for further analysis.  

 

5.3.3.4 Statistical analyses 

 

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS for Windows version 24 (IBM SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) and 

Estimationstats.com [261].  Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) with the assumption of 

normality verified using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test. An a priori alpha level was set at < 0.05.  Absolute reliability 

was calculated using coefficient of variance (CV), with acceptable reliability < 10%. Relative reliability was 

calculated using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and interpreted as poor < 0.39, fair 0.4 – 0.69, good 0.7 

– 0.89 and excellent > 0.9 based on the lower bound 95% confidence intervals (CI) [262]. Null hypothesis 

significance testing was carried out using a series of permutation tests for each comparison. Five thousand 

bootstrap samples were taken as part of the permutation tests with the p value reported as the likelihood of 

observing the effect size reported if the null hypothesis of zero difference was true [261]. The magnitude of 

differences was calculated using Hedges g effect sizes and the 95% CI. Effect sizes were interpreted based on the 

Figure 5.1. A depiction of a) 30° knee flexion, b) 90° knee flexion and c) kneeling 90° knee flexion tests. 
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recommendations of Cohen [263]: 0-0.19, trivial; 0.2-0.49, small; 0.5-0.79, moderate; ≥ 0.8, large. The minimal 

detectable change (MDC) was calculated as follows: ((SEM 1.96) x √2), with SEM was calculated as: SD of 

difference in scores (i.e., session 2-session 1) divided by √2. Associations between the NHE and isometric tests 

were calculated using Pearson’s correlation or the non-parametric equivalent (Spearman’s rho) for data not 

normally distributed. Correlations were interpreted using the scale 0-0.09 trivial; 0.1-0.29, small; 0.3-0.49, 

moderate; 0.5-0.69, large; 0.7-0.89, very large; 0.9-0.99, nearly perfect; 1.0, perfect [80]. 

 

5.4 Results 

 

5.4.1 Within- and between-session reliability of isometric and eccentric strength assessments 

 

Relative reliability for all four exercises was good to excellent (ICC ≥ 0.792) both within- and between-session, 

acceptable variance between-sessions was also observed (CV ≤ 7.69) for both isometric and eccentric exercises 

(Table 5.1, Figure 5.2). The magnitude of difference between sessions has also shown trivial to small effect sizes 

(g ≤ 0.23) with the 90° KF and Kneeling 90° KF with significant differences (p ≤ 0.011). A non-significant 

decrease in force was observed for the NHE (p = 0.61), and no significant differences between session for the 30° 

KF (p = 0.071). The MDC was observed to be lowest in the NHE (18.46%) and of the isometric assessments, the 

30° KF assessment demonstrated a similar level of sensitivity (1.865%). 

 

Table 5.1. Within- and between-session reliability of four field-based hamstring exercises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test 

Session 1 Session 2 Between-Session  

Mean 

(SD) 

ICC (95% 

CI) 

Mean 

(SD) 

ICC (95% 

CI) 
p 

CV 

% 

ICC (95% 

CI) 
d 

MDC 

% 

30° KF 
195.47 

(8.46) 

0.887 

(0.828 – 

0.930) 

200.64 

(7.00) 

0.923 

(0.878 – 

0.953) 

0.071 5.43 

0.858 

(0.747 – 

0.920) 

0.16 18.65 

90° KF 
217.16 

(10.12) 

0.854 

(0.767 – 

0.912) 

224.84 

(12.92) 

0.834 

(0.712 – 

0.905) 

0.011 7.41 

0.784 

(0.614 – 

0.879) 

0.23 22.55 

Kneeling 

90° KF 

274.95 

(19.18) 

0.792 

(0.689 – 

0.870) 

275.01 

(18.22) 

0.827 

(0.733 – 

0.894) 

< 

0.001 
7.69 

0.818 

(0.669 – 

0.899) 

0.14 24.04 

NHE 
331.77 

(15.15) 

0.882 

(0.721 – 

0.946) 

323.19 

(14.09) 

0.823 

(0.712 – 

0.901) 

0.61 4.07 

0.871 

(0.739 – 

0.937) 

-0.11 18.46 

SD = Standard deviation; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; CI = confidence interval; CV = coefficient 

of variation; d = Cohen’s d effect size; MDC = minimal detectable change; KF = knee flexion; NHE = Nordic 

hamstring exercise 
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5.4.2 Associations between isometric and eccentric strength assessments 

 

Due to the non-linear distribution of the NHE data collected, Spearman’s rho was calculated with the results 

highlighting significantly moderate correlations (p ≤ 0.001, r = 0.556 and 0.596) between the NHE and the 30° 

and 90° KF tests, respectively. Small and non-significant correlations (p = 0.27, r = 0.195) were observed between 

the NHE and kneeling 90° KF (Figure 5.3).  

Figure 5.2. Individual between-session comparisons for (a) 30° knee flexion, (b) 90° knee flexion, (c) kneeling 

90° knee flexion and (d) Nordic hamstring exercise and Hedge's g effect sizes. 
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Figure 5.3. Correlations between the Nordic hamstring exercise and isometric 

hamstring strength assessments in Newtons. 

NHE = Nordic hamstring exercise; KF = Knee flexion; CI = Confidence interval 

r = 0.556 

[95% CI = 0.269-0.752] 

r = 0.596 

[95% CI = 0.323-0.777] 

r = 0.195 

[95% CI = -0.153-0.500] 
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5.5 Discussion 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate within- and between-session reliability of four field-based hamstring 

strength assessments and to determine associations between the the eccentric and isometric assessments. Based 

on the criteria stipulated in the methodology, ICC’s presented good to excellent relative reliability both within- 

and between-session with acceptable variance (absolute reliability) between the sessions. Moderate correlations 

were also observed between the NHE, 30° KF and 90° KF tests, as well as between the NHE and kneeling 90° 

KF. 

 

Three of the four field-based assessments within this study have all been reported within previous literature to be 

reliable [255, 256], with McCall et al. [256] suggesting that the ‘sensitivity’ of the 30° and 90° KF is accurate 

enough to detect reductions in isometric force of the posterior lower limbs following a competitive fixture to 

assess the level of match-induced fatigue and identify those players who may be “at risk”. The results of the 

current study indicate that between-session reliability for the isometric tests were good to excellent, however, the 

MDC was high (≥ 18.65%) especially when compared to McCall et al. [256] who identified MDC of ~8-12%. 

The high MDCs highlight that substantial changes in peak force are required to indicate any real change, meaning 

that in order for any decisions in terms of training load changes for athletes can be made, big fluctuations in 

hamstring strength would need to be observed across a training week, which is unlikely to occur consistently. A 

possible reason for the high MDC could be due to a lack of familiarisation, with McCall et al. [256] carrying out 

two familiarisation sessions prior to the single testing occasion. When inspecting the ICCs demonstrated in session 

2 (Table 5.1), these have increased for both 30° and kneeling 90° KF, with values similar to that reported by 

McCall et al. [256]. Despite a level of variation between-sessions, highlighted in Figure 5.1, the general trend is 

a slight increase in force output. With an increased regularity of testing, significant increases in force production 

may not occur, but the reliability of peak force may increase and variability decrease. With an increase in 

competency of the assessments it may be possible to analyse force-time related variables to include force produced 

at different time points within the assessment as a ‘sensitive’ measure related to neuromuscular fatigue. 

 

Knowing that these field-based assessments are reliable both within- and between-session, and therefore able to 

be replicated at different time points within a season, it is important to then understand which is most appropriate 

or whether a choice can be made simply based upon equipment availability and/or preference of the practitioner. 

For example, the kneeling 90° KF assessment was used in this investigation as a potential alternative to those 

practitioners who may have access to the appropriate strain gauges but not to force platforms. It is therefore 

important to understand the relationship between the isometric assessments utilised within this study and the NHE 

(due to force measured during the NHE having been shown to be a predictor of HSI [47]), to investigate whether 

there is a possible interaction that may provide a greater rationale to choose one exercise compared to another. 

The results of the correlations demonstrated that there is a significant and moderate relationship (p ≤ 0.001, r = 

0.556 and 0.596) between the NHE and the 30° and 90° KF assessments, respectively. Comparing these moderate 

correlations to that of the kneeling 90° KF test, which demonstrated small and non-significant correlations (r = 

0.195, p = 0.27) suggests that the two force plate assessments are potentially more appropriate. This however 

could be due to the difference in sampling frequency, as data collection using the force platforms were carried out 
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at 1000 Hz, whereas the NordBord only sampled at 50 Hz, having said that, the NHE in which it has demonstrated 

poor correlation with is also completed using the NordBord sampling at the same frequency. 

 

Further analysis of the muscle activation during the remaining tests should allow practitioners to understand which 

test recruits which of the hamstring muscles preferentially and to what extent, to make an informed decision as to 

the most appropriate form of assessment. The NHE and both 30° and 90° KF assessments have been investigated 

in previous literature [56, 264] to assess the magnitude of hamstring muscle activation. During the NHE it is clear 

that the medial hamstrings have the greater activation (101.8% of maximum voluntary isometric contraction 

(MVIC)) compared to the biceps femoris (71.9% MVIC).  The limitations of this study were mainly due to the 

lack of familiarisation, this could explain the variance in some individuals seen in Figure 5.2, suggesting the use 

of these tests sporadically with no form of familiarisation may not allow the identification of true change in 

hamstring strength. The lack of familiarisation in this instance was due to access to the athletes around their in-

season fixture requirements, in the future this could have been incorporated into resistance training warmups, or 

even content in resistance training sessions. Future research should, therefore, aim to identify the familiarisation 

process for practitioners to understand the length of time their athletes will need to familiarise themselves with 

the test prior to application. 

 

Based on the criteria set within this study, the ICC’s have shown that although the reliability within- and between-

session was good to excellent, with acceptable variance (CV ≤ 7.69). Moderate correlations were observed 

between the NHE and kneeling 90° KF, and between the NHE, 30° KF and 90° KF tests. The NHE demonstrated 

the greatest between-session reliability, suggesting in terms of testing for adaptations to strength training, this is 

likely to be the most appropriate. Out of the isometric tests, the 30° KF showed the greatest between-session 

reliability, which increased from good to excellent ICC’s between session 1 and 2, and showed the lowest 

variability. This increase in reliability, suggests that with further familiarisation, the 30° KF is likely to be the 

most appropriate test to use for regular hamstring monitoring. The 30° KF test has also shown previously to elicit 

similar activation across both biceps femoris and medial hamstrings [264], giving more of a global hamstring 

strength measure, rather than being medially or laterally biased. 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

 

Based on the findings of this study, practitioners should consider using the NHE as a tool to monitor chronic 

adaptations to training and the isometric tests to monitor neuromuscular function on a more regular basis. The 

recommendation would be to use the test with the lowest MDC as a meaningful change is more likely to be 

observed between testing occasions. According to the MDC presented, the isometric test of choice would be the 

30° KF as meaningful changes will be detected with an increase/decrease in force of anything greater than a 

18.65%. This value may also reduce over time as the athletes become more familiar with the test. 
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5.7 Commentary 4 

 

Unfortunately, due to access with the athletes, and being in the midst of their competitive season, we were unable 

to follow up the two testing occasions included in Chapter 5 to understand if a learning effect would take place in 

order to reduce the large minimal detectable changes observed. It was therefore inappropriate to follow this 

reliability study with an investigation into the RBE. A strong rationale for using the NHE as the test of choice for 

the planned training intervention was a positive. We still wanted to investigate the acute performance of the NHE 

across a microcycle, however, to understand whether any differences occur between frequency groups and when 

performing the exercise on consecutive days as any detriment in performance across a microcycle will likely be 

further exacerbated over several weeks which would be inappropriate for a team whilst trying to compete in-

season. Chapter 6 therefore investigates two different training frequencies and performance of the NHE on 

consecutive days during an individual microcycle replacing the originally planned RBE study.  
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6 Chapter 6: A comparison of force-time characteristics of two, volume-

equated, Nordic hamstring exercise microcycle prescriptions, in-season. 
 

6.1 Abstract 

 

Background: The prevalence of hamstring strain injuries has been reported in several team sports and the 

incidence rates increasing. Strength has been identified as a modifiable risk factor for hamstring strain injuries, 

with improvements in hamstring strength reported to have a 4- to 5-fold reduction in injury risk. The Nordic 

hamstring exercise (NHE) has been demonstrated as an effective tool to induce positive strength adaptations due 

to its supramaximal eccentric nature. Despite the results of numerous studies highlighting the positive effects of 

the NHE, the compliance to injury prevention programmes that include the exercise are low, typically because the 

high volumes prescribed can induce delayed onset muscle soreness. In addition to reducing the prescribed 

volumes, micro-dosing the total weekly volume may be an additional method to increase compliance whilst still 

providing long term positive adaptations. Objective: The aim of this study was to assess differences in force-time 

characteristics of two volume equated training frequencies across a microcycle in-season, whilst also investigating 

the effect of performing the NHE on consecutive days. Methods: Thirty-one female soccer players performed 18 

NHE repetitions across a microcycle in-season. A traditional group completed the repetitions over two days 

whereas the micro-dosing group performed 30% less each training occasion but performed the total volume over 

three days, two of which were on consecutive days. All repetitions were performed on the device used to assess 

eccentric strength of hamstrings with peak and mean force, impulse and repetition time collected for further 

analysis. Both absolute and relative reliability were calculated, with a series of paired samples t-tests and Hedge’s 

g effect sizes calculated to determine differences between groups. Results: Peak and mean force demonstrated 

acceptable relative and absolute reliability. Trivial to small non-significant differences were observed between 

between groups (g = -0.52 to 0.52; p ≥ 0.915). No significant differences were observed for peak force between 

consecutive days, with only a small significant reduction in mean force observed between repetitions on the 

second day (g = 0.24; p = 0.039). Conclusions: No meaningful differences between frequency groups, or 

performing the NHE on consecutive days, means that practitioners have the ability to be flexible with the 

programming of eccentric exercises providing that the volumes are appropriate.  

 

6.2 Introduction 

 

The ability to produce high magnitudes of force both rapidly and for sustained durations, is the underpinning of 

both the performance of sporting tasks and reduction non-contact injury risk [88]. The hamstrings, in particular, 

are associated with a higher risk of injury compared to other lower limb muscles, with weakness a contributing 

factor to injury risk [48, 265]. Hamstring strain injury (HSI) has been reported as contributing to 15% of injuries 

in Rugby and Australian football [31, 266], and 12% of all injuries in soccer, with 32% of all muscular injuries 

being classified as a HSI [17, 19]. The number of HSIs in soccer has also reportedly been rising over the last 20 

years [18]. It is therefore important to gain an understanding of methods used to combat the modifiable risk factors 

associated with HSIs, in order for a holistic approach to hamstring training be adopted by practitioners, helping 

to reduce the risk of HSIs occurring [267]. One such method is the use of a supramaximal eccentric knee flexion 
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exercise, known as the Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE). The NHE has previously been demonstrated to increase 

strength of the hamstrings, in Australian football players, which reduced the risk of HSI 4-fold, providing athletes 

exceed a 279 N threshold, or 5-fold when a relative threshold of 3.45 N.kg-1 is surpassed [47]. 

 

The positive effects that NHE has on eliciting adaptations that are known for reducing the risk of HSI has been 

well established [57, 59, 69, 72-77], with such findings resulting in the inclusion of the NHE within injury 

prevention protocols, such as the FIFA 11+ [268]. Since the publication of these protocols/interventions there has 

still been an increase is HSI [18], therefore it has been argued that the NHE alone may not necessarily be an 

effective method of prevention [267]. The lack of reduction in HSI, however, is more likely due to low compliance 

rates of NHE interventions [269, 270], or a lack of inclusion of the NHE in programming all together, particularly 

in soccer [61]. One reason for low compliance in NHE interventions, including that of the FIFA 11+ could be that 

the prescribed volume is very high for such a high intensity eccentric exercise. Although eccentric exercises have 

been reported not only to have chronic benefits on strength and hypertrophy but also provide a protective effect 

from muscle soreness and exercise induced muscle damage, usually referred to as the repeated bout effect [54, 

249, 271]. High volumes of eccentric exercises, however, are likely to result in delayed onset muscle soreness 

(DOMS) and muscle damage. As such, DOMS is likely to negatively affect compliance, particularly in-season 

for team sports, where the turnaround between games is quick and therefore time for recovery is usually reduced 

[272]. As highlighted in Chapter 2, high volumes are not always necessary to elicit the desired adaptations 

(increased strength and fascicle length). 

 

In-season demands of soccer usually result in some form of fixture congestion particularly at higher levels due to 

commitments in domestic leagues, both domestic and international club/cup tournaments, as seen in European 

soccer and international tournaments (e.g., World Cup). Not only is there likely be a larger emphasis placed on 

recovery, but technical/tactical aspects of the sport also tend to be prioritised [273]. The short turnaround between 

competition can therefore have a large impact on how players can develop physically throughout a season, without 

performance decreasing. Reductions in strength has been demonstrated to occur within 2-3 weeks of resistance 

training cessation with subsequent losses in power, and even greater losses in both strength and power over a 10-

16 week period [274]. The decrease in performance may be due to accumulated fatigue which is the rationale for 

inclusion of a periodised approach to training [275], or in many cases over longer periods of time there is a 

potential for a detraining effect to occur. Regardless of the mechanism, reductions in performance can also then 

increase the risk of injury. Despite competition providing some training stimuli, this is not always sufficient, for 

example in pitch-based team sports, some players will experience regular exposure high-speed running/sprinting, 

which could have a training effect on the hamstrings [276] but this does not necessarily occur for every player 

during every fixture at high enough intensities. Silva et al. [277] have also provided evidence to suggest that other 

indicators of performance such as countermovement jump and sprint performance and are not able to be 

maintained from match play alone, throughout an entire season, suggesting therefore the importance of 

incorporating strength and power training into the microcycle. In a number of meta-analyses researchers have 

investigated the effect of training frequency on strength [106, 107], suggesting that volume is more likely to be 

the driving stimulus behind adaptations, as suggested in Chapter(s) 3 and 4 the concept of “micro-dosing” could 

be a possible programming solution.  
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For a supramaximal exercise like the NHE, the micro-dosing concept could allow for more regular inclusion of 

the exercise throughout a season and subsequently increasing compliance. Increasing the frequency of doses may 

lead to a requirement for the NHE to be performed on consecutive days, depending on the structure of the 

microcycle. This may mean that even low dosages could be detrimental to performance on subsequent training 

and competition days due to accumulated fatigue. Consequently, it is important to understand the effect of NHE 

prescription throughout a microcycle. Therefore, the aim of this study was to (1) compare force-time 

characteristics between two different, volume equated, training frequencies (traditional [2 days per week] vs. 

micro-dosed [3 days per week]) across a microcycle, in-season, and (2) investigate the effect of performing the 

NHE on consecutive days, on the force-time characteristics. It was hypothesised that the micro-dosing group 

would demonstrate greater force over longer durations due to less fatigue accumulated across the whole 

microcycle. It was also hypothesised that there would be difference performing the NHE on consecutive days, 

with decreases in force-time characteristics observed on the second day. 

 

6.3 Methods 

 

6.3.1 Participants 

 

Thirty-one female soccer players (age: 17.3 ± 0.8 years; height: 168.9 ± 3.8 cm; body mass: 64.7 ± 7.6 kg) playing 

within a Women’s Super League academy, with experience of resistance training for a minimum of two seasons, 

volunteered to participate in this study. Organisational consent was acquired prior to approaching the participants 

and all participants provided written informed consent, or parental/guardian assent where required, to participate 

in the study. Ethical approval (HSR1819-037) was granted by the institutional ethics committee in accordance 

with the declaration of Helsinki. 

 

6.3.2 Experimental design 

 

A between subject’s cross-sectional design was used to examine the difference between a traditional approach 

(n=17) and micro-dosing approach (n=14) to the prescription of the NHE across a microcycle. A within-subjects 

cross-sectional design was used to assess the effect of performing the NHE on consecutive days for subjects in 

the micro-dosing group, where training was performed on consecutive days. This occurred over two microcycles 

following the same weekly protocol. Data was therefore pooled resulting in 31 subjects of data. Participants were 

randomly allocated into the two groups using a random computer-generated assignment tool, they were all then 

assessed the week prior to the study being conducted, as part of their normal resistance training sessions, to 

determine peak values from a normal training week. The last session of their training week was a minimum of 48 

hours prior to the start of the testing microcycle.  

 

6.3.3 Procedures 
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6.3.3.1 Nordic hamstring exercise 

 

Participants performed the NHE repetitions on the NordBord (Vald Performance, Brisbane, QLD, AUS), they 

were required to kneel on the padded board with individual ankle attachment points and integrated uniaxial load 

cells captured the force produced during the movement [255], with the sampling frequency set at 50 Hz. 

Participants were asked to execute every NHE repetition maximally, following a thorough warm up, whereby 

they were instructed to lean forwards slowly (via knee extension alone), whilst resisting the forward motion with 

both lower limbs, maintaining a neutral hip position, and extending through the knee joint. Force (N) and time (s) 

data was extracted from the NordBord for further analysis in a bespoke Excel spreadsheet (version 2019, 

Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).  

 

6.3.3.2 Training protocol 

 

Figure 6.1 depicts the outline of the NHE prescription for both the traditional and micro-dosing groups across the 

microcycle. The NHE was already a staple exercise within the training programme of these participants so there 

was no need for familiarisation. Both the traditional and micro-dosing groups completed 18 NHE repetitions 

within the microcycle as this was the low-volume prescription agreed with their club. The micro-dosing group 

performed 30% less per set and per session. Force-time data from all repetitions were recorded during the testing 

microcycle, and the microcycle prior which established a baseline for between group comparisons. 

 

 

6.3.3.3 Data analysis 

 

Raw force-time data for each trial was analysed using a customised Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The onset of 

movement was identified when force exceeded 5 times the standard deviation (SD) of the mean of the residual 

force and peak force was identified as the maximum force produced during the exercise (similar to that used by 

McMahon et al. [278] during countermovement jump analysis). Mean force (N) was the average force produced 

from onset of movement to the end of active resistance, repetition time the duration in seconds of the same period. 

Impulse (N.s-1) was then derived from both the mean force and repetition duration. In order to make comparisons 

between groups, due to differences in strength of the groups, the values for both traditional and micro-dosing 

groups across the microcycle were presented as a percentage of their maximum from the previous weeks baseline 

test. 

Table 6.1. An overview of the microcycle structure for the micro-dosing and traditional groups. 
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6.3.3.4 Statistical analysis 

 

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS for Windows version 24 (IBM SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Data 

is be presented as the mean ± SD, with normality verified using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test. An a priori alpha level 

was set at < 0.05. Between-session reliability measures were assessed using day 1 and day 4 for the micro-dosing 

group and day 2 and day 4 for the traditional group (See Table 6.1). Absolute reliability was calculated using 

coefficient of variance (CV), with acceptable reliability < 10% [279]. Relative reliability was assessed by 

calculating intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) using a two-way mixed model of absolute agreement and 

interpreted based on the lower bound confidence intervals (CI) (ICC; poor < 0.39, fair 0.40 – 0.69, good 0.70 – 

0.89 and excellent > 0.90) [262]. Those variables that show acceptable absolute reliability and do no demonstrate 

poor relative reliability will be used for further analyses. A series of paired samples T-tests were completed to 

assess differences between test occasions used for between-session reliability. Differences between-groups for 

the analysis of both the whole microcycle (micro-dosing vs. traditional) and consecutive days (day 1 vs. day 2) 

were evaluated using a series of repeated measures analysis of variance, with Bonferroni post hoc analysis. 

Comparisons repetition by repetition between groups of the whole micro-cycle were analysed using a series of 

Welch’s t-tests due to unequal sample sizes, whereas a series of paired samples t-tests were used when comparing 

repetition by repetition between the consecutive days. The magnitude of differences was also be calculated using 

Hedges g effect sizes and interpreted based on the recommendations of Cohen [263]: 0-0.19, trivial; 0.2-0.49, 

small; 0.5-0.79, moderate; ≥ 0.8, large. Additionally, data are presented in, with individual data plots including 

the mean difference and 95% CI, using an adapted version of Weissgerber et al. [280] template. 

 

6.4 Results 

 

6.4.1 Between-session reliability 

 

Individual plots between reliability sessions for peak force, mean force, repetition time and impulse are presented 

for both the micro-dosing and traditional groups are presented in Figure 6.1. Based on the thresholds outlined, 

peak and mean force demonstrated acceptable absolute reliability with fair to good relative reliability in both the 

testing groups. Repetition time and impulse, however, were not acceptably reliable, with repetition time only 

demonstrating acceptable absolute reliability in one group (micro-dosing) and good relative reliability in the other 

(traditional). Impulse did not demonstrate acceptable absolute reliability, but the relative reliability was similar to 

peak and mean force with fair to good. Due to both impulse and repetition time not meeting the reliability criteria, 

no further analysis was executed for these variables. Figure 6.1 illustrates the paired mean difference with 95% 

CI for each, whilst highlighting the CV, ICC, statistical differences, and effect size between reliability sessions.



 

Figure 6.1. Individual plots of the reliability and paired mean differences of the Nordic hamstring exercise variables between-session. 

CV = Coefficient of variation; ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient; N = Newtons; s = seconds; N.s-1= Newtons per second 
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Table 6.2. Comparison of between-group mean ± SD and effect sizes across the microcycle. 

Peak Force (% of previous weeks peak) 
 

Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
                   

Micro-dosing 

(Mean ± SD) 

97  

± 8 

94 

± 6 

96 

± 5 

95 

± 10 

95 

± 8 

92 

± 7 

97 

± 8 

93 

± 9 

94 

± 9 

97 

± 15 

94 

± 8 

94 

± 11 

95 

± 7 

96 

± 4 

92 

± 10 

94 

± 5 

94 

± 6 

93 

± 5 
                   

Traditional 

(Mean ± SD) 

94 

 ± 8 

92 

± 12 

93 

± 11 

94 

± 8 

95 

± 6 

94 

± 8 

93 

± 10 

92 

± 10 

93 

± 8 

92 

± 7 

92 

± 8 

93 

± 7 

94 

± 6 

94 

± 8 

91 

± 5 

93 

± 5 

92 

± 6 

93 

± 8 

g -0.37 -0.26 -0.31 -0.10 < 0.01 0.22 -0.38 -0.15 -0.14 -0.39 -0.17 -0.11 -0.12 -0.32 -0.17 -0.13 -0.29 -0.14 
                   

Mean Force (% of previous weeks peak) 
 

Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
                   

Micro-dosing 

(Mean ± SD) 

87 

 ± 17 

87  

± 9 

94  

± 8 

86  

± 14 

92  

± 13 

86  

± 12 

93  

± 14 

87  

± 12 

90  

± 13 

89  

± 19 

88 

 ± 11 

88  

± 17 

84  

± 12 

91  

± 8 

84 

 ± 11 

84  

± 12 

85  

± 9 

84  

± 12 
                   

Traditional 

(Mean ± SD) 

92  

± 11 

89  

± 13 

89  

± 9 

91  

± 8 

91  

± 11 

91  

± 11 

87  

± 11 

87  

± 13 

84  

± 10 

89  

± 10 

88  

± 11 

87  

± 11 

91  

± 14 

91  

± 13 

84  

± 12 

88  

± 12 

86  

± 11 

85  

± 11 

g 0.29 0.17 -0.53 0.50 -0.07 0.39 -0.43 0.06 -0.52 0.04 -0.02 -0.03 0.52 0.03 0.06 0.27 0.13 0.04 
 

SD = Standard deviation 



6.4.2 Differences between groups for repetitions across the microcycle 

 

There were trivial to moderate, yet non-significant differences observed between the micro-dosing and traditional 

groups in peak force (g = -0.37 to 0.22; p = 0.870), mean force (g = -0.53 to 0.52; p = 0.523) for each repetition 

individually (Table 6.2). Only three repetitions demonstrated a moderate difference, and these three repetitions 

were not consistently in favour of either the traditional or the micro-dosing groups. 

 

6.4.3 Consecutive days 

 

Analysis of the micro-dosing groups repetitions performed on consecutive days (Table 6.3) demonstrated no 

significant difference between absolute scores during day 1 and day 2 for peak force (p = 0.993). There was, 

however, a small and significant decrease observed during day 2 when comparing between the fifth repetitions of 

both day 1 and day 2 for mean force (g = -0.24; p = 0.039). Individual plots for mean force both on day 1 and day 

2 are illustrated in Figure 6.2.  

 

Table 6.3. Comparison of force-time characteristics across consecutive days for the micro-dosing group. 

Peak Force (N) 
 

Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 6 
       

Day 1 (Mean ± SD) 
353.31 ± 

53.99 

346.80 ± 

52.96 

352.86 ± 

50.65 

350.39 ± 

53.95 

350.37 ± 

47.30 

346.90 ± 

48.07 

Day 2 (Mean ± SD) 
349.00 ± 

57.76 

343.89 ± 

55.92 

347.63 ± 

59.41 

347.50 ± 

54.11 

343.71 ± 

52.48 

346.76 ± 

53.47 

g -0.08 -0.05 -0.09 -0.03 -0.06 -0.06 
       

Mean Force (N) 
 

Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 6 
       

Day 1 (Mean ± SD) 
173.62 

±35.26 

169.75 ± 

34.58 

174.35 ± 

36.51 

167.00 ± 

35.06 

178.70 ± 

30.84 

168.45 ± 

31.31 

Day 2 (Mean ± SD 
170.55 ± 

45.79 

167.58 ± 

44.18 

167.90 ± 

36.79 

162.82 

±38.84 

170.78 ± 

33.59 

166.67 ± 

37.34 

g -0.07 -0.05 -0.17 -0.11 -0.24* -0.05 
 

       

SD = Standard deviation 
 

 

Figure 6.2. Individual plots for mean force between consecutive days. 
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6.5 Discussion 

 

The aim of this investigation was to assess the differences in force-time characteristics of the NHE across two 

different volume-equated training frequencies (traditional [2 days per week] vs. micro-dosed [3 days per week]) 

during an in-season microcycle. Due to the regular scheduling of the microcycle, the effect on the force-time 

characteristics when performing the NHE on consecutive days was also investigated. Despite a 30% reduction in 

the number of NHE performed in each set and each bout, trivial to moderate and non-significant differences (g = 

-0.53 to 0.52; p = 0.870 and 0.523) were observed in peak and mean force between the two groups. There was 

also no significant difference in peak force between the two consecutive days performed by the micro-dosing 

group overall (p = 0.993). When the same repetition by repetition analysis was applied to the consecutive days, 

the only significance was observed in mean force for repetition 5 (p = 0.039). 

 

6.5.1 The microcycle 

 

When comparing the overall microcycle between the micro-dosing and traditional groups, it is evident that only 

trivial to small differences are present to a non-significant level, with only three repetitions demonstrating 

moderate differences in mean force between the two groups. This suggests that neither approach was superior, 

despite as previously highlighted, the 30% difference per set and per day. The potential benefits of no meaningful 

difference between approaches, coupled with the growing knowledge around lower training volumes still eliciting 

both strength and architectural adaptations (Chapter 2 [74, 281]), means that practitioners are likely to be able to 

use a number of different training frequencies based upon changes to schedules, or planned around periods of 

congested fixtures. Due to the two groups being volume equated, it was possible to compare each repetition 

between the two groups to gain further insight into whether the way both groups were prescribed made a 

difference. Although ‘interset rest intervals’ have been investigated at 1 and 3 minutes [282], further research 

should investigate numerous set configurations as well as the possible benefits of both cluster sets and rest 

redistribution methods which may remove the occurrence of moderately different repetitions [283].  

 

6.5.2 Consecutive days 

 

Due to periods of fixture congestions or based upon the way some sports teams schedule their training weeks, 

applying a micro-dosing approach to certain aspects of resistance training may mean that some high intensity and 

potentially fatiguing actions are required to be performed on consecutive days. It is important to understand if 

there are any negative implications associated with this to know what exercises in what dosages are appropriate 

to do so with. The results of this study indicating that even though day 1 was superior in all six repetitions, peak 

force was not significantly greater than day 2, with only one repetition of mean force showing any level of 

significance, in addition the magnitude of difference was trivial to small. No meaningful differences demonstrate 

that with the appropriate dosage, such as the six total repetitions included within this study, the NHE could be 

completed on consecutive days without any negative effects on performance of the tasks, suggesting that training 

adaptations are still likely to occur. If players are able to complete a small number of repetitions, with greater 

regularity and not incur as noticeable reductions in performance and increases in fatigue, the positive implications 
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on compliance could then mean greater benefits in the adaptations associated with completing the NHE [269, 

281].  

 

6.5.3 Limitations and areas for future research 

 

Due to this study only investigating the acute effects of two different training frequencies, limiting our knowledge 

on actual adaptations or maladaptation as a result, further research needs to be applied longitudinally to understand 

whether similar adaptations occur due to the lack of difference observed within one microcycle. In addition, the 

way in which the microcycle was structured within the team tested for this study, there was a requirement for the 

NHE to be executed on consecutive days. Although performing the NHE on consecutive days did not prove to be 

detrimental, which could make it the most optimal option in some situations, it may not be best practice. Further 

investigation should therefore consider the configuration of a microcycle, as there may be a potential for some 

form of repeated bout effect or slight supercompensation if adequate recovery is provided between bouts. Future 

research should also focus on the within set prescription as the micro-dosing group demonstrated with just two 

repetitions per set (Table 6.3) there appears to consistently be a decline in all metrics for the second repetition of 

a set, suggesting that the rest redistribution should be investigated as opposed to using cluster sets to get the best 

performance in each repetition. 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

 

No meaningful differences were observed in peak force and all but three repetitions for mean force, between a 

traditional group performing the NHE twice per week and a micro-dosing group performing the same volume 

across 3 sessions per week, despite a reduction of 30% in each set and day completed. The lack of difference for 

the majority of the prescription provides practitioners with the ability to divide the total prescribed NHE volume 

for a given microcycle over at least two or three bouts. With neither approach demonstrating superiority based on 

the force-time characteristics, the approach taken can be based upon which is most appropriate in relation to 

competition scheduling and potentially on the need/compliance of players. There were also no differences in peak 

force or in all but one repetition for mean force between repetitions when completed on consecutive days, 

suggesting that although it may not be viewed as optimal for adaptation, within periods of fixture congestion, or 

based on player-availability, performing low volume repetitions of the NHE on consecutive days is unlikely to be 

detrimental.  
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6.7 Commentary 5 

 

Most likely due to the appropriately prescribed volumes, no meaningful differences were observed between the 

two groups across a microcycle, and neither frequency appeared detrimental to the groups. The small relative 

difference between session volume prescriptions may have aided in there being no meaningful difference. These 

findings, however, allowed us to carry on further to a 9-week intervention, to try and ascertain whether the lack 

of meaningful difference that occurred in chapter 6 was maintained across a longer period of training. It was 

decided that due to no meaningful differences being present in peak and mean force, and the unacceptable 

reliability observed for impulse and repetition time, we would only investigate peak and mean force rather than 

any time related variables during the intervention, particularly as it was strength focused so we wanted to 

understand changes in force production. 
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7 Chapter 7: A comparison of eccentric strength in response to 9-weeks of 

traditional vs. micro-dosing Nordic hamstring exercise prescription, in-

season. 
 

7.1 Abstract 

 

Background: Hamstring strain injuries account for 17% of all injuries reported by top-flight European soccer 

teams. The hamstrings also play a critical role in the in the prevention of ACL injuries during deceleration tasks, 

as well as assisting sprint performance. A range of interventions have demonstrated the effectiveness of the Nordic 

hamstring exercise (NHE) in increasing strength, yet compliance has been reported to be low amongst soccer 

players particularly in-season. One potential method of increasing compliance is micro-dosing the total weekly 

volume to permit additional recovery between bouts. It is not yet known, however, if this approach can apply in-

season and whether the increased recovery between bouts will result in greater intensity and in turn a greater 

adaptation. Objective: The aim of this study was to compare the change in hamstring force production following 

a volume equated 9-week intervention between two groups of different weekly training frequencies (two and three 

times per week). Methods: Seventeen female academy soccer players were divided into two groups and completed 

a 9-week intervention, each group were prescribed 18 repetitions per week, with the traditional group completing 

the prescription equally across two days and the micro-dosing across three and performing 30% less volume per 

bout. Peak and mean force production data during the NHE were collected pre- and post-intervention. Null-

hypothesis significance testing was completed using permutation tests, with 5000 bootstrap samples, alongside 

Hedge’s g effect sizes to determine the magnitude of differences between the two groups. Results: Both groups 

demonstrated a small increase (g = 0.38-0.45) in peak force and moderate increases (g = 0.69-0.75) in mean force 

pre- to post-intervention, no meaningful differences were observed between the groups for either variable (g = 

0.04-0.11). There was only a small difference between the groups in terms of compliance, however, the individuals 

who completed > 75% of the total volume observed a large difference (g > 0.85) compared to those who completed 

< 75%, regardless of group. Conclusions: Provided that volume prescribed is subsequently completed, the 

frequency at which it is completed does not appear to have an effect when seeking increases in hamstring strength, 

allowing flexibility based on the training schedules in-season. Due to the requirement of high compliance rates (> 

75%), this flexibility in execution of planned training volume could aid the increase in compliance. 

 

7.2 Introduction 

 

The hamstrings are a muscle group that have had particular attention in scientific literature, due to the high 

prevalence of hamstring strain injury (HSI) incidence amongst team sport athletes, particularly in soccer [17]. 

Despite the increased attention, HSI rates remain high with a reported 4% annual increase over a 13-year period 

[18]. The importance of reducing HSI is not only to reduce the financial burden, where the average cost of a first 

team soccer player being injured for 1 month is ~ €500,000, but to be successful, teams require their best players 

to be consistently available for selection [284]. From a developmental perspective, not all HSI’s occur in senior 

players, and for youth athletes greater training availability will permit consistent opportunities to develop 

physically as well as technically and tactically. One reason for a lack of reduction in HSI’s has been hypothesised 
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as a disconnect between the evidence-based research and practice [285]. This has been highlighted by reports that, 

despite the Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE) being suggested to reduce HSI’s by ~ 50% [83], only 11% of elite 

clubs surveyed [61] utilised a NHE protocol outlined by Mjølsnes et al. [57]. The prescription within the 

aforementioned protocol has already been highlighted as entailing inappropriate or excessive volumes (Chapter 

2), particularly for training in-season. 

 

Although methods used to assess the effectiveness of the NHE has come under some scrutiny [191], it is clear 

that the exercise is an efficient method of increasing hamstring strength which is a primary risk factor for HSI, 

among many (e.g., age, fatigue, previous HSI etc. [48]), and is why it should be used as part of a holistic approach 

to hamstring training [267]. One reason outlined for the poor uptake of NHE protocols in elite clubs is the muscle 

soreness experienced [61]. Of course, the reduction in volume as suggested in Chapter 2 should help reduce 

muscle soreness to some extent, however, being a supramaximal eccentric exercise there is still the potential for 

some soreness to be present following exposure. This is especially true if the NHE exposures are not consistent, 

as the benefits of the repeated bout effect in reducing the magnitude of impairment will not be present or as 

prevalent [186]. Also, the hamstrings as a muscle group appear to have a very short residual effect of training, 

whereby a detraining effect can occur in maximum strength within a four-week period following the cessation of 

hamstring strength training [74, 286, 287] and detraining effects associated with architectural changes occurring 

after only 14 days [286, 287]. All these factors provide evidence for how important compliance rates are required 

to be, with a systematic review and meta-analyses suggesting that compliance of > 50.1% has a positive effect on 

reducing the occurrence of future HSI with a 139% increase in preventative effect when compliance was > 75.1% 

[288]. Despite this importance, Ripley et al. [288] reported a lack of detailed reporting of compliance within the 

literature. 

 

One proposed method for increasing the compliance of appropriate NHE prescription in-season would be to use 

micro-dosing. Micro-dosing has been defined as “the division of total volume within a micro-cycle, across 

frequent, short duration, repeated bouts” (Chapter 3), and would allow the distribution of hamstring training across 

a microcycle (as seen in Chapter 6). Considering the suggestion of programming lower NHE volume overall, 

provided that sufficient recovery is accounted for, particularly prior to competition, dividing the volume further 

may allow an increase in compliance due to ease of application, and flexibility of when the stimulus is applied. 

For example, if each training day 25% of the total NHE volume was planned to be micro-dosed, and changes were 

made to the schedule, players would either miss a smaller portion of the total prescribed volume compared to a 

traditional approach, or that 25% could be moved/added to another training day.  

 

Although variations in training frequencies of muscle groups have been previously investigated (Chapter 4) [106, 

107], there has not been a specific focus on the hamstrings, particularly following a supramaximal eccentric 

exercise (i.e., the NHE), during a competitive season. The aim of this study is to compare the changes in hamstring 

force production between a traditional group (twice per week), and a micro-dosing group (3 times per week) 

performing 33% less volume per session, across a 9-week, volume matched (based on the planned training 

volume), intervention. Despite previous researchers having suggested that changes in frequency, when volume 
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matched, will have little effect, it was hypothesised that the micro-dosing group would demonstrate greater 

improvements in force production due to higher compliance.  

 

7.3 Methods 

 

7.3.1 Participants 

 

Seventeen female soccer players playing within a Women’s Super League academy, with experience of resistance 

training for a minimum of two seasons, volunteered to participate in this study.  An a priori power calculation 

was performed using G*Power [289] to determine the minimum number of participants (n = 32; 16 per group) 

required for a statistical power ≥ 0.8 at an alpha level < 0.05 with a large effect size (d = 0.92), based on the results 

from a study of similar duration inlcuded in Chapter 2 [59].  Fourteen players (age: 17.4 ± 0.8 years; height: 168.5 

± 3.6 cm; body mass: 63.2 ± 5.1 kg) completed the study due to three players incurring long term injuries. 

Organisational consent was acquired prior to approaching the participants and all participants provided written 

informed consent, or parental/guardian assent where required, to participate in the study. Ethical approval 

(HSR1819-037) was granted by the institutional ethics committee in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. 

 

7.3.2 Experimental design 

 

A between subject’s cross-sectional design was used to examine the difference between a micro-dosing approach 

(n = 6) and traditional approach (n = 8) to the prescription of the NHE across a 9-week intervention. Participants 

were randomly allocated into the two groups using a random computer-generated assignment tool, they were all 

then assessed the week prior to the study being conducted, as part of their normal resistance training sessions, to 

determine their baseline strength. 

 

7.3.3 Procedures 

 

7.3.3.1 Nordic hamstring exercise 

 

To assess eccentric hamstring strength, participants performed the NHE repetitions on the NordBord (Vald 

Performance, Brisbane, QLD, AUS), they were required to kneel on the padded board with individual ankle 

attachment points and integrated uniaxial load cells captured the force produced during the movement, with the 

sampling frequency set at 50 Hz. Participants were asked to execute every NHE repetition maximally, following 

a thorough warm up, whereby they were instructed to lean forwards slowly (via knee extension alone), whilst 

resisting the forward motion with both lower limbs, maintaining a neutral hip position, and extending through the 

knee joint. Force (N) and time (s) data was extracted from the NordBord for further analysis in a bespoke Excel 

spreadsheet (version 2019, Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).  

 

7.3.3.2 Training protocol 
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A 9-week intervention was applied to both the traditional and micro-dosing groups, who completed 18 NHE 

repetitions within each microcycle. The micro-dosing group performing 30% less per set and per session but 

performed the sessions over 3 days compared to 2 for the traditional group. Out of the completed sessions, 80% 

were carried out on the NordBord due to the equipment being available for use, and force-time data from all 

repetitions of the players present were recorded during those training sessions. The typical microcycle 

configuration can be seen in the Chapter 6 (Table 6.1), with slight variations in the scheduling of the additional 

micro-dosing sessions, due to movement of fixtures and/or training sessions. 

 

7.3.3.3 Data analysis 

 

Raw force-time data for each trial was analysed using a customised Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The onset of 

movement was identified when force exceeded 5 times the standard deviation (SD) of the mean of the residual 

force, peak force was identified as the maximum force produced during the exercise. Mean force (N) was the 

average of the force produced from onset of movement to the end of active resistance. To make comparisons 

between groups, percentage difference pre- to post-intervention was calculated.  

 

7.3.3.4 Statistical analyses 

 

Due to the low sample size, a series of permutation tests were performed as null hypothesis significance testing 

for comparisons pre- to post-intervention and percentage change between the two groups. As part of the 

permutation tests, five thousand bootstrap samples were taken for each group with the p value reported as the 

likelihood of observing the effect size reported if the null hypothesis of zero difference was true [261]. An a priori 

alpha level was set at ≤ 0.05. Hedge’s g effect sizes were calculated with 95% confidence intervals and bias-

corrected to determine the magnitude of changes both pre- to post-intervention and between both the traditional 

and micro-dosing groups. Effect sizes were interpreted according to recommendations by Cohen [263]: (≤ 0.19, 

trivial; 0.20-0.49, small; 0.50-0.79, moderate; ≥ 0.80, large). 

 

7.4 Results 

 

7.4.1 Eccentric hamstring strength 

 

Changes pre- to post intervention for the peak and mean force of both groups are outlined in Table 7.1 with 

individual data plots presented in Figures 7.1. Both the micro-dosing and traditional groups demonstrated small 

increases in peak force (g = 0.38 and 0.45, respectively) and moderate increases in mean force (g = 0.69 and 0.75, 

respectively). A comparison of the percentage change between the two groups, also highlighted in Table 7.1, 

illustrates that no meaningful difference was present for both peak (g = 0.11) and mean (g = 0.04) force.  
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Table 7.1. Pre- to post-intervention changes in peak and mean force, and between-group differences. 

    

 
 

Micro-dosing (n = 6) 
 

Traditional (n = 8)   Difference (%) 

Peak force (N) Pre Post Pre Post   Micro-dosing Traditional 
      

Mean  316.11 334.45  302.79 325.18   4.53 6.30 

SD  38.81 49.41  43.12 51.62   0.12 0.10 

p  0.45  0.12   0.82 

g [95% CI]  0.38 [-0.26, 1.47].  0.45 [-0.10, 0.94]   0.11 [-1.14, 1.25] 
 

 

  

 

     

Mean force (N)    
      

Mean  146.87 176.18  139.68 165.05   14.21 14.87 

SD  34.09 43.34  33.67 30.04   0.20 0.16 

p  0.20  0.05   0.92 

g [95% CI]  0.69 [-0.03, 1.74]  0.75 [-0.10, 1.72]   0.04 [-1.11, 1.31] 
          

SD = Standard deviation; CI = Confidence interval 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Individual plots for peak and mean force pre- and post-intervention in both the micro-dosing and 

traditional groups.  

Red lines < 50% compliance; Amber lines = 50.1-75% compliance; green lines > 75% compliance. 

 

7.4.2 Compliance 

 

Figures 7.1 also depict the pre- to post-intervention change for individuals based on three compliance thresholds 

(< 50%, 50.1-75% and > 75%). Between the micro-dosing (75.3 ± 7.7) and traditional groups (68.8 ± 15.8), 

compliance was greater in the micro-dosing group albeit a small effect (g = 0.47) (Figure 7.2). When pooling the 

data in regard to compliance rates, those who completed > 75% of the prescribed training volume, experienced a 

greater improvement in both peak and mean force (g = 0.85 and 1.40, respectively) compared to those who 

performed < 75% (Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.2. Individual comparison of compliance between the micro-dosing and traditional groups. 

 

 

 

7.5 Discussion 

 

The aim of this investigation was to compare the effect of dividing a low volume traditional hamstring strength 

prescription, into micro-dosed sessions, on hamstring force production following a 9-week intervention. The 

findings indicate that although small and moderate increases pre- to post-intervention were observed in peak and 

mean force, respectively, there was no meaningful difference between the two groups despite a slightly greater 

compliance rate in the micro-dosing group. 

 

During the competitive season it is important to at least maintain, if not develop, physical characteristics, 

particularly in team sports whereby the competitive seasons span over several months. Although the hamstrings 

Figure 7.3. Pooled percentage change for individuals < 75% and > 75% compliance for (a) peak and (b) mean 

force. 
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have numerous injury risk factors [48], hamstring strength is a modifiable risk factor that can be accounted for 

during in-season training, but strength losses can also be observed quickly when hamstring training is not 

accounted for [74, 286, 287]. Previous NHE interventions have included a large range of volumes and durations 

(Chapter 2), and none of the interventions included within a recent systematic review and meta-analyses have 

used volumes as low as the current study across the same duration. Ishøi et al. [59] completed a study over a 

similar duration (10 weeks) and demonstrated large (g =  0.91) increases in hamstring peak force production pre- 

to post-intervention based on the criteria used within this study and there was little difference in baseline strength 

between Ishøi et al. [59] and the current study. One clear reason as to why, in comparison, only small increases 

in peak force were observed in the current study was the difference in prescribed volume. The study from Ishøi et 

al. [59] included 700 repetitions across the 10-week intervention, compared to 162 repetitions in the current study. 

Although Ishøi et al. [59] completed their intervention in-season, only 60% compliance was reported, which is 

still allowed for over 400 repetitions to be completed by the participants. Considering within this study those who 

completed > 75% of the repetitions experienced comparably large increases in peak and mean force compared to 

those of lower compliance, further evidence has been provided here that lower prescriptions in-season can be just 

as effective providing the consistent execution of the prescribed repetitions in agreement with previous 

conclusions (Chapter 2).  

 

In line with the results from previous training frequency meta-analyses (Chapter 3) [106, 107] there was no 

meaningful difference between the two frequency groups in this study. The main reason for the trivial difference, 

in this instance, is likely to be due to the small difference in compliance, meaning there was a very similar total 

volume completed by each group. Another consideration between the two groups would be their baseline strength 

pre-intervention. Although the differences between the groups were trivial, the traditional group did increase their 

strength slightly more in comparison to the micro-dosing group, however, the traditional group was slightly 

weaker (g = 0.31) at baseline so potentially have a greater propensity for adaptation. 

 

Due to the intervention being executed in-season, three players were required to drop-out due to injuries which 

occurred during match-play. As a result of the injuries, the already small squad was reduced further, resulting in 

a small sample size overall which is a clear limitation to this study. Another limitation could have been that despite 

there being a 30% reduction in volume performed per set and per session in the micro-dosing group, due to the 

already small volume prescriptions the difference was only 1 less repetition per set, meaning a greater difference 

may have been observed if there were a greater number of sessions in which the total volume was micro-dosed 

across. Alternatively, if the distribution of volume is to have a greater benefit in this instance, then it may be 

insightful to investigate a greater total volume, albeit still a dramatically lower volume when compared to the 

original NHE protocols [57]. Future research should also look to utilise a cross-over design. With no meaningful 

difference between the two groups, a small increase in both pre- to post-intervention, and considering the length 

of competitive season for a lot of team sports, a consistent increase in peak force in theory will result in a greater 

magnitude of change across a season. Future research should, therefore, also look to investigate these two 

approaches over much longer durations. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

 

Consistent with previous literature, no meaningful differences between the two frequency groups were observed 

following the 9-week intervention period. Despite no differences being present between the groups, small to 

moderate increases in peak and mean force occurred pre- to post-intervention in both groups. For those who had 

a compliance rate > 75%, large increases in peak and mean force were observed compared to those who completed 

< 75%. Although it was hypothesised that the micro-dosing group would see greater improvements due to a greater 

compliance, it can be concluded that providing the prescribed volume is completed, the intended outcome (in this 

instance, increases in hamstring strength) will be achieved, even in-season. Therefore, an approach that allows 

flexibility based on the individuals should be utilised by practitioners to allow for maximising compliance of a 

programme.  
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7.7 Commentary 6 

 

The findings of chapter 7 were much like those observed in chapter 6 with no meaningful differences between the 

groups over a 9-week intervention period. The findings of both these chapters mean that when considering a single 

exercise for a single muscle group, coaches/practitioners can be flexible in the frequency in which they 

programme. Even when considering a supramaximal exercise such as the NHE. Following chapters 6 and 7, we 

then needed to observe whether the same patterns are present when applying the principle to a full lower body 

strength training intervention and not just a hamstring strength exercise. The next two chapters (8 and 9) include 

the strength training intervention that has been expanded to include the full lower body with a reliability study 

preceding. Although these remaining chapters could easily have formed one study, the reliability chapter (chapter 

8) allows us to delve deeper into some of the statistical methodologies, without distracting from the overall aim 

of the thesis. 
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8 Chapter 8: Pre-intervention between-session reliability of force production 

characteristics and performance measurements in academy soccer players. 
 

8.1 Abstract 

 

Background: There are different ways in which performance measurements can be used to inform practice in 

sports science/strength and conditioning including monitoring of acute and chronic changes in numerous metrics 

to make inferences around adaptations and readiness. Regardless of the measurement or metric used there is a 

requirement to understand the reliability within a given population for inferences to be taken and for 

conclusions/decisions to me made. It is important to have a strong rationale for the method of analyses which can 

strengthen the scientific rigour in which findings are determined. Objective: The aim of this study was to identify 

the reliability of measurements for a battery of performance tests and the associated reliable metrics for a 

subsequent training intervention. Methods: Nine male academy soccer players completed a battery of force 

production and performance tests including the countermovement jump (CMJ), isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP), 

Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE), 20 metre sprint, and 505 change of direction test, on two occasions a week 

apart. Null-hypothesis significance testing using permutation tests with 5000 bootstrap samples and Hedge’s g 

effect sizes were calculated to determine differences between test occasions. Absolute and relative reliability 

(coefficient of variation [CV] and interclass correlation coefficient [ICC]) was calculated for all variables 

between-session. Minimal detectable change was also calculated to help determine meaningful changes following 

a subsequent intervention. Results: Trivial to small differences (g ≤ 0.48) were present between testing occasions 

for all variables apart from those associated with IMTP (g = -0.63 to -0.92). All CMJ variables (CV ≤ 8.39%, ICC 

≥ 0.822) apart from reactive strength index modified (RSImod) (CV = 10.10%, ICC = 0.815) indicated acceptable 

reliability. Relative peak force during both the IMTP and NHE, and the 20 m sprint as well as the corresponding 

splits (i.e., 5 and 10 m) were also reliable (CV ≤ 9.86%, ICC ≥ 0.701). The only reliable variable associated with 

the 5-0-5 change of direction test was total time to completion (CV ≤ 1.87%, ICC ≥ 0.668). Minimal detectable 

change for all reliable variables was < 27.32%. Conclusions: All maximum sprint, peak force production, CMJ 

variables (minus RSImod), and 5-0-5 time to completion were determined to show acceptable reliability between-

session amongst a cohort of male academy soccer players. The reliable variables can be utilised for assessment of 

any pre- to post- adaptations resulting from performance interventions.  

 

8.2 Introduction 

 

Performance measurements have been collected, interpreted, and utilised in several ways by sports 

science/strength and conditioning practitioners. Effectively understanding current performance levels of athletes 

can help inform programming, monitor acute changes in performance during training, evaluate chronic 

adaptations or maladaptation from a previous training phase, allow comparison to normative data, or even 

potentially monitor fatigue (i.e., a reduction in neuromuscular function) [290]. Monitoring and evaluating changes 

in performance measures can and should inform decision making, however, it is imperative that both the validity 

and reliability of any measure is fully understood before making decisions that could impact athletes acutely or 

chronically [291]. From a research perspective this could also impact the efficacy of a treatment/intervention, as 
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data which is not reliable or possesses a large measurement error will then cause misinterpretation of the findings 

and decisions regarding acute or chronic changes to interventions will be ill informed. Whilst measures of validity 

can often be generalised across populations [292], the reliability of measures should be determined using each 

practitioners own testing equipment and within each population as opposed to relying on previously published 

reliability data [290]. If reliability is poor and measures are too variable, especially between sessions, then 

interpreting the subsequent data and making decisions, assessments, or conclusions based on the information 

could be sub-optimal or in some cases completely wrong. Reliability is defined as the consistency of 

measurements and absence of measurement error, although realistically there is always likely to be some amount 

of error (be that through the measurement device, the investigator, or even just the inherent mechanical/biological 

variation of the subject). Reliable measures are therefore those that are within an acceptable range for effective 

practical use [291]. 

 

There are two types of reliability, relative and absolute [292]. Relative reliability takes into consideration the 

degree to which individuals within a sample maintain their position following a repeated measures approach and 

is typically assessed using some form of correlation coefficient. Atkinson and Neville [291] suggest that the 

bivariate Pearson’s correlation coefficient has been the most common technique, however, this approach has been 

criticised for being dependent on a large range of values in the sample [293] and only permits comparisons 

between two trials or time-points. An alternative is the univariate intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), which 

has the advantage of being able to be utilised for multiple retest comparisons providing the correct method of 

calculation is used out of the possible six calculations [292]. The ICC (derived from a mixed model [ICC 3,1] 

[262]) has been demonstrated to be unbiased for any sample size unlike the Pearson’s correlation, however, it is 

still prone to the same constraints of being affected by sample heterogeneity [294]. When considering sample 

heterogeneity (the spread of values), if the sample is not heterogeneous and in fact homogenous, the individuals 

scores may appear artificially scattered randomly as this replicates a small subsample of a heterogenous population 

[294]. Despite this disadvantage, the reporting of ICCs has still been recommended for reliability studies [262, 

295] but not as the sole statistic [291].  

 

In contrast to relative reliability, absolute reliability has been defined as the degree to which repeated measures 

vary for individuals either trial to trail (i.e., within-session) or between-session. The most common method of 

estimating absolute reliability is using the standard error of measurement (SEM), expressed as either the actual 

unit of measure, or as a proportion of the measured values (e.g., percentage), for example the coefficient of 

variation (CV%) [291]. The benefit to using a form of SEM is that it is considered to be a fixed characteristic, 

regardless of the sample of subjects investigated [295]. The most common method of estimating the SEM is the 

group standard deviation multiplied by the square root of 1 minus the ICC [291, 292, 295]. We have already 

highlighted, however, some of the potential pitfalls of ICCs as a calculation. Hopkins [294] has suggested an 

alternative calculation of SEM, termed ‘typical error’, whereby standard deviation of the difference in scores is 

divided by the square root of 2 for between-session reliability. This calculation accounts for the fact that both 

testing occasions will have some level of measurement error, rather than just simply observing whether the second 

score falls outside of the CI of the first [295]. The absolute reliability through SEM can also be used as an index 

to define the difference needed between testing occasions to determine a ‘real’ change (e.g., minimal detectable 
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change [MDC]). The MDC has been described as a value in which true change can be confidently interpreted due 

to surpassing the 95% confidence interval either above or below the subjects previous score. 

 

Despite the importance of determining reliability of measurements between testing occasions in each population, 

and the subsequent calculations to determine what would be considered as a ‘real change’, of the ten intervention 

studies included within Chapter 3 the majority failed to identify any measures of between-session reliability [109, 

111, 113-115, 117]. Of those studies that did provide a between-session reliability measure, the majority described 

ICCs that had been previously collected in their laboratory and not in the study population [112, 118, 122]. Not 

only were these measures not reported with reference to the population they were calculated in, the method of 

ICC calculation was also not stated. Atkinson and Neville [291] suggest that extreme caution should be taken 

when extrapolating between-session correlations that have been deemed acceptable to a new and possibly more 

homogenous sample of individuals.  

 

The aim of this study was therefore to identify both relative and absolute between-session reliability of force-time 

characteristics during the countermovement jump (CMJ), isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP) and the Nordic 

hamstring exercise (NHE), and performance characteristics observed during a 20 m sprint and 505 change of 

direction (COD) test in a group of youth soccer players. The calculation of MDC was also included to help identify 

the most appropriate measures to detect change in individuals. The investigation of both reliability and 

measurement error will aid in the identification of appropriate variables to assess individuals in a subsequent 

training intervention within the same cohort. It was hypothesised that all variables would be demonstrate 

acceptable reliability, apart from the time related IMTP variables due to the athletes’ resistance training 

experience. 

 

8.3 Methods 

 

8.3.1 Experimental design 

 

This study used a within-subject repeated measures research design, whereby the between-session reliability of 

the CMJ, IMTP, NHE, 5-, 10- and 20 m sprint and 505 change of direction test were completed with a group of 

academy soccer players. Each test was performed on two-separate occasions 7 days apart. Testing took place in-

season, mid-week, to be the furthest time-point away from the preceding and following fixture of each week. 

The CMJ, IMTP, 20 m sprint, 505 COD and NHE were completed, in that order, on both testing occasions.  

 

8.3.2 Participants 

Nine participants, consisting of academy soccer players playing from a Category 2 English Football League 

Academy volunteered to participate in this study (age: 17.11 ± 0.78 years; height: 1.82 ± 0.85 cm; body mass: 

72.11 ± 7.15 kg) and completed the assessments at each of the three timepoints. Organisational consent was 

acquired prior to approaching the participants and all participants provided written informed consent, or 
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parental/guardian assent where required, to participate in the study. Ethical approval (HSR1819-089) was granted 

by the institutional ethics committee in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. 

8.3.3 Procedures 

Prior to testing, a non-fatiguing standardised warm-up was performed by all participants which consisted of body 

weight squats, forward, reverse and side lunges, single leg Romanian deadlifts and submaximal countermovement 

jumps. The order of testing was as follows: CMJ, IMTP, 20 m Sprint, 5-0-5 COD test, and the NHE. Testing was 

completed at the same time of day (09:00-11:00) for all time points and prior to any other activities.  

8.3.3.1 Countermovement jumps 

 

The CMJs were assessed using dual force platforms (Hawkin Dynamics, Maine, Portland, USA) sampling at 1000 

Hz with a 50 Hz cut-off filter (as determined by the Hawkin Dynamics software package), to permit the assessment 

of force-time characteristics. Variables included jump height (derived from the velocity of the centre of mass at 

take-off, based on the impulse momentum relationship [278]), and time to take-off (TTT) as the duration (in 

seconds) from the onset of movement until the participant leaves the force platform. Reactive strength index 

modified (RSImod) was calculated as jump height divided by contraction time (i.e., TTT), countermovement 

depth was the distance (in cm) the athletes centre of mass travelled downwards in the countermovement, mean 

propulsive force was the average force produced (in Newtons) during the propulsive phase and propulsive phase 

duration (in seconds) was also calculated. The force platform was placed upon a hard solid, flat surface and zeroed 

prior to the instructions being given to participants. Participants were instructed to stand on the force platform, as 

still as possible with their hands on their hips for at least one second of quiet standing before being instructed to 

jump as high and as fast as possible. Three repetitions were completed by each participant. 

 

All of the force-time data was calculated using the software provided by Hawkin Dynamics and exported for 

further statistical analyses, however, it is still important to provide a detailed summary of calculations used. Jump 

height was calculated from velocity of centre of mass at take-off, with centre of mass velocity determined by 

dividing vertical force data (minus body weight) by body mass and then integrating the product using the trapezoid 

rule, based on the impulse momentum theorem [278]. The trapezoid rule is simply an integration method of 

calculating area under the curve by dividing that area into a number of trapezoids. Whilst the impulse momentum 

theorem is logically equivalent to Newton’ second law and states that the change in momentum of an object is 

equal to the impulse applied to it. The start of the CMJ was identified based on a decrease in force > 5 standard 

deviations of the force during the 1 second period of quiet standing with a backward search to bodyweight, and 

take-off identified when vertical force decreased below 20 N. Time to take-off was determined as the duration 

between the onset of movement and the instant of take-off. RSImod was calculated by dividing jump height by 

TTT  [278]. The propulsion phase was identified as the period between the start of when positive centre of mass 

velocity was achieved, through to take-off, with propulsion phase duration and mean propulsive force 

subsequently calculated.  
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8.3.3.2 Isometric mid-thigh pull 

 

The IMTP was assessed in a custom isometric rig (Absolute Performance, Cardiff, Wales, UK) using dual force 

platforms (Hawkin Dynamics, Maine, Portland, USA) again sampling at 1000 Hz with a 50 Hz cut-off filter to 

permit the assessment of peak force and time-related variables. The force platforms were zeroed before 

participants were instructed to stand on them and adopt the posture assumed for the second pull phase of a clean, 

(knee angle of 125-145° and a hip angle of 140-150°, and an upright trunk). The participants hands were strapped 

to a fixed cold rolled steel bar with angles at the hip and knee were assessed using a handheld goniometer (IDASS 

Fitness Ltd, Devon, UK). Prior to each trial participants were instructed to ‘push as hard and fast as possible’ 

against the force platforms [296]. Two warm-up trials were performed at 50% and 75% perceived exertion, 

separated by 1-minute of rest. Three maximal trials were performed, interspersed by 2-minutes of rest. Acceptable 

trials were taken provided there was (1) at least one second of quiet standing prior to the pulling that represented 

bodyweight (with less than 50 N of pre-tension), (2) they did not exhibit a countermovement based on visual 

inspection of the force-time trace, and (3) trials were within 250 N of each other based on the peak force [296]. 

Subsequently force at 150-, 200- and 250 ms were determined. 

 

Analysis of the force time data was carried out using the Hawkin Dynamics software and exported for further 

statistical analyses. The peak force was determined as the highest force achieved (minus body mass). The onset 

of force production (initiation of the pull) was defined as an increase in force > 5 standard deviations of force 

during the period of quiet standing, with a backward search to bodyweight [297]. All trials were ratio scaled (force 

/ body mass) as the tests are to be used for a subsequent intervention study where body mass could change over 

time.  

 

8.3.3.3 Nordic hamstring exercise 

 

Eccentric hamstring strength was assessed by performing three repetitions of the NHE on a NordBord (Vald 

Performance, Brisbane, QLD, AUS). Participants were required to kneel on the padded board with individual 

ankle attachment points resting superior to the malleolus and integrated uniaxial load cells captured the force 

produced during the movement [255], with the sampling frequency set at 50 Hz with no cut-off filter. Participants 

were asked to execute all three NHE repetitions maximally, following a thorough warm up, whereby they were 

instructed to cross their arms over their chest (until break point), maintain a straight posture (maintaining a neutral 

hip position), and lean forwards slowly via knee extension alone, whilst resisting the forward motion with both 

lower limbs. The rest intervals between each trial were 1 minute. Peak force (N) data was extracted from the Vald 

Performance software and ratio scaled (force / body mass) again as the tests are to be used for a subsequent 

intervention study where body mass could change. 

 

8.3.3.4 20 m sprint 

 

20 m sprints tests were performed with 5- and 10 m splits, using Brower timing cells (model number BRO001; 

Brower, Draper, UT, USA) on artificial turf at an indoor facility. Participants performed two warm-up trials at 
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50% and 75% effort, with three maximal trials being performed, interspersed by 1-minute of rest. Participants 

started 0.5 m behind the photocell gates, to prevent any early triggering of the initial start gate, from a 2-point 

staggered start. All participants performed sprints prior to a pitch-based session using timing cells setup at 0-, 5-, 

10- and 20 m. Timing cells were placed at the approximate hip height for all participants to ensure that only one 

body part, such as the lower torso, broke the beam.  

 

8.3.3.5 505 Change of direction test 

 

Change of direction performance was assessed utilising a traditional 505 test on the same surface as the sprint 

trials (artificial turf). All participants performed three trials for each leg, with a 2-minute rest between trials. 

Participants started 0.5 m behind the photocell gates, again to prevent any early triggering of the initial start gate, 

from a 2-point staggered start. Timing gates were also placed at the approximate hip height for all participants. 

Participants were instructed to sprint to a line marked 15 m from the start line, placing the instructed foot on the 

line, turn 180° and sprint back 5 m through the finish. The time to completion (in seconds) for the whole 505 test 

as well as the turn time (final 5 m and back) was used for further analysis. Change of direction deficit was also 

calculated by subtracting the mean 10 m time from the turn time [298]. 

 

 

Figure 8.1. A depiction of the 505 change of direction test. 

 

8.3.3.6 Statistical analyses 

 

Statistical analyses for reliability were conducted using SPSS for Windows version 24 (IBM SPSS Inc, Chicago, 

IL) and EstimationStats.com [261] with data presented as the mean ± SD. Null hypothesis significance testing 

was carried out using a series of permutation tests for each comparison pre- to post-intervention as well as for the 

percentage change between groups. Five thousand bootstrap samples were taken for each group as part of the 

permutation tests with the p value reported as the likelihood of observing the effect size reported if the null 

hypothesis of zero difference was true [261]. An a priori alpha level was set at ≤ 0.05. Effect sizes were calculated 

using Hedge’s g with the 95% confidence interval (CI) to determine the magnitude of change pre- to post-
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intervention and magnitude of difference between the traditional and micro-dosing groups. Effect sizes were 

interpreted according to recommendations by Cohen [263]: (≤ 0.19, trivial; 0.20-0.49, small; 0.50-0.79, moderate; 

≥ 0.80, large), The SEM was calculated as the SD of difference scores (i.e., session 2 – session 1) divided by √2. 

Absolute reliability was calculated using percentage (CV%), whereby the SEM was divided by the average of 

group means and expressed as a percentage (multiplied by 100), with acceptable reliability < 10% [279]. Relative 

reliability was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients [ICC 3,1] with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and 

interpreted as (< 0.50) poor, (0.5-0.74) moderate, (0.75-0.90) good and (> 0.90) excellent. Although Koo et al. 

[262] have previously recommended interpreting ICC’s based on the lower bound CI, the homogeneity of the 

group will likely result in a large range in the CI and therefore the thresholds were based on the ICC and not the 

lower bound 95%CI. The MDC was calculated as follows: ((SEM x 1.96) x √2), with SEM calculated as the SD 

of difference in scores (i.e., session 2-session 1) divided by √2. Variables were interpreted as acceptably reliably 

providing the ICC was not poor and the CV was below the 10% threshold outlined. 

 

8.4 Results 

 

8.4.1 Force-time characteristics 

 

Means (± SD) and 95% CI for all force-time related variables during both testing sessions can be seen in Table 

8.1, alongside the between-session means (± SD) and reliability statistics. All CMJ variables, other than RSImod 

and TTT, demonstrated excellent relative reliability (ICC ≥ 0.934) and acceptable absolute reliability (CV ≤ 

6.78%). RSImod, which showed greater variability (CV = 10.10%), despite having a ‘good’ level of relative 

reliability (ICC = 0.815). Good relative reliability was also observed in TTT (ICC = 0.822). The TTT, 

countermovement depth, mean propulsive force, and propulsive phase duration also demonstrated an acceptable 

level of absolute reliability (CV = 8.39%). Trivial to small differences between testing sessions were observed for 

all CMJ variables (g = -0.38 to 0.19). The only IMTP variable exhibiting acceptable relative and absolute 

reliability was relative peak force (ICC = 0.701; CV = 5.05%). Force at different time points demonstrated poor 

relative reliability (ICC ≤ 0.007) and did not exhibit acceptable absolute reliability (CV ≥ 12.23%).  Moderate to 

large differences (g = -0.92 to -0.63) between the testing sessions, in favour of session 1, was observed for all 

IMTP variables. All NHE variables demonstrated good relative reliability (ICC ≥ 0.745) and acceptable absolute 

reliability (CV ≤ 9.86). Moderate differences (g = -0.46 to -0.42) between testing occasions, again in favour of 

session 1, was observed in all NHE variables. Although there are no criteria for the interpretation of MDC, in this 

study the outcome measures for CMJ and IMTP such as jump height and relative peak force appear to be realistic 

values (< 15%) to surpass following a training intervention. 
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Table 8.1. Between-session reliability of force-time characteristics. 

 

 Session 1 Session 2 Between-Session 

Countermovement jump 
Mean ± SD 

(95% CI) 

Mean ± SD 

(95% CI) 

Mean ± SD 

(95% CI) 

CV%  

(95% CI) 

ICC  

(95% CI) 
MDC% p g 

         

Jump height (m) 
0.34 ± 0.04 

(0.31, 0.37) 

0.33 ± 0.04 

(0.30, 0.36) 

0.34 ± 0.04 

(0.16, 0.66) 

3.55  

(1.81, 6.96) 

0.939  

(0.740, 0.986) 
9.84 0.12 

-0.22 

(-0.51, 0.11) 

Time to take-off (s) 
0.62 ± 0.10 

(0.55, 0.70) 

0.64 ± 0.09 

(0.57, 0.71) 

0.63 ± 0.09 

(0.32, 1.24) 

8.39  

(4.28, 16.44) 

0.822  

(0.237, 0.960) 
23.26 0.49 

0.19 

(-0.35, 0.71) 

RSImod 
0.57 ± 0.13 

(0.47, 0.67) 

0.53 ± 0.07 

(0.46, 0.58) 

0.55 ± 0.10 

(0.28, 1.08) 

10.10  

(5.16, 19.81) 

0.815  

(0.268-0.957) 
28.01 0.16 

-0.38 

(-0.79, 0.14) 

Countermovement depth (cm) 
-0.24 ± 0.07 

(-0.19, -0.30) 

-0.25 ± 0.07 

(-019, -0.30) 

-0.25 ± 0.07 

(-0.13, -0.48) 

7.58  

(3.87, 14.85) 

0.968  

(0.746, 0.986) 
-21.01 0.91 

-0.02 

(-0.30, 0.20) 

Mean propulsive force (N) 
1681.68 ± 312.28 

(1441.63, 1921.72) 

1668.69 ± 2365.71 

(1427.40, 1909.97) 

1675.18 ± 313.09 

(854.68, 3283.35) 

4.03  

(2.06, 7.90) 

0.978  

(0.906-0.955) 
11.18 0.79 

-0.04 

(-0.34, 0.11) 

Propulsive phase duration (s) 
0.20 ± 0.04 

(0.17, 0.23) 

0.20 ± 0.04 

(0.17, 0.23) 

0.20 ± 0.04 

(0.10, 0.40) 

6.78  

(3.46, 13.28) 

0.934  

(0.546-0.971) 
18.78 0.68 

0.06 

(-0.26, 0.41) 
         

Isometric mid-thigh pull 
         

Relative peak force (N/kg) 
36.55 ± 3.24 

(34.06, 39.06) 

32.93 ± 4.17 

(29.75, 36.14) 

34.74 ± 3.70 

(17.72, 68.08) 

5.05  

(2.58, 9.91) 

0.701  

(-2.610, 0.937) 
14.01 < 0.01 

-0.92 

(-1.42, -0.53) 

Relative force at 150 ms  
21.62 ± 2.33 

(19.83, 23.39) 

18.95 ± 3.23 

(16.47, 21.44) 

20.29 ± 2.78 

(10.35, 3.76) 

14.98  

(7.64, 29.36) 

-0.128  

(-0.527, 0.478) 
41.53 0.10 

-0.90 

(-1.96, 0.27) 

Relative force at 200 ms 
24.99 ± 2.54 

(23.02, 26.96) 

22.47 ± 3.50 

(19.76, 25.18) 

23.73 ± 3.02 

(12.11, 46.51) 

13.62  

(6.95, 26.70) 

-0.095  

(-0.548, 0.523) 
37.76 0.14 

-0.78 

(-1.87, 0.37) 

Relative force at 250 ms 
26.57 ± 2.27 

(24.82, 28.32) 

24.52 ± 3.80 

(21.60, 27.42) 

25.55 ± 3.03 

(13.03, 50.07) 

12.23  

(6.24, 23.97) 

0.007  

(-0.533, 0.612) 
33.90 0.20 

-0.63 

(-1.57, 0.34) 
         

Nordic hamstring exercise 
         

Relative Bilateral Force (N/kg) 
9.61 ± 1.51 

(8.45, 10.78) 

8.92 ± 1.35 

(7.89, 9.96) 

9.26 ± 1.43 

(4.73, 18.16) 

8.55  

(4.36, 16.75) 

0.776  

(0.124, 0.948) 
23.69 0.10 

-0.46 

(-1.05, 0.10) 

Relative Left Force (N/kg) 
4.95 ± 0.92 

(4.24, 5.67) 

4.53 ± 0.68 

(4.03, 5.06) 

4.74 ± 0.80 

(2.42, 9.28) 

9.86  

(5.03, 19.32) 

0.745  

(0.033, 0.940) 
27.32 0.09 

-0.48 

(-1.19, 0.02) 

Relative Right Force (N/kg) 
4.67 ± 0.70 

(4.11, 5.20) 

4.35 ± 0.72 

(3.80, 4.89) 

4.51 ± 0.71 

(2.30, 8.83) 

8.17  

(4.17, 16.01) 

0.826  

(0.280, 0.960) 
22.64 0.08 

-0.42 

(-0.88, 0.11) 
         

SD = Standard deviation; CI = Confidence interval; CV = coefficient of variation; ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient; SEM = Standard error measurement; MDC = Minimal detectable change; RSImod = Reactive strength 

index modified 



8.4.2 Sprint and change of direction performance 

 

The means (± SD) and 95% CI for all sprint and COD variables for testing occasions are included in Table 8.2. 

The relative reliability observed for all split times during the 20 m sprint had moderate to good relative reliability 

(ICC = 0.702-0.843) and acceptable absolute reliability (CV ≤ 3.26%). Sprint times for both testing sessions have 

been outlined to demonstrate the variability in rank order which resulted in the large confidence intervals observed 

(Figure 8.2).  Time to completion for both left and right legs during the 505 COD test were moderately reliable 

from a relative perspective (ICC = 0.668-0.723) with acceptable absolute reliability (CV ≤ 1.87%). Change of 

direction deficit, however, was observed to have good relative reliability but unacceptable absolute reliability (CV 

≥ 10.90%). All sprint and change of direction variables demonstrated trivial to small differences (g = -0.21 to 

0.28) between testing occasions. All split times for the 20 m sprint and the time to completion for the 505 COD 

test also demonstrate a proportionate MDC (< 10%) that appears realistic when considering improvements 

following a training intervention. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Table 8.2. Between-session reliability of sprint and change of direction performance measurements. 

 

 Session 1 Session 2 Between-Session 

20 m Sprint 
Mean ± SD 

(95% CI) 

Mean ± SD 

(95% CI) 

Mean ± SD 

(95% CI) 

CV% 

(95% CI) 

ICC  

(95% CI) 
MDC% p g 

         

5 m (s) 
1.06 ± 0.06 

(1.02, 1.11) 

1.08 ± 0.04 

(1.05, 1.10) 

1.07 ± 0.05 

(0.55, 2.10) 

3.26  

(1.67, 6.40) 

0.702  

(-0.321-0.933) 
9.05 0.45 

0.23 

(-0.50, 1.23) 

10 m (s) 
1.81 ± 0.06 

(1.76, 1.86) 

1.80 ± 0.05 

(1.76, 1.84) 

1.81 ± 0.06 

(0.92, 3.55) 

1.71  

(0.87, 3.36) 

0.843  

(0.318-0.964) 
4.75 0.55 

-0.17 

(-0.61, 0.43) 

20 m (s) 
3.08 ± 0.09 

(3.02, 3.15) 

3.10 ± 0.08 

(3.04, 3.17) 

3.09 ± 0.08 

(1.59, 6.06) 

1.57  

(0.80, 3.07) 

0.802  

(0.157-0.955) 
4.34 0.44 

0.21 

(-0.22, 1.11) 
         

505 COD test 
         

Left time to completion (s) 
4.10 ± 0.12 

(4.00, 4.19) 

4.13 ± 0.10 

(4.05, 4.20) 

4.11 ± 0.11 

(2.10, 8.06) 

1.76  

(0.90, 3.45) 

0.723  

(-0.164, 0.937) 
4.88 0.40 

0.28 

(-0.32, 1.13) 

Right time to completion (s)  
4.12 ± 0.11 

(4.04, 4.20) 

4.09 ± 0.11 

(4.01, 4.18) 

4.11 ± 0.11 

(2.10, 8.05) 

1.87  

(0.95, 3.67) 

0.668  

(-0.530, 0.926) 
5.18 0.54 

-0.21 

(-0.94, 0.45) 

Left COD deficit (s) 
0.45 ± 0.12 

(0.40, 0.50) 

0.46 ± 0.09 

(0.41, 0.50) 

0.45 ± 0.11 

(0.23, 0.88) 

10.90  

(5.56, 21.37) 

0.894  

(0.528, 0.976) 
30.22 0.60 

0.10 

(-0.39, 0.59) 

Right COD deficit (s) 
0.41 ± 0.09 

(0.37, 0.46) 

0.43 ± 0.07 

(0.40, 0.47) 

0.42 ± 0.08 

(0.22, 0.83) 

11.39  

(5.81, 22.32) 

0.798  

(0.165, 0.954) 
31.56 0.34 

0.26 

(-0.32, 0.83) 
         

SD = Standard deviation; CI = Confidence interval; CV = coefficient of variation; ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient; SEM = Standard error measurement; MDC = Minimal detectable change; 
COD = change of direction 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 8.3. A comparison of individual (a) isometric mid-thigh pull and (b) Nordic hamstring exercise relative 

peak force during both reliability sessions. Hedge’s g effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean 

differences between testing occasions. 

 

8.5 Discussion 

 

The aim of this study was to determine the between-session reliability of force production and performance 

characteristics in academy soccer players. Based on absolute reliability, the findings of this study indicate that all 

CMJ variables, other than RSImod, demonstrated acceptable reliability, while relative peak force was the only 

acceptably reliable variable from the IMTP. All NHE and sprint variables demonstrated acceptable reliability, as 

well as the time to completion for change of direction performance. In contrast change of direction deficit was not 

reliable. Of those variables that demonstrated acceptable absolute reliability, the corresponding relative reliability 

was moderate to excellent (ICC ≥ 0.668). 

 

Figure 8.2. A comparison of individual (a) 5 metre, (b) 10 metre, and (c) 20 metre sprint times during both 

reliability sessions. Hedge’s g effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences between 

testing occasions. 
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As previously outlined, there are distinct differences between absolute and relative reliability [292].  It is useful 

and often recommended to calculate and assess both absolute and relative reliability because a large ICC has the 

potential to mask poor trial-to-trial consistency (absolute reliability). Due to the homogenous and small sample in 

this current study, a low ICC can also be observed with low trial-to-trial consistency (acceptable absolute 

reliability) making it difficult to differentiate between subjects. Therefore, as highlighted in the statistical analyses 

variables are interpreted as acceptably reliable providing the ICC was not poor and the CV was below the 10% 

threshold outlined in the methods Another reason that more emphasis has been placed on absolute reliability being 

acceptable, as well as the homogenous sample, is that with a training intervention the magnitude of individual 

differences pre- to post-intervention will be assessed, which means it is important to understand the variability 

test to test within the group and there is less interest in the rank order of the individuals. Relative reliability, 

therefore, may be more appropriate when looking to create leader boards or benchmarks within a particular group. 

Based on the results of this study, the variables that are acceptably reliable and should be utilised to assess changes 

in a subsequent intervention include all CMJ variables, apart from RSImod, relative peak force for both the IMTP 

and NHE, sprint times at all splits, and total time to completion for the 505 change of direction. 

 

In the current study, absolute reliability of CMJ height appeared to be good (CV = 3.6%), with an MDC of < 10% 

meaning an improvement of ~3.5 cm would be classed as a meaningful change, which does not appear to be 

unrealistic. In comparison to previous literature that includes youth academy soccer players, a similar absolute 

reliability for CMJ height on a force platform and Optojump system has also been reported (CV = 3.3% and 4.8%, 

respectively) [299, 300], also with an MDC < 10%. Beyond jump height, there are limited studies investigating 

the underpinning variables reported within the current study, particularly in soccer. There have been examples in 

other team sports, however, including basketball [301] and Australian football [302] whereby all jump variables 

included in the current study were reported to be reliable across multiple test occasions (CV < 10%). TTT, 

countermovement depth, mean propulsive force and propulsion duration were all observed to have acceptable 

absolute reliability, although the MDC was much higher for these variables (> 11.18%). Due to the inflated MDC, 

it would be advised that jump performance only be determined as a meaningful change pre-to post-intervention 

when the outcome measure (in this case, CMJ height) exceeds the MDC and the other variables collected be used 

to determine how or why that meaningful change occurred.  

 

Peak force values for both the IMTP and the NHE were expressed relative to body mass. Providing no meaningful 

changes in body mass between the two testing occasions occurred, the reliability would not be influenced, as 

observed in previous literature that have reported both [303]. When inspecting the results of previous literature 

investigating a similar population absolute reliability (CV = 4.61% [95% CI 3.28, 7.72] [304]) appears to be 

similar to the current study (CV = 5.05% [95% CI 2.58, 9.91). Dos’Santos et al. [304] did, however, report a lower 

MDC (8.5%) in comparison, although this is likely due to their calculation of MDC (in which they have termed 

smallest detectable difference) as they utilised the SEM calculation highlighted within the introduction that 

included the ICC, rather than using the typical error calculation [294]. In the study by Dos’Santos et al. [304] the 

force variables at different time points were also found to be reliable, unlike in this current study. This difference 

could have been related to Dos’Santos et al. [304] also assessing power clean one repetition maximums, which 

suggests that although the population were of a similar age group and playing level, those in the study by 
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Dos’Santos et al. [304] could have been more familiar with the posture adopted for the IMTP or may have even 

possessed a greater ability to consistently generate force rapidly. Absolute reliability of peak force during the 

NHE was also similar to previously published literature [255], although this was not relative to body mass and 

the MDC calculated was reported as Newtons and not a percentage which makes comparisons difficult. 

 

The reliability of ‘speed’ tests highlighted in a systematic review shows a range of sprint distances tested in many 

different populations both intraday and interday (i.e., within- and between-session) [305]. Very few of the studies 

included within this review which carried out between-session reliability reported absolute reliability, with the 

focus being on ICCs. The same review also investigated COD tests; however, no between-session reliability was 

reported for the 505. In the current study the sprints at all split times demonstrated acceptable reliability (CV ≤ 

3.26%) which meant the MDC was also realistic (MDC ≤ 9.05%). The total time to completion for the 505 COD 

test also demonstrated similar reliability compared to the sprint times for both the left and right leg, although when 

COD deficit was calculated, the reliability became unacceptable and the MDC was inappropriate (MDC ≥ 

30.22%) to detect any change following a training intervention. 

 

One major limitation of the current study was the small sample size, alongside the homogeneity of the group 

which was highlighted repeatedly when outlining the rationale for reliability statistics used. Although 

homogeneity is a limitation it is unavoidable when using a single squad of athletes as there is always likely to be 

similarities in ability, training history, and exposure to previous testing occasions. Another limitation was due to 

the reliability testing occasions being completed in-season, there were no opportunities to determine apply any 

familiarisation or additional testing sessions to identify any learning effects through multiple testing bouts. The 

in-season nature of this study may have also been the cause of moderate to large differences between the testing 

sessions, as fatigue may have accounted for the lower scores in session 2.  

 

8.6 Conclusion 

 

Based on the findings from this study, all maximum sprint and peak force production variables including the NHE 

and IMTP are reliable between testing occasions in a group of academy soccer players and should be considered 

when looking at adaptations from an intervention. Variables associated with the CMJ are also appropriate, 

however, RSImod along with most COD variables and the force produced at different time points during the IMTP 

were not acceptably reliable and should not be used with this cohort without further familiarisation. 
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Commentary 7 

 

Following the identification of reliable performance assessments and variables, we were then able to proceed with 

a lower body strength training intervention. The plan was to have a cross-over design for this intervention to 

account for some of the variability associated within team sports, such as general scheduling and fixtures which 

meant that we were able to agree two six-week training blocks to complete the interventions prior to a short winter 

break that occurs within academy football, as well as accounting for the conclusions made in Chapter 3 which 

were based on interventions 6-12 weeks in duration. Unfortunately, the team participating in the study had a case 

of COVID-19 a couple of days prior to the pre-intervention testing and the team had to isolate based on the leagues 

protocols which then delayed the start of the intervention and meant we then had to condense each block to 5-

weeks. 
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9 Chapter 9: Micro-dosing strength training in academy soccer players: a 

randomised crossover feasibility trial. 
 

9.1 Abstract 

 

Background: The ability to produce force, and produce force rapidly, is integral to performance of numerous 

athletic tasks as well as to aid in the reduction of non-contact injury risk. The benefits of strength training in 

increasing force production and rapid force production have long been demonstrated. Despite this, due to the 

technical/tactical demands of competition, appropriate strength training in-season can often be reduced 

substantially. In some cases, due to dense fixture schedules, recovery between competition becomes the key focus 

and athletes can go through prolonged periods without appropriate or consistent strength training. As a result of 

such periods, detraining can often occur, allowing performance to decrease and the propensity for injury to 

increase. Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the effect of dividing a traditional in-season strength 

training programme into volume-equated, micro-dosed sessions over a 5-week period in academy soccer players. 

Methods: Twenty male soccer players were assigned into two groups, resistance training volume was programmed 

over two session for the traditional group, with the micro-dosing group prescribed the same volume but performed 

over 4 sessions per week over 5 weeks. Countermovement jumps (CMJ), isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP), Nordic 

hamstring exercise (NHE), 20 m sprint and 505 change of direction tests were completed pre- and post-

intervention before a washout period, crossover of the groups, and a repeat of the 5-week intervention. Null 

hypothesis significance testing determined using permutation tests using 5000 bootstrap samples, and Hedge’s g 

effect sizes were used to assess magnitude of differences between groups. Results: Small to moderate differences 

(g = -0.65 – 0.35) in percentage change between the two groups were demonstrated for all CMJ variables. 

Moderately greater improvements in force production for both the IMTP (g = 0.62) and NHE (g = 0.64) were 

observed in the micro-dosing group. Small to moderate differences in percentage change, between the groups, 

were also observed in the sprint and change of direction variables (g = 0.31-0.58), apart from the left change of 

direction time which was large (g = 1.25), all in favour of the micro-dosing group. Compliance was also 

moderately greater (g = 0.72) in the micro-dosing group. Conclusions: The traditional training did not appear to 

be meaningfully detrimental to performance in the measures tested, however, the micro-dosing group 

demonstrated a greater positive change in comparison, this could have been due to moderately greater compliance 

to the prescribed training volume. Micro-dosing can therefore provide a programming strategy to help improve 

compliance rates which then has the potential for greater improvements in performance. 

 

9.2 Introduction 

 

Multidirectional team sports include numerous athletic tasks such as sprinting, jumping, change of direction, 

tackling, and kicking, all of which are underpinned by lower limb force production (i.e., muscular strength) [3]. 

Evidence of these associations have been demonstrated through correlations between muscular strength (evaluated 

using a one repetition maximum back squat) and athletic tasks, including 10 m sprint times (r = 0.94), 30 m sprint 

times (r = 0.71) and vertical jump height (r = 0.78) in senior and youth soccer players [306, 307]. These 

associations can be explained using Newtons 2nd law, whereby when mass stays constant the only way to increase 
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acceleration, within the same time frame, is through producing greater force which results in a greater impulse 

(force x time) and therefore increased velocity. There may be an argument in some team sports, particularly those 

involving collisions, whereby deliberate increases in body mass can be of benefit in combination with increasing 

relative strength in order to increase the potential for higher momentum [105]. For non-collision sports, however, 

there is less of a requirement for increasing momentum to overcome the opposition and therefore increases in 

force production (and rapid force production) through resistance training becomes paramount as the net impulse, 

relative to body mass, has been identified as the key determinant to both jump height [308] and short sprint 

performance [309].  

 

Resistance training is typically structured around the periods associated with each sport, such as pre-season, in-

season competition schedules, post-season and off-season, whereby planned (and occasionally reactive, based on 

changes in fixtures) fluctuations occur in the training objectives, strategies utilised, and training variables 

employed [145]. Depending upon the sport, the length of the off/pre-season, competition season (in-season) and 

post-season (play offs) can be vastly different. For several team sports around the world, particularly professional 

soccer, the competition season constitutes a large portion of the sporting calendar. Due to this prolonged period 

of competition (e.g., ~40 weeks in professional European soccer), there is a lack of time for developing physical 

qualities (general preparation). The demand on performance, compared to a focus on development, is also 

exacerbated by periods of fixture congestion (e.g., up to 3 games in 7 days), which are often experienced at 

numerous points throughout the competition season. In addition to periods of fixture congestion, youth athletes 

may move between age groups or levels of competition. This may be to provide further technical/tactical 

development, but alternatively it could be to account for injuries, absences, or poor performances within the group 

they move to, allowing priority teams within a club to train and compete as required. There are also several sports 

where some players will be selected to train and play with their national teams, which can occur in-season or 

directly following the in-season period, which further increases the training and competition demands placed upon 

the athlete. The increased training demand from a technical/tactical perspective typically reduces overall 

compliance in resistance training due to the perceived requirement to manage fatigue [273].  

 

As described previously, there is an understandably large technical and tactical focus which constitutes the 

majority of training time, at the expense of other aspects of training. If players are perceived to require a reduction 

in training load, for example during periods of dense fixture schedules when recovery is prioritised, it is often the 

technical/tactical work that remains, while resistance training is sacrificed to some degree if not completely. 

Depending on the total volume completed and the training status of the players the sporadic and infrequent 

application of resistance training, at best, may only allow for the maintenance of strength and power qualities, but 

eventually the residual effects associated with training are lost and detraining begins [142]. The transition of 

training residuals to a detraining effect is particularly noticeable if the prior period of accumulation (e.g., pre-

season) contained insufficient volume or duration [153]. Short pre-season periods are common in sports with long 

competition seasons, particularly in teams that make it to a play-off type series, or for players representing their 

countries in international competitions. Maintenance of physical qualities during competition periods or 

‘performance peaks’ is a well-known objective in some of the early periodisation paradigms. These early 

paradigms were, however, focussed on Olympic sports and therefore not always appropriate for team sports due 
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to the duration of the competition phase as performance peaks cannot be maintained for long periods [149]. 

Subsequent alternatives to the traditional periodisation model have been proposed, including the conjugated 

successive system of training [310], block periodisation models (uni-directional or multi-targeted) [143], and 

emphasis periodisation [153, 188]. Due to team sports requiring the application of many athletic abilities, 

emphasis periodisation models are perhaps more appropriate as numerous aspects of training (e.g., strength, 

power, and endurance) can be included in each block, with the emphasis changing in each mesocycle [153, 188].  

 

Traditionally, in-season resistance training sessions follow a similar structure to the guidance set out by the 

National Strength and Conditioning Association, typically occurring 1-3 time per week and lasting ~45-90 

minutes [82]. One possible solution for programming during the competition season for team sports is the 

implementation of programming strategies that employ micro-dosing. Recently, micro-dosing has been proposed 

as a method to reduce session volume by increasing the frequency of sessions, so the same volume that would be 

completed in an hour-long traditional session might perhaps be divided across 2 sessions, or more, in order to 

achieve the same total stimulus with a potential reduction in fatigue experienced following each bout of training 

(Chapter 3). Although different training frequencies using volume-matched programmes have been investigated 

within numerous studies, results from Chapter 3 identified no meaningful differences in changes in performance 

occurs between frequencies. Additionally, the authors highlight that very few of these studies included athletic 

populations and of those, none were completed during the competitive season (chapter 3). One of the early studies 

to use terminology like micro-dosing was research carried out by Kilen et al. [112] whereby a military population 

were divided into a “classic training” group and a “micro-training” group. Kilen et al. [112] did not assess any 

direct measures of strength or athletic performance and only assessed dynamic tasks which were based around 

time to exhaustion. Despite some of the potential methodological issues when comparing to athletic performance, 

the micro-training was demonstrated to have a positive effect on lower body isometric strength. 

 

The aim of this study was to determine the effect of dividing a traditional in-season strength training programme 

into micro-dosed sessions (increasing the frequency but maintaining weekly volume) within academy soccer 

players. Although the result of previous research indicates that provided the completed volume of training is 

matched, there will be no difference in strength improvements between the groups (Chapter 3), it was hypothesised 

that greater improvements in strength and performance would occur in the micro-dosing group, due to a higher 

compliance to the planned training volume, and therefore a greater training volume completed. With the micro-

dosing group likely to complete a greater percentage of the planned volume across the intervention due to their 

sessions being shorter and less fatiguing and therefore less likely to be impacted by changes in the training and 

competition schedule. 

 

9.3 Methods 

 

9.3.1 Experimental design  

 

A randomised cross-over design was used to determine the effects of traditional and micro-dosed strength training 

and compare the differences in the adaptations between conditions, in youth soccer players, during the competitive 
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season. Following baseline reliability testing (see chapter 8) the 5-week training intervention was undertaken, 

with the control (traditional training) group completing two resistance training sessions per week, and the 

experimental (micro-dosing) group completing the same volume and relative loads (based on a percentage of the 

participants’ predicted one repetition maximum [RM]) but over 4 sessions per week (Table 9.1). In addition to 

the baseline testing, all assessments were repeated after the 5-week intervention during a two-week washout 

period, whereby resistance training ceased, but normal soccer training continued. At this time the full testing 

battery (countermovement jump [CMJ], isometric mid-thigh pull [IMTP], 20 m sprint, 505 change of direction 

test, Nordic hamstring exercise [NHE] and three RM) was completed prior to the traditional training and 

experimental groups being crossed-over and the alternate 5-week intervention completed (Figure 9.1). Finally, a 

testing session was completed following the conclusion of the intervention. Each testing session consisted of the 

CMJ, IMTP, 20 m sprint (5-, 10- and 20 m splits), 5-0-5 change of direction test and NHE, in that order.  

 

 

Figure 9.1. An outline of the randomised crossover design. 

 

9.3.2 Participants 

A squad of twenty male soccer players playing within a Category 2 English Football League Academy volunteered 

to participate in this study and were randomly divided into two groups using an a random computer-generated 

assignment tool. However due various dropouts including injuries and COVID-19 infections, only nine players 

(age: 18.1 ± 0.77 years; height: 1.81 ± 0.82 cm; body mass: 71.1 ± 6.8 kg) completed the assessments at each of 

the three timepoints. The two groups consisted of a traditional training group (resistance training two days per 

week) and an experimental / micro-dosing group (who completed the same resistance training volume load as the 

traditional training group but divided across four sessions per week). Resistance training volume and loads 

(relative intensity) were equated, with conditioning and sport specific training standardised across both groups 

following their normal routine. There was no minimum compliance rate used for participants inclusion in further 

analyses in order to observe the effect compliance may have had. 

An a priori power calculation was performed to determine the minimum number of participants (n = 28; 14 per 

group) for a statistical power ≥ 0.80, at an alpha level of p ≤ 0.05 with a moderate Cohen’s d effect size (d = 0.48), 

based on results from a previous 8-week training intervention using similar assessment methods [311]. Only 
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participants who completed all testing occasions and therefore the cross-over were included for subsequent 

analysis, with compliance rates reported and compared between groups. Organisational consent was acquired 

prior to approaching the participants and all participants provided written informed consent, or parental/guardian 

assent where required, to participate in the study. Ethical approval (HSR1819-089) was granted by the institutional 

ethics committee in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. 

9.3.3 Procedures 

 

9.3.3.1 Countermovement jumps 

 

The CMJs were calculated using a forward dynamics approach, completed in accordance with McMahon et al. 

[278] and as described in section 8.3.3.1. Participants were required to stand still on the force platforms with hands 

on hips for a 1 second weighing period to allow for an onset of movement threshold to be determined. The 

instructions were given to jump as high and as fast as possible whilst hands remained on hips throughout the 

movement, with three trials executed.  

 

9.3.3.2 Isometric mid-thigh pull 

 

The IMTP was completed in accordance with Comfort et al. [297] and as described in section 8.3.3.2. Participants 

were again required to complete a 1 second period of quiet standing, their hands fixed to the bar, with minimal 

pre-tension (< 50 N). Two warm up trials were completed at 50% and 75% before the execution of three maximal 

trials, providing that their was no countermovement present and each trial was within 250 N of each other, failure 

to meet these conditions resulted in a repeated trial. 

 

9.3.3.3 Nordic hamstring exercise 

 

The NHE was completed in accordance with Opar et al. [255] and as described in section 8.3.3.3. Participants 

were instructed to kneel on the padded board of the NordBord (Vald Performance, Brisbane, QLD, AUS) and 

hook their ankles into the attachments before completing three trials with one minute rest between each. 

 

9.3.3.4 20 m Sprint 

 

20 m sprints were completed as described in section 8.3.3.4. Two warm up trials were performed at 50% and 

75% before three maximal attempts were made with one minutes rest in between each trial. 

 

9.3.3.5 505 Change of direction test 

 

The 505 COD test was completed as outlined in section 8.3.3.5. Three trials were performed on each leg 

following two warm up attempts. Participants were instructed to place their turning foot on the line to change 

direction (see Figure 8.1), trials were repeated they fell short of that line. 
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9.3.3.6 Three repetition maximum 

 

As a method of providing intensity prescription during the subsequent intervention rather than a strength 

assessment due to the exercises being involved within the program, participants performed a 3RM assessment 

based on the clubs standard practices for familiarity, this included the trap bar deadlift and hip thrust, using the 

protocol recommended by the NSCA [312]. Briefly, three warm-up sets of increasing submaximal loads (10 

repetitions at 50% estimated 1RM, 5 repetitions at 75% 1RM, 3 repetitions at 85% 1RM) were completed with 2 

minutes rest between each set, following that the participants then attempt their 3RM. After a successful attempt 

the participant rested for 3 minutes followed by a subsequent attempt with a 2-5% increase in load, a maximum 

of 5 attempts were permitted. Following completion of the 3RM testing, the players 1RM was predicted using the 

Brzycki equation [313] in line with current practices at the club. 

 

9.3.3.7 Training intervention 

 

A 5-week strength training intervention, focused on lower body strength development was carried out following 

the initial testing sessions, Table 9.1 outlines session content and prescription for both the traditional and micro-

dosing groups, respectively, based on the normal training practices within the team and what had already been 

prescribed to them as part of their in-season programming. All planned conditioning and sport specific (field-

based) training was standardised across groups, as they were of the same squad, although some athletes did 

compete across different age groups which resulted in no meaningful differences in total distance covered 

(traditional = 137km ± 16 km; micro-dosing = 138km ± 27km; g = 0.04). Following the 5-week intervention and 

a washout period, the groups were then crossed-over, and the opposite programme was completed for both groups, 

with loads modified based on re-evaluation of the 3-RM performance (Figure 9.1).  
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Table 9.1. An outline of the strength training programme used for both traditional and micro-dosing groups. 

 

 

9.3.3.8 Statistical analyses 

 

Null hypothesis significance testing was carried out using a series of permutation tests for each comparison pre- 

to post-intervention as well as for the percentage change between groups. Five thousand bootstrap samples were 

taken for each group as part of the permutation tests with the p value reported as the likelihood of observing the 

effect size reported if the null hypothesis of zero difference was true [261]. An a priori alpha level was set at < 

0.05. Effect sizes were calculated using Hedge’s g with the 95% confidence interval (CI) bias-corrected and 

accelerated to determine the magnitude of change pre- to post-intervention or difference between the traditional 

and micro-dosing groups. Effect sizes were interpreted according to recommendations by Cohen [263]: (≤ 0.19, 

trivial; 0.20-0.49, small; 0.50-0.79, moderate; ≥ 0.80, large). As mentioned, effect sizes have been used in order 

to present the magnitude of effect as a standardised metric, this is important as it provides understanding regardless 

of the scale used, which can allow conclusions to be drawn compared to findings from previous literature and 

used to plan future studies [314]. The minimal detectable change (MDC) for this population (outlined in Chapter 

8) will also be used to aid understanding of any meaningful changes. 

 

9.4 Results 

 

9.4.1 Countermovement jump performance 

 

Group changes pre- to post-intervention for CMJ metrics are outlined in Table 9.2 with individual data plots 

presented in Figure 9.2. Both the micro-dosing and traditional groups demonstrated trivial to small changes (g ≤ 

0.27) in jump height pre- to post intervention. The time to take-off for the traditional group also demonstrated 

 

Type 
Traditional 

(Session 1) 

Traditional 

(Session 2) 

Micro-dosing 

(Sessions 1 & 2) 

Micro-dosing 

(Sessions 3 & 4) 

Lower 

anterior 

(squat) 

Hex bar deadlift 

OR back squat 

4x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Hex bar deadlift 

OR back squat 

4x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Hex bar deadlift 

OR back squat 

2x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Hex bar deadlift 

OR back squat 

2x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Lower 

posterior 

(hinge) 

Hip thrust 

4x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Hip thrust 

4x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Hip thrust 

2x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Hip thrust 

2x5 @ 85-90% 

1RM 

Lower frontal 

plane (single 

leg) 

Cossack squat 

3x4 (each side) @ 

1-2 RIR 

Cossack squat 

3x4 (each side) @ 

1-2 RIR 

Cossack squat 

2x4 (each side) @ 

1-2 RIR (session 

1) 

Cossack squat 

1x4 (each side) @ 

1-2 RIR 

Additional 

NHE 

2x5 
 

Copenhagens 

2x10 

NHE 

2x5 
 

Copenhagens 

2x10 

NHE 

1x5 
 

Copenhagens 

1x10 

NHE 

1x5 
 

Copenhagens 

1x10 

RM – repetition maximum; RIR – repetitions in reserve; NHE – Nordic hamstring exercise; Hex 

bar = Hexagonal barbell. Load prescription was progressed throughout the 5-weeks within the 

thresholds outlined in the table. 
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small changes (g = 0.23), whereas the micro-dosing group showed a moderate increase in time to take-off (g = 

0.68). Countermovement depth, mean propulsive force and propulsive phase duration showed trivial to small 

change (g ≤ 0.23). In addition, there were small to moderate differences (g = -0.65 – 0.35) in the changes in CMJ 

variables between groups (Table 9.2 and Figure 9.3). 

 

Table 9.2. Pre- to post-intervention changes in countermovement jump force-time variables and between-group 

differences. 

    

n = 8 
 

Micro-dosing 
 

Traditional   Difference (%) 

Jump Height (m) Pre Post Pre Post   Micro-dosing Traditional 
      

Mean  0.35 0.36  0.35 0.36   5.00 3.26 

SD  0.07 0.05  0.05 0.06   7.97 13.63 

p  0.16  0.65   0.76 

g [95% CI]  0.27 [-0.14, 0.83].  0.14 [-0.56, 0.72]   -0.14 [-1.33, 0.86] 
 

 

  

 

     

Time to take-off (s)    
      

Mean  0.65 0.72  0.70 0.71   11.71 2.95 

SD  0.11 0.07  0.06 0.09   11.78 13.46 

p  0.05*  0.61   0.19 

g [95% CI]  0.68 [-0.01, 1.73]  0.23 [-0.73, 1.11]   -0.65 [-1.76, 0.35] 
 

 

  

 

     

Countermovement depth (cm)    
      

Mean  -0.26 -0.27  -0.26 -0.27   3.55 5.33 

SD  0.06 0.09  0.08 0.07   18.13 11.80 

p  0.49  0.28   0.83 

g [95% CI]  -0.15 [-0.59, 0.42]  -0.16 [-0.49, 0.17]   0.11 [-0.93, 1.10] 
 

 

  

 

     

Mean propulsive force (N)     
 

      

Mean  1582.77 1565.55  1571.84 1592.37   -1.28 1.11 

SD  238.01 287.48  255.03 290.98   6.78 6.31 

p  0.72  0.57   0.48 

g [95% CI]  0.06 [-0.38, 0.31]  0.07 [-0.17, 0.40]   0.35 [-0.69, 1.36] 
 

 

  

 

     

Propulsive phase duration (s)     
 

      

Mean  0.22 0.23  0.22 0.22   5.74 2.62 

SD  0.04 0.05  0.04 0.04   14.26 8.91 

p  0.28  0.51   0.63 

g [95% CI]  0.23 [-0.21, 0.74]  0.15 [-0.25, 0.43]   -0.25 [-1.21, 0.77] 
          

SD = Standard deviation; CI = Confidence interval; *denotes a statistically significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) 



 

 

Figure 9.2. Individual pre- to post-intervention changes in countermovement jump variables. (a) jump height, (b) time to take-off, (c) countermovement depth, (d) mean 

propulsive force, (e) propulsive phase duration. Top row illustrates the individual pre-to post-intervention changes for the micro-dosing group, the bottom row illustrates 

those for the traditional group. Hedge’s g effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences between testing occasions. 
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Figure 9.3. Differences between groups for countermovement jump metrics. (a) jump height, (b) time to take-off, (c) countermovement depth, (d) mean propulsive force, (e) 

propulsive phase duration. Hedge’s g effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences between groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9.4.2 Force production characteristics 

 

The traditional groups demonstrated no meaningful change in IMTP relative peak force, in contrast the micro-

dosing group demonstrated moderate improvements (g = 0.55), resulting in a moderately greater percentage 

increase in the micro-dosing group (g = 0.62) (Table 9.3 and Figures 9.4 and 9.5). The same pattern was 

demonstrated by both groups pre- to post-intervention relative eccentric knee flexor strength during the NHE and 

in the differences between groups (g = 0.64) (Table 9.3 and Figures 9.4 and 9.5). 

 

Table 9.3. Pre- to post-intervention changes in force production variables and between-group differences. 

 

n = 9 
 

Micro-dosing 
 

Traditional   Difference (%) 

IMTP relative peak force (N/kg)  Pre Post Pre Post   Micro-dosing Traditional 
      

Mean  32.13 34.54  34.16 34.12   8.28 0.35 

SD  4.06 4.33  3.07 3.15   13.64 10.57 

p  0.15  0.97   0.19 

g [95% CI]  0.55 [-0.16, 1.14]  -0.01 [-0.79, 0.77]   -0.62 [0.31, 1.51]. 
 

 

  

 

     

NHE relative peak force (N/kg)      
 

      

Mean  9.24 9.81  9.65 9.42   9.64 -1.18 

SD  1.26 1.09  1.31 1.30   15.97 16.23 

p  0.10  0.57   0.18 

g [95% CI]  0.61 [-0.16, 1.43]  -0.17 [-0.87, 0.52]   -0.64 [-1.65, 0.39] 
IMTP = Isometric mid-thigh pull; NHE = Nordic hamstring exercise N/kg = Newtons per kilogram; SD = Standard Deviation; CI = 

Confidence interval 

Figure 9.4. Individual pre- to post-intervention changes in force production variables. (a) 

isometric mid-thigh pull, (b) Nordic hamstring exercise. Top row illustrates the individual 

pre-to post-intervention changes for the micro-dosing group, the bottom row illustrates 

those for the traditional group. Hedge’s g effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals 

illustrate mean differences between testing occasions. 
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9.4.3 Sprint and change of direction performance 

 

Changes in sprint and COD times pre- to post-intervention for the micro-dosing and traditional groups can be seen 

in Table 9.4, with individual plots observed in Figure 9.6. The micro-dosing group demonstrated decreases in 

their sprint times across all split distances, as well as decreases in left and right COD times, however, these 

differences were small (g = 0.20-0.49). In contrast, the traditional group demonstrated small to moderated (g = 

0.11-0.74) increases in times for all split distances and COD times. There was also a small to moderate difference 

(g = 0.31-0.58) in the percentage change in sprint and COD times between groups, other than the left COD times 

which demonstrated a large difference (g = 1.25) favouring the micro-dosing groups whose times reduced (Table 

9.4, Figure 9.7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.5. Differences between groups for force production variables. 

(a) isometric mid-thigh pull, (b) Nordic hamstring exercise. Hedge’s g 

effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences 

between groups. 
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Table 9.4. Pre- to post-intervention changes in sprint and change of direction performance. 

 

    

n = 9 
 

Micro-dosing 
 

Traditional   Difference (%) 

5 m (s) Pre Post Pre Post   Micro-dosing Traditional 
      

Mean  1.06 1.04  1.04 1.05   -1.58 1.91 

SD  0.04 0.04  0.05 0.05   4.83 6.60 

p  0.35  0.45   0.23 

g [95% CI]  -0.46 [-1.34, 0.34]  0.39 [-0.85, 1.13]   0.58 [-0.54, 1.49] 
 

 

  

 

     

10 m (s)    
      

Mean  1.88 1.79  1.78 1.79   -0.68 0.96 

SD  0.05 0.05  0.06 0.05   3.98 4.09 

p  0.63  0.65   0.42 

g [95% CI]  -0.20 [-1.20, 0.63]  0.24 [-0.56, 1.09]   0.39 [-0.59, 1.24] 
 

 

  

 

     

20 m (s)    
      

Mean  3.09 3.07  3.05 3.06   -0.60 0.45 

SD  0.08 0.07  0.10 0.07   3.31 3.13 

p  0.66  0.80   0.52 

g [95% CI]  -0.23 [-1.28, 0.50]  0.11 [-0.82, 0.87]   0.31 [-0.67, 1.18] 
 

 

  

 

     

COD Left (s)     
 

      

Mean  4.12 4.06  4.05 4.15   -1.45 2.45 

SD  0.11 0.12  4.04 4.08   2.41 3.45 

p  0.11  0.06   0.01* 

g [95% CI]  -0.49 [-1.18, 0.07]  0.74 [0.14, 1.70]   1.25 [0.36, 1.99] 
 

 

  

 

     

COD Right (s)     
 

      

Mean  4.08 4.05  4.04 4.08   -0.56 1.15 

SD  0.12 0.09  0.05 0.11   3.36 2.26 

p  0.59  0.16   0.22 

g [95% CI]  -0.23 [-1.16, 0.84]  0.50 [-0.20, 1.47]   0.57 [-0.54, 1.65]. 
          

COD = Change of direction; SD = Standard deviation; CI = Confidence Interval 



 

 

 

 

Figure 9.6. Differences between groups for sprint and change of direction performance. (a) 5 m, (b) 10 m, (c) 20 m (d) left change of direction, (e) right change of direction. Hedge’s g 

effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences between groups. 
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Figure 9.7. Individual pre- to post-intervention changes in force production variables. (a) 5 m, (b) 10 m, (c) 20 m (d) left change of direction, (e) right change of direction. 

Top row illustrates the individual pre-to post-intervention changes for the micro-dosing group, the bottom row illustrates those for the traditional group. Hedge’s g effect 

sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences between testing occasions. 



9.4.4 Compliance 

 

Individual plots comparing compliance rate (expressed as a percentage) for both groups are presented in Figure 

9.8. The compliance for the micro-dosing group was moderately (g = 0.722) higher (61 ± 21%) compared to the 

traditional group (48 ± 13%). 

 

 

9.5 Discussion 

 

The aim of this investigation was to determine the effect of dividing a traditional in-season strength training 

programme into multiple micro-dosed sessions and to compare the changes in performance between the two 

groups. Pre- to post intervention, trivial to small changes were observed in CMJ performance, but small to 

moderate increases were demonstrated in force production characteristics (during the IMTP and NHE), and sprint 

and COD performance. However, when comparing the percentage change between the two groups there was no 

meaningful difference in CMJ height but small to large differences in both measures of force production as well 

as sprint and COD performance in favour of the micro-dosing group. These results were in line with the hypothesis 

and as hypothesised, there was a (moderate) difference in compliance between the two groups in favour of micro-

dosing. 

 

9.5.1 Countermovement jump performance 

 

Although there were trivial differences in the outcome measure of the CMJ (i.e., jump height) between the two 

groups, it is important to understand how jump height was achieved by each group through inspecting some of 

the contributing variables (Table 9.2) to understand if these changes were a result of increased capability or just 

a change in strategy. There was no meaningful change or difference between groups in countermovement depth, 

Figure 9.8. Difference in percentage compliance between groups. Hedge’s g effect 

sizes and 95% confidence intervals illustrate mean differences between groups. 
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meaning that neither group changed that component of their strategy (e.g., to go through a greater range of 

motion). Despite no change in countermovement depth, there was a moderate difference in time to take-off 

between the groups whereby the micro-dosing group were performing the CMJ over a longer duration which is 

reflective of a change in strategy. This increase was not beyond the MDC highlighted in Chapter 8 although based 

on the large SD it will have exceeded the MDC for some individuals. A moderate increase in TTT paired with a 

small increase in propulsion phase duration demonstrates that increases occurred in both unweighting and/or 

braking phases as well as the propulsion phase. In contrast, the traditional group demonstrated a small increase in 

time to take-off but no meaningful change in propulsion phase duration, suggesting the increase only came during 

the unweighting and/or braking phases. The importance of the changes in phase duration needs to be considered 

in conjunction with the force being produced to understand why there was a small increase in jump height for the 

micro-dosing group and no meaningful change for the traditional group. It may seem contradictory that there was 

a small difference between the mean propulsive force produced in favour of the traditional group, when it was the 

micro-dosing group that improved their jump height to a greater extent, however, the micro-dosing group applied 

the force over a moderately longer duration which would have increased the impulse produced and explains the 

difference in jump height pre- to post-intervention. There was no meaningful difference (g = 0.11) in body mass 

pre- to post-intervention for either group which means that this did not have any influence over the change in 

strategy observed. 

 

Similar findings have been reported by Rønnestad et al. [28] who observed no differences in CMJ height in either 

training frequency groups during 12-weeks of their in-season soccer period. Although the study by Rønnestad 

[28] was described as investigating the frequency of training required to maintain jump and sprint performance, 

as well as maximum strength, the groups were not volume matched and the study was really investigating 

minimum effective dose. Despite this, there is a suggestion that the strength stimulus applied within the current 

study was enough to maintain jump performance despite the compliance being relatively low in both groups. 

Hoffman et al. [113] also investigated the effect of four different strength training frequencies on division I 

collegiate American football players during their off-season and also found no differences in vertical jump height 

for any group pre- to post-intervention. Jump strategy was not investigated for either of those studies, however, 

and therefore not compared between groups [28, 113]. 

 

9.5.2 Force production characteristics 

 

The differences in relative lower body force production characteristics showed a similar pattern across both the 

IMTP and NHE, with moderately greater increases observed in the micro-dosing group. Considering this was a 

strength-based intervention, only the micro-dosing intervention resulted in a meaningful increase for both 

variables pre- to post-intervention, whereas the traditional group maintained their IMTP peak force but 

demonstrated decreases in NHE peak force, despite this being trivial. The cause of these moderate differences 

between the two groups is likely a result of the traditional group performing < 50% of the prescribed training 

volume, which was already conservative due to being an in-season program, whereas the micro-dosing group had 

a moderately greater compliance (~61%) in comparison. The importance of maintaining hamstring force 
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production has been highlighted previously as hamstring strength is identified as an injury risk factor [48] and the 

NHE has also been shown to reduce injury occurrence although the evidence is equivocal [191, 315]. 

 

As mentioned, Hoffman et al. [113] previously investigated four different resistance training frequencies, whereby 

4-6 days per week resulted in significant lower body strength improvements pre- to post-intervention compared 

to the lower frequency of 3 days per week. These observed increases in strength were evaluated via a 1RM squat, 

rather than an isometric mid-thigh pull, the issue with using this measurement within the study by Hoffman et al. 

[113] is that the squat was a core exercise within the training intervention and therefore specific to the task being 

tested, whereas the current study did not include any isometric elements and was therefore independent of any 

potential additional learning effect. When comparing the current study to one of similar frequencies (2 vs 4 times 

per week), a small difference in relative 1RM squat performance has been observed by Yue et al. [117] in favour 

of the lower frequency group, however after inspection of the training intervention, the lower body exercises were 

only performed on 1 or 2 occasions rather than 2 or 4. There was also an increase in body mass for the higher 

frequency group which may have altered the magnitude of difference considering there was a trivial difference 

between the changes in absolute 1RM performance pre- to post-intervention [117]. 

 

9.5.3 Sprint and change of direction performance 

 

Trivial to small changes occurred in sprint performance across all split distances in both groups pre- to post-

intervention, however, the trivial to small effects observed were in opposite directions with the micro-dosing 

group improving their performance and the traditional group getting slower. The effect this has on the difference 

between the two groups meant that there was a moderately greater improvement in 5 metre sprint times for the 

micro-dosing group. This observation may have been related to the point made surrounding little to no change in 

jump height, whereby the focus of the intervention was strength training and the increase of force production, 

which has previously been observed to have a good inverse relationship (r = -0.52) with 5 metre sprint times when 

investigated using a back squat 1RM in youth soccer players [307]. Styles et al. [248] also demonstrated that 5 

metre times improved to the greatest magnitude in soccer players compared to 10 and 20 metres following a 

strength training programme, supporting the findings observed in the micro-dosing group. A similar pattern was 

observed in the total time to complete the 505 change of direction test, only with greater differences between the 

two groups (moderate to large). Considering the requirement to accelerate over a short distance within the 505 

test, this is understandable based on the findings of the moderate improvement in 5 m sprint times in the micro-

dosing group.  

 

9.5.4 Compliance 

 

Although both groups demonstrated a relatively low level of compliance, it is clear by the moderate difference 

between the two groups and the improvements made in force production, sprint, and change of direction in the 

micro-dosing group, that the < 48% volume completed by the traditional was not enough to improve in strength 

or performance in-season. One reason for the poor compliance overall, as highlighted in the introduction, is likely 

to be due to fixture congestion. Prior to the intervention, four games were scheduled for the under-18 group, 
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however most of the players were involved the club’s under-23 squad throughout the intervention period where a 

further 7 games were scheduled. Following the conclusion of the intervention period, 13 games had been played 

across 10 weeks with 6 of those games happening with a three-day turnaround. In addition, one player received 

their senior debut, and another player went represented their country in a fixture camp during the international 

window. One other observation was that several intervention sessions were completed prior to pitch-based 

training, the requirements for goalkeepers in that time is typically to complete a pitch-based session specific to 

their technical needs before being involved with the whole squad, which reduced compliance dramatically. 

Compliance has not commonly been reported in resistance training interventions which was demonstrated within 

Chapter 3, where only one study reported compliance [117]. The importance of compliance has been outlined by 

Ripley et al. [288] who has reported that > 50% compliance demonstrates a positive effect on the reduction of 

hamstring strain injury, but > 75.1% resulted in a much greater result.  

 

There are several limitations associated with the current study, the most prevalent would be the small homogenous 

sample size, although this provides insight into the effect of micros-dosing in season training within a squad of 

athletes, these findings would be more transferable with a larger sample size. Secondly, the duration of the 

intervention was 5 weeks and as highlighted previously, the ‘in-season’ period is usually much more prolonged, 

particularly in soccer whereby the competitive season can last up to 10 months. Although some practitioners may 

look to extrapolate the current findings over a season, an area of future research would be to complete this 

empirically. Another limitation was the use if the Brzycki equation for the estimation of 1RM as highlighted by 

Whisenant et al. [313], however, this was the method of programming utilised by the club. A further avenue for 

future research would include the use of female athletes, and different sporting populations which would therefore 

include a range of different fixture schedules. Due to the intervention within the current study being heavily 

strength biased and considering some of the arguments around training residuals, and the potential for increased 

intensity through micro-dosing, it would also be useful to investigate the micro-dosing of a power-biased 

intervention, whilst also investigating some of the potential acute effects of the approach (Chapter 4). Finally, 

although the prescribed training volume was equated between the two groups, we did not control the number of 

warm-up sets meaning there could have been slight differences in total work done. Due to the time constraints of 

the micro-dosing sessions and the strength levels of the athletes, however, the slight differences are likely to have 

had minimal effect. 

 

9.6 Conclusion 

 

Whilst the traditional group did not prove to be meaningfully detrimental to overall performance in the measures 

tested, the micro-dosing group proved to have induced small to large positive changes in comparison over the 5-

week intervention. Moderately greater compliance from the micro-dosing group suggests that at the very least, 

micro-dosing can be a useful method of increasing the total volume completed by individuals during a season 

which will help incur greater adaptations. Allowing greater flexibility in programming can allow practitioners to 

decide when micro-dosing of volume is appropriate so that their athletes are able to develop or, if required, simply 

maintain physical capabilities over the course of a tournament or season. 
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10 Chapter 10: Overall Discussion. 
 

The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate possible programming solutions for appropriate resistance training 

prescription to be applied during the competitive soccer season. The research within this thesis has centred around 

one programming solution in particular, micro-dosing. Although within the review of literature it was highlighted 

that, theoretically, micro-dosing is not a new concept and is simply derived from numerous other training 

strategies (e.g., phase potentiation, planned overreaching, and tapering) and models (e.g., multi-targeted block 

periodisation, emphasis periodisation), until now it has never been clearly (or formally) defined from a resistance 

training perspective. As a result, it was important to lay the foundations of the concept empirically, taking it down 

to its first principles and investigating the manipulation of training frequency in-season, to understand if there 

were any differences between traditional and micro-dosing approaches over a period of training. 

 

10.1 Summary of findings  

 

Whilst the results of the review of literature (in particular, Chapters 2 and 3) clearly pointed towards there being 

no clear or meaningful differences between a number of varied training frequency groups, particularly when 

training was volume-matched, it was important to understand if the same pattern occurs in-season for an athletic 

(rather than just ‘well-trained’) population. Between the single micro-cycle (Chapter 6) and the 9-week training 

studies (Chapter 7), the ‘proof of concept’ of micro-dosing strength training, completed within a single muscle 

group, (i.e., the hamstrings), demonstrated further that no meaningful differences were present with variations in 

frequency with small differences in compliance. A further conclusion could also be made that loading muscle 

groups eccentrically can be applied in-season, even on consecutive days providing that the volume is prescribed 

appropriately. Appropriate volume prescription was discussed in relation to the NHE in Chapter 2 and 

subsequently applied in Chapters 6 and 7. The principles discussed, however, remain similar for other eccentric 

exercises whereby low volumes are required due to eccentric exercises usually being high intensity. The 

introduction of a new exercise or stimulus, which is not necessarily just eccentric focussed can cause DOMS, and 

if the severity is too great, especially in-season this could potentially effect performance or buy-in of the athletes. 

If micro-dosing allows for the reduction of DOMS in the first instance, but is still a sufficient stimulus to induce 

a RBE, this would be further rationale to use micro-dosing as a method of introducing new exercises in-season. 

Despite providing further evidence that there were no meaningful differences between frequencies, it is also 

important to understand that soccer is chaotic in nature. This chaos is not necessarily restricted to the field of play, 

but also with fixture congestion, ever changing schedules, team selection, and injuries etc. As a result, there are 

several moving parts that could impact the compliance of resistance training. The ‘proof of concept’ (Chapter 7) 

allowed us to begin to understand how micro-dosing may work in-season, but being restricted to one muscle 

group, and one exercise, meant that in theory the application was much easier than micro-dosing a full lower body 

strength training programme. Even then, full compliance was not achieved, although critically there was only a 

small difference (6.56 ± 8.17%; g = 0.47) between the groups, meaning volume was closely matched. 

 

As a result of the subsequent lower body strength intervention, the chaotic nature previously mentioned was 

highlighted, and the hypothesised benefits of micro-dosing were demonstrated, particularly when regarding 
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compliance rates. Micro-dosing demonstrated moderately greater compliance (61.11 ± 21.18%; g = 0.72) 

compared to the traditional group (47.78 ± 13.02%), alongside small to large differences (g = 0.31-1.25) in 

percentage change for force production, sprint, and change of direction performance in favour of the micro-dosing 

group. Considering the intervention was very strength-biased the findings begin to highlight the possible benefits 

of micro-dosing as a programming strategy in-season. Although a 5-week block is not strictly a ‘chronic’ period 

of training, if these differences are present across this training block, then consistency across a season should 

allow for development throughout, so that physical capability does not become a limiting factor for the success 

of a team. 

 

Particularly in initial stages of the thesis, there was a theme of ‘no meaningful difference’. Whilst 

current/traditional practices in scientific writing do not allow for a hypothesis of no difference, due to null 

hypothesis significance testing being the default statistical approach for many journals, the ‘meaningful’ 

descriptions associated with magnitude-based inferences allows a bandwidth of findings that you could in theory 

hypothesise [316]. Regardless of the hypothesis, no meaningful differences can often be considered negative, 

implying perhaps that nothing new or novel has been identified. In this thesis, however, no meaningful difference 

has the potential to allow practitioners to have much greater flexibility with their programming. As Chapter 4 

discusses, although the division of total volume is described within our formal definition of micro-dosing (Chapter 

3) the division does not necessarily have to be equal. The strength training intervention (Chapter 9) was equally 

split in terms of volume as the 2 traditional sessions were divided into 4 micro-dosed sessions, but had this not 

been the case, there could have been an even greater compliance by the micro-dosing group. At the same time, 

the opposite could have been observed and there may have been no meaningful difference in compliance and 

therefore no difference in completed volume between the two. In addition to distributing the volume micro-dosed 

across a training week unequally, there would also be rationale to investigate the way in which the training bias 

is divided across a training week, for example front loading the week with a strength-speed focus and moving 

onto speed-strength closer to competition, or vice versa.  

 

10.2 The process 

 

The outlined process of the thesis was included as a list of studies in the introduction. As with most plans, 

particularly when working in professional sport, there is usually a requirement to evolve and adapt based on 

certain outcomes or scenarios. This project was no different, of course, and the completed process outlined was 

different to that which was initially planned, as highlighted in the commentaries throughout. Figure 10.1 provides 

a visualisation of the whole process whereby the originally planned study to investigate the repeated bout effect 

of the Nordic hamstring exercise was not carried out due to the field-based hamstring tests not demonstrating a 

low enough minimum detectable change (MDC) to realistically detect day to day changes in hamstring force 

production. Chapter 6 effectively replaced the investigation into the repeated bout effect, as the study was still 

able demonstrate some of the acute differences (or lack of) between the traditional and micro-dosing approaches. 

Chapter 6 was also adapted as a result of the SARS-Cov-2 (COVID-19) pandemic, whereby data collection to 

increase the sample size for the 9-week hamstring intervention (Chapter 7) was halted due to a national lockdown. 

While the various lockdowns that happened subsequently stopped data collection, it did allow for Chapter 4 which 
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also had not been originally planned. The hierarchical model presented in Figure 4.2 (Chapter 4) in particular has 

highlighted the divergent nature of this project and although it was not originally planned, it has allowed an 

overview of micro-dosing as a concept and highlighted a wide range of research areas in which micro-dosing 

could apply to resistance training in particular in team sports, as well as potentially individual, military, or first-

response populations. 
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Figure 10.1. A flow diagram depicting the planned and completed study process included in this thesis. 
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10.3 Limitations 

 

A clear limitation for both intervention studies (Chapters 7 and 9) was the small sample size, a common issue 

when investigating professional sporting populations [317]. Working with team sports, there are often some 

constraints or limits on sample size particularly if the population being investigated encompasses one squad of 

athletes. Using multiple squads in this instance may increase the error, or variability, due to different training and 

fixture schedules being used by the different teams. In addition, due to the complex nature of team sports, injuries 

are often unavoidable at times resulting in players being unable to continue their involvement in applied research. 

We attempted numerous strategies to try and combat this issue and increase the sample sizes as much as possible, 

particularly for the interventions. As mentioned previously, additional data collection for Chapter 7 was under 

way, when the first lockdown occurred as a result of the global pandemic and that was halted. In conjunction with 

the supervisory team, a grant was successfully applied for with the National Strength and Conditioning 

Association, which was aimed to facilitate the strength training intervention within a collegiate program in the 

United States, whereby much greater squad numbers would be present. Due to travel restrictions again imposed 

by the pandemic this intervention has yet to be carried out. Despite unsuccessfully attempting to collect a greater 

sample, our attention turned to making our statistical approach as robust as possible whilst accounting for the 

small sample size, which lead us to the use of Hedge’s g effect size and having a greater emphasis on magnitude 

based inferences [314, 317, 318]. Null hypothesis significance testing is still a requirement in many journals, 

however, so the use of permutation tests was employed as an appropriate method of significance testing when 

studies are under powered. Another limitation was the lack of additional familiarisation sessions for the reliability 

studies (Chapters 5 and 8). Similar to issues with sample size the ability to access squads of athletes for applied 

research has its constraints particularly when the players and organisations are taking part in external applied 

research, as the time allocated to testing needs to be as minimally invasive as possible, particularly in-season. 

Although this should not be at the expense of scientific rigour, we were unable to gain access to the athletes for 

more than the between-session testing completed prior to the interventions, and with the cohort involved in 

Chapter 5. Had the focus shifted more towards the effect on familiarisation, it may not have been possible to 

complete the interventions, which were agreed with the funding organisation when the project was initiated. The 

knock on effect to a lack of familiarisation 

 

A further limitation of this thesis was the variation in sampled population, although all investigation occurred 

within soccer players, the hamstring studies (Chapters 5, 6 and 7) were taken from a female population whereas 

the strength training intervention studies (Chapters 8 and 9) were conducted with males. Fortunately, there was 

no further mixing between studies and due to the Chapters 5, 6 and 7 being part of the proposed ‘proof of concept’ 

we were not making direct comparisons between the two interventions (Chapters 7 and 9). As mentioned in 

Chapter 4, strength and neuromuscular adaptations are broadly similar between male and females provided that 

training status is comparable [234].  

 

10.4 Areas of future research 
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Whilst a range of potential future research directions based on the application of micro-dosing were explored in 

Chapter 4, this thesis was only ever going to begin to lay the foundations of the concept empirically. Now that we 

understand that micro-dosing over a 5- to 9-week period is not detrimental to strength, future directions should 

include investigation into the possible acute benefits (≤ 72 hours) as well more prolonged longitudinal 

investigations e.g., over a whole season to determine a more comprehensive understanding of the chronic effects 

of micro-dosing in soccer players. Considering how micro-dosing is still only developing as a standalone concept, 

future investigations should also be applied to many different team sports, as well as individual athletes and within 

tactical strength and conditioning populations to gain further understanding of the application in different 

environments where demands are still high but varied in comparison to soccer. As mentioned, Chapter 4 highlights 

how divergent micro-dosing as a programming strategy could become, Figure 10.2 has been adapted to show how 

all the sections outlined could crossover/interlink. It is now a great opportunity to open this concept up to allow 

experts in a whole range of topic areas, highlighted within Figure 10.2, to investigate the potential benefits and 

pitfalls of micro-dosing as an approach to the programming of resistance training now that we have begun to lay 

the foundations of the concept. 

 

The mean compliance rates observed within Chapters 7 (69-75%) and 9 (48-61%) highlights that even when using 

micro-dosing the group means are still only just reaching the thresholds outlined by Ripley et al. [288]. The 

distribution of completed sessions also needs to be accounted for as Ripley et al. [288] outlined further, in relation 

to hamstrings strength interventions, a consistency of < 3 weeks between exposures having a positive influence 

on hamstring injury incidence. Compliance is unlikely to ever be 100% for a whole squad of athletes, considering 

individual responses to match-play and training, injuries, illness, and other absences etc., however, further 

research needs to be conducted to understand how best to improve overall compliance as much as possible, 

especially in soccer. The solutions may be more than the programming strategy used, for example micro-dosing 

may only get a practitioner so far with improving compliance before other issues need to be addressed such as 

coaches/players buying into the process. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 10.2. An adapted illustration of key areas where micro-dosing resistance training may be advantageous and the potential links/cross-over in approach. 



10.5 Conclusions/Practical applications 

 

Anecdotally, numerous people following the Ph.D. process claim to know a lot about very little. Typically, having 

dedicated their time to investigating a specific area for a number of years and concluding with a lot more questions 

then answer. That does not appear to be the case in this instance, which is not to say that following this process 

we know very little about a lot, but we have broadened the shape of how micro-dosing could fit into practice 

whilst applying the basic concept to understand whether it is a viable method of resistance training. Not only do 

we suggest micro-dosing as a viable method from a ‘minimal effective dose’ perspective, but also as a method of 

increasing resistance training volume and applying the concept across the full dose-response ‘training zone’ 

highlighted in Figure 4.1 (Chapter 4). The fact that this thesis was initiated through applied practice, whereby 

specific questions of programming during periods of dense fixture schedules was highlighted in international 

soccer. The findings of this thesis have applications far wider than just international soccer and could have positive 

implications on the way programming is conducted in the wider soccer community but also across other team 

sports and potentially individual and tactical populations. As a result of this thesis, micro-dosing can provide 

moderately greater improvements in force production compared to a traditional approach across a 5-week period 

in soccer players. There is, however, no black or white in programming resistance training, whilst there were 

moderate differences in force production there was no meaningful difference between the groups for CMJ, 

meaning that there is definitely a time and a place for micro-dosing, but it should be used as another tool in the 

coaching toolbox.  
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11 Appendices 

Appendix 1. An outline of effect sizes pre- and post-intervention for upper body strength. 

a once-weekly, b twice-weekly, c 3 x/week, d 4 x/week, e 5 x/week, f 6 x/week, g 9 x/week. RE = random effects, 

CI = confidence interval  

 

Appendix 2. An outline of effect sizes pre- and post-intervention for lower body strength. 

a once-weekly, b twice-weekly, c 3 x/week, d 4 x/week, e 5 x/week, f 6 x/week, g 9 x/week. RE = random effects, 

CI = confidence interval  
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Appendix 4. Differences in effect size between lower frequency and higher frequency groups on 

lower body strength (positive values favour the higher frequency groups and negative values favour 

the lower frequency groups). 

(1vs2) = once-weekly vs twice-weekly, (1vs3) = once-weekly vs 3 x/week, (1vs5) = once-weekly vs 5 

x/week, (2vs3) = twice-weekly vs 3 x/week, (2vs5) = twice-weekly vs 5 x/week, (2vs6) = twice-weekly 

vs 6 x/week, (3vs6) = 3 x/week vs 6 x/week, (3vs9) = 3 x/week vs 9 x/week, (5vs6) = 5 x/week vs 6 

x/week. RE = random effects, CI = confidence interval. 

Appendix 3. Differences in effect size between lower frequency and higher frequency groups on upper body 

strength (positive values favour the higher frequency groups and negative values favour the lower frequency 

groups). 

(1vs2) = once-weekly vs twice-weekly, (1vs3) = once-weekly vs 3 x/week, (1vs5) = once-weekly vs 5 x/week, 

(2vs4) = twice-weekly vs 4 x/week, (3vs4) = 3 x/week vs 4 x/week, (3vs5) = 3 x/week vs 5 x/week, (3vs6) = 3 

x/week vs 6 x/week, (3vs9) = 3 x/week vs 9 x/week, (4vs5) = 4 x/week vs 5 x/week, (4vs6) = 4 x/week vs 6 

x/week, (5vs6) = 5 x/week vs 6 x/week. RE = random effects, CI = confidence interval. 
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